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REED, SOUTH SHORES 
RESIDENTS STILL WAITING 
FOR FEMA APPRAISALS

By Marcia Hogdson 
Resident Community News

It’s been nearly two years since Hurricane Irma 
wreaked devastation to the Reed Subdivision 
and South Shores neighborhoods, and, so far, all 
Chris Duguid has heard is “crickets.”

“We are planning on selling our home to the 
City of Jacksonville using FEMA (Federal 
Emergency Management Agency) funding,” said 
Duguid, a South Shores Road resident. “We are 
waiting, but the timeline keeps changing. It keeps 
being pushed out, so we are waiting for the es-
timates to come through – the assessments based 
on the comps we gave them pre-Irma. Then we 
can sit down and do the selling. So far, it’s been 
crickets chirping, and we are still waiting.”

Chronic flooding has been a way of life in 
sections of the Reed Subdivision and South 
Shores for years. Tidal flooding from the St 
Johns River and heavy rain from afternoon 
storms often saturates properties in the low-lying 
area between I-95 and St. Nicholas, causing 
street flooding. To mitigate the situation in 
Hurricane Irma’s wake, former District 5 
Councilwoman Lori Boyer held a town meeting 
in November 2017 to introduce a possible 
solution – a buyout of homeowner’s properties 
with FEMA and city money to mitigate future 
losses in the neighborhoods.

However, even though 37 of the 73 homeowners 
in Reed Subdivision and South Shores applied 
for the buyout, many residents feel confused and 
say they have received very little information 
from the City about the plan since it was intro-
duced two years ago.

“Residents here are scratching their heads 
because they don’t feel they’ve been given enough 
information,” said Bobby Back, a Bee Street 
resident. He notes, at the time, Boyer claimed 

STORY CONTINUES ON PAGE 4

Promises made, promises kept

Brews, Blues and BBQ,  
a finger lickn’ good time

Parker Hightower, his in-laws, Dr. George and Sue Waked, and his wife, 
Maggie, joined friends Rachael Bunnell and Anna Neal, at the glittering 7th 
annual Nemours fundraiser, An Evening of Promise, Aug. 23, to raise money 
for pediatric cancer patients.

From finger picking, to finger licking - the 
lineup of stage performing blues bands laid 

the perfect backdrop for patrons of the Florida 
Theatre’s annual fundraiser. Susan Masucci and 

Katie McCaughan swayed to the music as they 
sipped cider and micro-brews to wash down the 
tastiest lineup of barbecue selections from local 

restaurants and smokehouses in town.

READ MORE, PAGE 25

READ MORE, PAGE 32

READ MORE, PAGE 24

Homeowners torn between 
whether to stay, take buyout, 
or put up for sale sign

First Grader Emily Spottswood and other  
San Marco students head back to school

READ MORE, PAGE 27

Representing Baptist Health 
were Michael Lanier, Nicole 
Thomas, Diane Raines, Michael 
Mayo, Hugh and Susan Greene, 
Dr. David and Dianne Rice,  
Melanie Husk, Dr. Ruple Galani, 
Kimberly and Richard Sisisky 
with John Wilbanks, Nancy 
and Brett McClung. (Photo by 
Laura Evans Photography)

WeCareJax Celebrates Compassionate
Community of Caregivers

Hospital system representatives throughout 
Northeast Florida were in good company during 
the annual Caring Celebration, as the medical 
community gathered to celebrate Jacksonville-
based nonprofit WeCareJax. Retired Baptist Health 
CEO and honoree Hugh Greene was presented 
with the first ever Legacy Award and shared his 
thoughts from the podium. “We’re here tonight 

really because of WeCare. It was my privilege to 
be one participant, I want to emphasize I’m only 
one participant…let’s be clear, this is not about 
Hugh Greene. It is really a team of people that 
have been working for many years, involving 
many folks from the community trying to increase 
access to care and address the issue of the unin-
sured in the community,” he said.

Courtenay Wilson with authors Mary Bower and Linda Cunnigham 
alongside Elli Zimmerman were on hand to celebrate the book launch of 
“Sometimes I Wake an Atheist”. The book is a collection of personal stories 
of tragedy that have turned into triumphant celebrations of life and abiding 
trust and faith in God. Ten local women lend their true life-altering stories 
in hope that they can help heal others realize life beyond uncharted tragedy 
is both joyous and amazing.

Book launch helps renew faith, overcome tragedy
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A San Marco landmark for nearly 70 years, the Southside Assembly of God church 
edifice was demolished in August to make way for San Marco Crossing, a two-building, 
486-unit housing community on nearly nine acres of land located between Olevia 
Street and Mitchell Avenue in San Marco.

The demolition was conducted by Live Oak Contracting, a Jacksonville company 
that is also under contract to do construction on the new residential complex. 

San Marco Crossing, which is being developed by Chance Partners and EJF Capital 
LLC, is slated to hold its groundbreaking on Thursday, Sept. 5 at the site. The residential 
complex to be built will consist of two four-story multifamily buildings each with its 
own parking garage and will cover nearly two city blocks.

The demolition contract consisted of razing three buildings – a total of 65,940 square 
feet – that comprised the former Southside Assembly of God campus. Much of the 
material left over from the demolition will be recycled to be used onsite or sent to 
recycling facilities in the Jacksonville area, said Paul Bertozzi, president and CEO of 
Live Oak Contracting.

“The re-development of these sites will bring an amazing change to the area,” Bertozzi 
said. “I was born and raised in Jacksonville and as a resident of St. Nicholas, it is 
amazing to see such support of the revitalization of the East San Marco area. My Live 
Oak team and I are proud to be a part of this project with Chance Partners.”

Three buildings comprising the former Southside Assembly of God church edifice were demolished during early August.

Longtime San Marco church 
edifice bites the dust

By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

A dredging company has been selected, 
a hefty loan has been approved, and, if all 
goes well, the Millers Creek eco-restoration 
project may begin in October.

The Millers Creek Special Tax District 
Board unanimously voted to select DredgIt, 
a fully integrated sediment management 
company out of Houston, Texas, to remove 
sediment from Millers Creek, during its 
meeting Aug. 19 in the Compass Bank 
Building in St. Nicholas.

One of four dredging companies that 
bid on the project, DredgIt was the lowest 
bidder to submit a proposal that also met 
the specifications required in the boards 
RFP (Request for Proposals). Each of the 
four proposals received by the board met 
the specifications and were based on re-
moving 30,000 cubic feet of sediment. 
DredgIt’s bid of $855,000 was the lowest, 
followed by those of two Jacksonville 
companies -- Dames Point Workboats LLC 
at $877,487 and Brance Diversified, Inc., 
also known as “BDI,” at $1,187,000. Gator 
Dredging of Clearwater, Florida was the 
highest bidder at $1,573,574. 

“This is a big milestone that we’ve reached,” 
said Millers Creek Board President Michelle 
Wright after the vote. “We’re getting so close.”

In June, the Millers Creek Board received 
approval and closed on an $850,000 loan 
from Ameris Bank to help pay for the 
dredging project. In early July, the board 
provided notice for its bid package and 
invited select dredging companies to bid, 
setting a July 31 deadline for all proposals. 

“This allowed our board approximately 
three weeks to review all proposals and 
do due diligence before our Aug. 19 meeting,” 
said Wright, prior to the August meeting.

In its proposal, DredgIt proposed that it 
would hydraulically dredge onto property 
owned by Korean First Baptist Church 
along Millers Creek at the corner of Gay 
Street and Atlantic Boulevard. The church 
has offered use of its land at no cost to the 
Millers Creek board so that the dredging 
company will have a staging area to dry out 
soil taken from the creek before trucking 
it away. The church’s only request in allowing 
the Millers Creek board use of its land was 
that a small section of their property be 
available twice a week for its members to 
use as parking. 

Soil with benzo(a)pyrene will go to 
Jacksonville’s Trail Ridge Landfill and the 
balance of the dirt will be distributed by 
Independent Recycling of Florida. 

DredgIt is a specialist in “dewatering” 
soil from dredging projects and owns 
special equipment for this purpose, Wright 
said. “They specialize in that and have 

Millers Creek board selects dredging company
great references,” she said. “The dewatering 
equipment can take the water out of the 
soil quicker, so we won’t have piles of dirt 
sitting there for a long time as we wait for 
the dirt to dry.”

During its August meeting, the board 
also discussed the necessity of purchasing 
a performance bond to ensure that the 
contractor will perform the work to 
completion and pay any subcontractors it 
hires to work on the creek. Because DredgIt 
usually recommends Suretec Insurance 
Company to bond its work, Wright said 
she would contact the company to find 
out more information so she can report 
back at the board’s next meeting. From 
her research so far, a performance bond 
is estimated to cost approximately $20,000, 
she said. 

The board had expected the Jacksonville 
City Council would vote and approve the 
Special Tax District’s request that it allocate 
the full $275,000 it allows toward the 
project in the district’s ordinance, but 
when Board member Tamara Baker checked, 
the general counsel had not changed the 
ordinance’s verbiage and it still indicated 
the city would pay 12.5% of the project’s 
total construction contract up to $275,0000. 
Because 12.5% of the lowest bid is approx-
imately $106,000, the board decided to 
remain conservative, considering a budget 
of only $950,000 instead of the $1.125 
million it would have had by adding the 
full amount to the $850,000 Ameris Bank 
loan. The current amount allows the board 
to dredge approximately three feet of 
sediment, said Joe Wagner of Wood 
Environment and Infrastructure Solutions, 
Inc. If more money becomes available in 
the future or through grants or the city’s 
allocation, the board may be able to afford 
more depth to be added to the dredging 
project, he said. 

The board is still applying for grants 
from various nonprofit organizations and 
had some good news in August when 
Board Treasurer Scott Bates and his wife, 
Debra, reported that the city’s Environmental 
Protection Board is considering to grant 
some money to the Miller’s Creek Special 
Tax District to compensate for any damage 
to the creek that may have been inadver-
tently caused by the city over the years, 
said Wright. 

The board named Wright as its “point of 
contact” with DredgIt through the dredging 
process and named Board Treasurer Scott 
Bates as her back-up if she is unavailable.

Wright said she will contact all four 
dredging companies with the bidding results 
and will create a contract with DredgIt to 
present to the board at its next meeting, 
which will be held at Compass Bank in St. 
Nicholas on Sept. 16 at 6:30 p.m.
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3D mammography (digital breast tomosynthesis) is approved by the FDA and is quickly becoming 
the standard of care for breast cancer screening. Because it’s a newer technology, 3D screening 
mammography is not available at all screening facilities – but it’s now available at all Baptist Health 
screening locations.

3D screening mammography is different from a 2D mammogram:

• 3D mammography makes it easier to see the layers of breast tissue, allowing for better cancer detection.

• 2D mammograms take one picture across the entire breast, in two directions: top to bottom and  
side to side. Unclear or suspicious findings from 2D views can increase the need for additional  
imaging and also lead to more false-positives. 

3D mammography is designed to overcome these limitations. 
3D imaging technology moves in an arc around the breast to 
take X-ray pictures from many angles in seconds. A computer 
quickly assembles the pictures to produce clear, highly 
focused 3D images. This allows the radiologist to view the 
entire breast, layer by layer, for a more accurate screening — 
especially important for anyone with dense breast tissue  
or patients with an increased risk of breast cancer. 

Ask your doctor to recommend a facility that offers 3D 
mammograms. Or simply contact Baptist Health, now offering 
easy-to-schedule appointments for 3D mammograms at all  
six screening locations.

Schedule online or by phone today:   
baptistjax.com/3dmammo  
904.202.2222

What can 3D mammograms 
do for your peace of mind?

New breast imaging technique 
makes breast cancer easier to see 

and reduces false-positives.

SAME-DAY OR NEXT-DAY 
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE 
AT MOST LOCATIONS:
• Downtown Jacksonville/San Marco
• Jacksonville Beaches
• Fernandina Beach/Nassau County
• Fleming Island/Clay County
• North Jacksonville
• South Jacksonville/St. Johns County

© Baptist Health 2019

BMDA 35233 3D Mammography RN Ad_v06.indd   1 8/23/19   1:27 PM
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the City had studied possible solutions 
such as installing a pump system or higher 
bulkhead to alleviate flooding but said 
those solutions would not work and would 
cost too much. “I say, ‘show me,’” he said. 

“We pay taxes like everyone else. We don’t 
expect what happened with Irma to happen 
again in our lifetimes, and if it does, we 
know the drill.

“I don’t think the City has made any effort 
to resolve the flooding in Reed Subdivision,” 
he continued, adding that during the 
meeting, he heard John Pappas, Jacksonville 
director of Public Works, say he had never 
visited Reed Subdivision. “We know the 
history of our neighborhood. The City is 
not interested. They say there is nothing 
you can do about the flooding. Well, there 
must be something you can do about it, 
and if it turns out it’s too expensive, that’s 
fine, I can understand that, but we don’t 
know what has been talked about, looked 
at, or even if anything even has.” 

Back said he would be willing to play ball 
with the City, if he felt he had enough specific 
information about possible solutions the 
City has considered. 

The buyout program stipulates home-
owners be paid pre-Irma prices for their 
property by the City, which would then 
demolish their homes and restore the land 
to wetlands. The program is voluntary. 
Property owners can withdraw at any time 
during the process, which can take up to 
two years. 

In May, the Mayor’s Budget Review 
Committee approved a $4.6 million plan to 
buy and demolish 17 homes. The City is 
still considering whether to seek federal 

dollars to cover 17 more. FEMA is to con-
tribute 75% of the money to cover the 
mitigation program, with the City of 
Jacksonville paying the balance.

Although Back’s home was approved for 
the buyout, he is not planning to go anywhere. 
His land has been in wife’s family for 100 
years, and it has never experienced flood 

damage until Irma, he said. He estimated 
of the 17 homeowners approved for the 
buyout, only a handful will take it. 

“We were part of the 17, but a lot of us 
weren’t really sure what we were going to 
do. We filled out applications so we would 
have an option if we needed that option. 
Nobody knows what’s going on. They still 

haven’t done any appraisals, and when they 
talk about giving you fair market value 
pre-Irma, they don’t consider that houses 
in this flood plain are sold within a few days 
after they go up for sale and for a lot more 
than the pre-Irma value is.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Waiting for FEMA 
appraisals FROM PAGE 1

Map of the properties 
included in the FEMA buyout. 

Hugo’s Interiors | 3139 Philips Hwy. 32207 | 904.396.2233 | Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Saturday 11-4 | www.hugosinteriors.com

Crosby Designs | 2237 Riverside Ave. 32204 | 904.683.8683 | Mon.- Fri. 9-5 | www.shopcrosbydesigns.com

COMPLIMENTARY LOCAL DELIVERY!

STOREWIDE 
SAVINGS 

UP TO 50% 
AND MORE

Now serving the Highlands/Cashiers plateau
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According to James Croft, a city spokes-
man, “pre-Irma appraisals are expected 
to be conducted in September or October 
2019, after which time they will be dis-
tributed to homeowners for consideration, 
but Back is correct in saying housing 
prices have climbed in his neighborhood. 
According to Anita Vining of Berkshire 
Hathaway in San Marco, the South Shores 
area is a seller’s market. 

“There are two homes on the market 
there, and they are both under contract,” 
she said. “Six homes have sold in the last 
12 months. There are currently 3.5 months 
of inventory, which indicates a hot seller’s 
market! With interest rates at lows we have 
not seen since 2016, motivated buyers are 
out there shopping for homes, and sellers 
should take advantage of this friendly 
market climate.”

Missi Howell of Watson Realty in San 
Marco agreed. “In general, we have seen 
a demand in housing priced under $300,000 
for the last five years. Couple that with 
homes in popular locations and the homes 
do not stay on the market long,” she said. 

“Even with the hurricane, I think people 
see Irma as a once-in-a-lifetime event, and 
while the damage was devastating to those 
who lived through it, there is still a demand 
for housing there. Flood insurance certainly 
helps mitigate losses, and some people 
find the desire to live in the San Marco/
St. Nicholas area greater than the risk of 
flooding in the future.”

Sharon Scott, a Barbara Avenue resident 
whose home was buyout approved, said she 
had mixed feelings about whether to stay 
or sell. Her screened porch and garage were 
flooded, but no water entered her house, 
and FEMA compensated her with $10,000 
to fix the damage.  “I’ve been here 20 years, 
and that’s the one and only time it’s happened,” 
she said. Yet with FEMA’s appraisals nowhere 
in sight, she recently listed her home and 
had a signed contract within a week.

On Zillow, the popular real estate website, 
Duguid said the market value of his home 

has gone up 50% from its pre-Irma valuation. 
Yet he has no plans to put it on the market. 

“We get updates from Zillow that your house 
would be worth this, but they don’t take 
into account that your house has flooded. 
I don’t want to have to chase a contractor 
and renovate this space. I’m over that. I just 
want the City to follow its timeline and 
appraise the house, then sell the house to 
them, and check a box.”

After it was flooded with two feet of 
water, Duguid personally gutted his home 
days after the storm, so mold would not 
set in. He said his biggest challenge has 
been receiving three citations from the 
City for blight and unsightly conditions 
after taking instruction from city officials 
to store the debris under his carport until 
his house is demolished. “Every single 
week I come by and throw stuff away. 
Sometimes they collect it, sometimes they 
don’t,” he said, as he dragged three full 
trash cans to the curb because the City will 
not furnish a dumpster.

Meanwhile, several residents believe the 
City has a different agenda than just helping 
FEMA mitigate damages. “I think it’s a 
very politically motivated scheme having 
to do with The District that they’re building,” 
said David Gum, a longtime resident who 
grew up in South Shores and has lived in 
Reed Subdivision. “I think they want to 
turn Southampton Road into a bigger road 
so they can have another egress going into 
The District. Prudential Drive isn’t going 
to do it. It’s going to be crammed, and they 
are building new apartments, hundreds of 
them, just past the School Board Building. 
At the (November) meeting they said they 
wanted to turn this into wetlands, but I 
think it will be a sponge to aid in keeping 
it from flooding over there (at The District).

“If their goal is to turn this area into a 
sponge or one big retention pond then they 
should tell us,” said Back, adding he might 
take the buyout if the City would be open 
about its agenda. “We would certainly 
consider the buyout if it would help this 
part of town,” he said.

Back also questioned why, if his home is 
such a flood risk, his flood insurance is so 
cheap. He pays approximately $600 per year, 
he said, and his insurance cost has been 
reduced since Hurricane Irma. He also 
wonders how the neighborhood will be 
serviced if some houses are torn down and 
others remain.

“One of the things Mr. Pappas assured us 
at the meeting is that Public Works would 
give us the same level of service if we decided 
to stay,” he said. “We had a good laugh about 
that. There’s not much in our interactions 
with the City that give us confidence.”

Terrace at 749 Old Hickory Road overlooking the St. Johns River

Bobby Back’s backyard from Bee Street after Hurricane Irma.

View from the front porch of David Gum’s home 
on Old Hickory Road looking toward where the 

road curves to meet South Shores Road

David Gum wades through water near his home.

© 2019 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the 
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently
listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation

AnitaVining.com  |  Selling the Best of Jacksonville...
RIVERFRONT TO OCEANFRONT|CERTIFIED LUXURY COLLECTION SPECIALIST

904.923.1511 - cell 
904.739.1626 - office

anita@anitavining.com
 1983 San Marco Blvd., Jacksonville, FL  

EXQUISITE RIVERFRONT LIVING
Sitting high above the St. Johns River bank, this Nantucket style home features over 8,000 square 
feet of pure luxury. Current owners spared no expense when designing and constructing this 
incredible family home and guest cottage. Wake up every day to the awe-inspiring views from each 
room. Spend evenings admiring the sunsets as you stroll through the butterfly garden, swim laps in 
the pool or enjoy a romantic dinner in pavilions. Children can enjoy volleyball or soccer game along 
the river’s edge on lower terrace. Luxurious guest cottage will be the ultimate stay for your visitors. 

6 Bedrooms | 7 Full & 2 Half Baths | 8,321 Sq. Ft. | MLS#986431 

Proud Supporter of:

San Jose |  $598,000Epping Forest   |  $725,000

San Marco  |  $325,000 San Jose  |  $150,000

ENTERTAIN FAMILY & FRIENDS 
•  High ceilings and original  
 hardwood floors 

•  Spacious Kitchen with outside           
 built-in Grill 

• 1st floor Master Suite with  
 luxurious bath 

• 4 Bedrooms, 3.5 Baths, 3,680 Sq. Ft. 
• MLS#985725

SAN MARCO PLACE 
• Gorgeous sunsets and river views 
• Open living space 
• Hardwood floors 
• 2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, 1,298 Sq. Ft.
• MLS#1008848

  

PANORAMIC RIVER VIEWS 
• Dock and boat lift included 
• Breathtaking sunsets and views 
• Open floorplan 
• Two Balconies 
• 3 Bedrooms, 2.5 Baths, 2,517 Sq. Ft. 
• MLS#987595 

BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME
• Surrounded by beautiful trees and 
custom homes

• Convenient to shops and restaurants 
• 0.53 acres
• MLS#967387

SAN MARCO |  5,750,000

904.389.6659 | www.RayWare.com
Monday–Friday 8 am–5 pm

4048 Herschel Street, Jacksonville, FL 32205

Purveyor of fine hardware, plumbing and lighting fixturesPurveyor of fine hardware, plumbing and lighting fixtures

AVA I L A B L E  T H R O U G H

• Decorative Hardware for Cabinets & Doors
• Kitchen Sinks & Faucets
• Decorative Shower & Bathtub Fixtures

• Bathtubs, Sinks & Showers
• Bathroom Accessories
• Residential Lighting 

Go Jags!
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By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

The first commercial building ever con-
structed in San Marco Square has been sold. 

Built in 1926, The San Marco Building at 
1974 San Marco Blvd., affectionately known 
to residents as San Marco One, and two 
smaller adjacent buildings – 1980 San Marco 
Blvd. home of Starbucks Coffee and 1972 
San Marco Blvd., home of Beau Outfitters 

– were acquired by Sleiman Enterprises from 
San Marco Limited Partnership on Aug. 12. 

“In acquiring these properties in San Marco 
Square, we intend to provide Jacksonville 
with an experience like no other. We’re 
confident that this acquisition will only 
further elevate San Marco Square,” said 
Toney Sleiman, CEO of Sleiman Enterprises.

The purchase of One San Marco is the 
second recent commercial property acqui-
sition made by Sleiman Enterprises in the 
past three months. On May 6, 2019, the 
Jacksonville-based company acquired 
Lakewood Promenade from KRG Lakewood 
LLC, a limited liability company owned by 
Kite Realty Trust, a publicly traded business 
headquartered in Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Sleiman also owns Miramar Plaza Shopping 
Center and plans to upgrade the small retail 
center in the future.

The historic 94-year-old San Marco 
Building is a two-level, 8,200 square-foot 
building with the square footage equal on 
each level, said Michael McNaughton, chief 
operating officer for Sleiman Enterprises. 
The interior condition of the building 

“definitely shows the space has been empty 
for quite some time,” he said, adding that 

Sleiman Enterprises acquires historic 
building in San Marco Square

the other two parcels house Starbucks Coffee 
and Beau Outfitters, two tenants that have 
been “phenomenally successful” in their 
present locations.

“We’re thrilled to have them. They are 
great tenants. We have Starbucks as a tenant 
in many of our other locations. They bring 
a lot to (San Marco) center. Beau Outfitters 
is a fantastic local boutique. We couldn’t be 
happier to have them. We’re excited to build 
a relationship for years to come with Beau,” 
he said.

The Mediterranean-Revival-style San 
Marco Building was designed by Marsh & 
Saxelbye, according to Jacksonville’s 
Architectural Heritage: Landmarks for the 
Future, by Wayne Wood. According to 
Wood’s book, Town Pump Drugs and Sundries 
was its first tenant, and was listed in the 
1928 city directory. Later the Towne Pump 
restaurant and liquor store made its home 
in the space when Prohibition was repealed 
in 1933. It remained there until 1983. 

The building was later renovated as a 
restaurant and a new arcade was added to 
simulate the 1926 configuration, according 
to Wood. 

The building originally featured a Spanish 
tile roof and was twice as wide as it now 
appears, according to Wood. Arcaded 
one-story wings on either side of the present 
building have been enclosed behind modern 
storefronts. The upper two stories are all 
that remain of the original elaborate design. 
On the tower is a shield with the inscription 

“S/M” as a reminder of  San Marco in its 
heyday, according to Wood’s book.

Since the Towne Pump closed, the historic 
building has housed a variety of restaurants 

including St. Mark’s Restaurant, Café on 
the Square, Square One – Pom’s Thai Bistro, 
and Indochine, according to Robin Robinson 
of the San Marco Preservation Society. Most 
recently in the space was Melo’s Seafood 
and Steaks, which was evicted from the 
premises with its furniture pushed out onto 
the curb earlier this year.

At present Sleiman has no tenant lined 
up and no ideas of what to do with the main 
building, McNaughton said. “This district 
is unique and special, and when something 
like this comes to market, you have to take 
it seriously,” he said. “We have a lot of 
employees who live in the area and go there. 
Everybody loves the good retail and great 
restaurants and being part of something 
like that is rare. Quite frankly, the opportunity 
was presented to us as potential to acquire 
and we jumped at it. It’s something that, if 
you are in the real estate world and you 
have an opportunity to buy something this 
special and you pass, you may end up re-
gretting it. We didn’t want to do that. We 
are committed to the city in its entirety. We 
love Jacksonville, and this was something 
close to home that was not to be missed, so 
we moved very quickly to make it happen.

“We fully expect to put a significant in-
vestment into the building to put it in the 
condition to find the best possible tenant 
that would be relevant and contextual to 
the area and be successful,” McNaughton 
continued. “We are not looking to lease it 
as is. We are fully prepared to do what’s 
necessary to bring in the highest quality 
use we can.”

McNaughton said no changes would be 
made to the exterior other than modifications 
to shore up the building or visually restore 
it to its former magnificence. “Our goal is 
not to change the building but to embrace 
the historicity of the structure and the 
neighborhood and to become a cohesive 
part of the whole,” he said.

Joe Carlucci, president of the San Marco 
Merchants Association (SMMA), said he 
has been in contact with both McNaughton 
and Paul Thomas, vice president of Asset 
Management for Sleiman Enterprises, who 
is serving as a point man on the San Marco 

Building project. “Paul said they are dedicated 
to San Marco and in keeping everything as 
it is. They want to be a partner in the com-
munity, which is our number one priority. 
That they are aligned with that mentality is 
awesome,” Carlucci said.

“Paul Thomas said this is a special project 
for them and that they are treating this 
differently. They want to use a local architect 
where normally they would just use their 
two architects from out of town. He said they 
are going to replace the roof and that they 
want to meet with Preservation (San Marco 
Preservation Society (SMPS)) to make sure 
any plans they have totally align with the 
fabric of San Marco. They are learning the 
channels of how San Marco operates, and it 
is a lot different than a lot of other areas of 
town. They want to go through the right 
channels,” he continued.

“Paul did mention that the entire Square 
One Building probably won’t be 100% 
restaurant. It’s like 7,000 square feet, and 
unless they are putting in a humongous 
restaurant, he said they probably won’t fill 
the entire building with a restaurant. He 
said he thinks they may have a restaurant 
component. He said it’s always been a 
restaurant, and the structures are in place 
for that but they want to hear from SMMA 
and SMPS so they can move forward with 
what they think is best for it.”

Linzee Ott, president of the San Marco 
Preservation Society, said she had not been 
contacted by Sleiman Enterprises as of Aug. 
15, but that the society welcomes all property 
owners who care deeply about San Marco.

The building, “1974 San Marco Blvd., 
affectionately nicknamed ‘The San Marco 
Building,’ is a historic landmark as designated 
by the Jacksonville Historic Landmarks 
Commission in 1926. It is one of the crowning 
jewels of our square, and because the 
community values it so greatly, is preserved 
as part of San Marco’s identity,” Ott said. 

“As residents and business owners in San 
Marco, our collective focus is on community 
and our special sense of place, and the SMPS 
looks forward to working with Sleiman 
Enterprises to bring the most benefit to San 
Marco Square and its visitors.”

The historic San Marco One building in the center of San Marco Square and two adjacent buildings that  
house Starbucks Coffee and Beau’s Outfitters were bought by Sleiman Enterprises in early August.
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With property deed, 
signed lease in hand, Ryan 
Companies moving quickly  
to build new headquarters
By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

“All systems are a go,” for Ryan Companies 
when it comes to building a new headquarters 
for the Jacksonville Electric Authority, ac-
cording to Kathy Jalivay, a spokesperson 
for the Minnesota-based firm.

Even amidst talk of possibly rewriting 
the public utility’s charter, slashing JEA’s 
workforce by 29%, abandoning plans for 
the new headquarters, and having the City 
sell the utility to a private company, as far 
as Ryan Companies is concerned it’s “full 
steam ahead.” 

The construction firm, which does work 
in 28 states and $130 million in business 
in the Southeast alone, recently purchased 
the land at 300 West Adams St. from the 
city and is currently in negotiations with 
subcontractors, said Jalivay. On Aug. 20, 
it submitted its conceptual design appli-
cation to the City’s Downtown Development 
Review Board. Its proposal is to build a 
nine-story, 190,000 square-foot office 
building with an adjacent nine-level parking 
garage comprised of 850 spaces.

 JEA executed a 15-year-lease with Ryan 
Companies July 11, said Gina Kyle, the 
utility’s spokeswoman, noting the lease 
includes a cancellation clause allowing JEA 
to terminate the lease by Sept. 30. 

However, Doug Dieck, president of Ryan 
Companies Southeastern Region, isn’t worried.

“We’re signing a 15-year lease so the 
chances of them being there for 15 years is 
100% we hope,” said Dieck. “Anything 
beyond that would be fantastic. They’ve 
been in their current facility for 50 years. 
The chances of them being in this facility 
beyond 15 years are very good.

“If the decision is made for the city to get 
out and privatize, we would just have to 
react to it,” he continued. “We’ve underwritten 

JEA’s credit and the company as it is is a 
development risk. That’s what we do as 
developers. We’ve priced it appropriately to 
go with that. We feel good about who they 
are. Companies often change as time goes 
on and we’ll roll with it.”

 Choosing from a shortlist of plans by 
three developers, including Southbank’s 
Michael Balanky, JEA’s Board of Directors 
unanimously selected Ryan Companies’ 
vision to build its new headquarters at 325 
W. Adams St. in Jacksonville’s urban core. 
The cost  to bui ld Ryan’s  winning 
207,810-square-foot high-rise and adjacent 
multi-level garage is approximately $72 
million, according to documents submitted 
to JEA at the time.

As a man who has managed complicated 
construction projects while developing 
office, industrial, retail, multifamily and 
healthcare projects in Minneapolis, Phoenix, 
Chicago, Des Moines, and Tampa Bay, 
Dieck said he believed his company, which 
collects $1 billion in revenue on an annual 
basis, was selected because it was “the most 
qualified,” and the “most responsive to the 
RFP (request for proposal) relative to 
access to public transportation, restaurants 
and whatnot.

“I think what they saw along the way was 
a great differentiator and that was who Ryan 
is. We were very thorough in the lease review. 
We were very responsive and timely with 
quick detail. What they saw there was what 
they were anticipating from each of the 
groups going forward,” he said, noting Ryan 
quickly was able to provide documents that 
identified the landlord’s responsibilities 
from the tenants in a timely way.

“What we are building is a building for 
JEA. We are not trying to put a Ryan signature 
on it.  What we’re trying to do is to figure 
out by working with them what they really 
want. We listen to what they say and try to 
figure out what it means. Then we bring our 
expertise, having done this across the country, 
to that conversation. The outcome is usually 
very good,” he continued.

In the competition over the JEA head-
quarters, “what we saw, which was surprising 
to me, was that we were the only group that 
was not pushing their good idea and saying 
JEA should be a part of this, as opposed to, 
‘what did you say you wanted? Why don’t 
we give you that?’ 

“I think they chose the location,” he 
continued, adding that although Mike 
Balanky’s Kings Avenue plan appeared to 
be a good one, being located outside of 
the Downtown Overlay may have been 
fatal to his cause. “Clearly that was going 
against what they said they wanted in the 
RFP,” Dieck said. “I think that was a factor. 
Mike brought in a good team, but I think 
our sophistication on having done a lot 
of this was reassuring.  Who was going to 

buy the property? Ryan Companies. “Who 
is signing the lease? Ryan Companies US, 
Inc. It wasn’t let’s put a team together and 
pitch this deal. We were bringing who we 
are. Our team is very established. We’ve 
got 80 years of doing this fully integrated 
design, construction, development, property 
management, and capital markets all within 
the company. The competitors of ours were 
good competitors, and they put together 
good teams, but they were putting them 
together to pitch while we brought ‘this is 
what we do, this is who we are,’” to the table.

Dieck said he expects to break ground 
on the project that is to be built on a vacant 
lot adjacent to the Duval County Courthouse 
green, in the first quarter of 2020 and turn 
the building and its adjacent parking garage 
over to JEA 21 months later in the fourth 
quarter of 2021. “I don’t expect this to drag 
on and on,” he said. “We will turn this over 
right on time.” 

He also said Ryan’s building process is 
100% “open book,” allowing transparency 
taxpayers can be comfortable with. “JEA 
will have 100% control of how big the 
building should be and what the cost of it 
is. If they decide they need 10,000 more 
square feet, they pay for it. If they need 
20,000 less, they pay less. We will customize 
it to exactly what they want,” Dieck said. 
“There are no hidden fees, no hidden 
dollars. CBRE, which drove this process 
on their behalf, did a nice job. We agreed 
to a certain fee to do the project, and our 
fee is our fee. JEA will have its fingers in 
the mix the entire time.” 

In July, Ryan Companies opened Grand 
Living, an assisted living facility in the 
multi-use development of Tamaya, on Beach 
Boulevard, which will be managed by Ryan 
Companies in partnership with Grand Living 
senior living property management company. 

“We bought a piece of property and we did 
a $50 million project. We look for oppor-
tunities across the country and within the 
region,” Dieck said, adding within five years 
he anticipates Ryan Companies will be doing 
$500 million of business in the Southeast. 
“I have people looking for opportunities 
here. We see great population growth in 
Jacksonville, and with that comes many 
things, more residential growth, more senior 
living, more retail. The mixed-use-type 
projects that are happening in Brooklyn are 
some that we do often. We’d love to do 
something like that in Jacksonville,” he said, 
adding that he would love to do something 
on The Landing site.

“I see that as a civic property on the 
water. Wouldn’t it be neat if there was – and 
I’m making this up – an aquarium or a 
history museum?” Dieck said. “I see the 
Old Courthouse project, from my developer 
perspective, as a private development at 
higher density on the water. You see a 
couple of those across the river to the east 
(on the Southbank). It could be fantastic 
for that,” he said.

“What you need is users. Retail can be a 
supporting cast member in almost any 
project, but what you need are bodies. Office 
people bring bodies to downtown. That’s 
why JEA is staying here.”

Ryan Companies’ philosophy is to be a 
“servant” and “placemaker” to its customers,” 
Dieck said. “We aren’t interested in the 
quick buck, or ‘hey, let’s put that project 
up and not care what the neighbors think,’” 
he said, adding his company is not one to 
“muscle” a project through. “If the neighbors 
have an issue and want to talk about the 
project, it’s our job and our responsibility 
to be good stewards in the community 
because we are changing the landscape of 
the community,” he said.

Despite pending JEA privatization discussion, new headquarters still a go
Rendering of the new JEA headquarters to be built 
by Ryan Companies of Minneapolis, Minnesota

Doug Dieck, president of Ryan Companies Southeast Region
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Southbank apartment 
complex to open doors to 
tenants in September
By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

Downtown Jacksonville is coming a 
little nearer to its 10,000-resident mile-
stone with the September opening of 
SoBA, a luxury apartment community 
on the Southbank.

SoBA’s name is taken from the first 
two letters of South and Bank to denote 
its Jacksonville location. The 147-unit, 
four-story residential complex is located 
at 1444 Home Street on the Southbank, 
adjacent to Kipp Avenue and Louisa 
Street. Tenants are expected to begin 
moving in this September. 

“We developed SoBA with a vision to 
meet demand for luxury multi-family 
housing in the highly desirable Southbank 
neighborhood, with proximity to 
Jacksonville’s Central Business and Hospital 
districts,” said Rob Meyer, principal of 
Catalyst Development Partners. “We are 
thrilled new residents will call SoBA their 
home in Southbank starting in September 
and look forward to providing them with 
a highly walkable location Downtown, 
close to local transit and the Skyway.”

The new residences will be professionally 
managed by Greystar and offer one-, two-, 
and three-bedroom apartments ranging 
from 605 to 1201 square feet. Included in 
the units are gourmet kitchens, stainless 
steel appliances, full-size washers and 
dryers, and balconies or walk-out patios. 
The complex also boasts a 24-hour fitness 
club with Peloton bikes, co-working spaces 
for collaborative meetings, a club house, 

SoBA, an apartment complex on the Southbank, is nearly 
complete. The apartment homes should be ready for 

occupancy in September.

resort-style pool, summer kitchen with 
gas grills, a fire pit and an onsite coffee 
café. A three-story on-site parking garage 
is also available. 

Summit Contracting Group, Inc. was 
expected to build the residential complex 
and its parking garage at a construction 
cost of $15 million. Collectively, the project 
is an investment of approximately $24.8 
million for the construction of the rental 
apartment facility and associated improve-
ments, according to the resolution approved 
by the Downtown Investment Authority.

In August 2017, the Community 
Redevelopment Agency board approved 
a $2.53 million REV (Recapture Enhanced 
Value) Grant, which represents 75% of 
the property taxes to be collected and 
paid out over 15 years. In exchange for 
the grant, Catalyst Development Partners, 
also known as CDP Home Street LLC, 
was to allocate 10% of the units for 
workforce housing – housing that is 
affordable for households with an earned 
income that is insufficient to secure 
quality housing within a reasonable 
proximity to a workplace, such as 
Downtown Jacksonville.

By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

A new Asian restaurant is opening in San 
Marco Square.

Izakaya, which means “taverns” in Japanese, 
will be opening in the space recently vacated 
by Pure Barre San Marco. The new eatery 
is owned by Chef Sam Efron and his wife, 
Kiley, and will be located next door to their 
popular restaurant, Taverna.

“We take pride in being a part of the San 
Marco neighborhood and community,” 
said Chef Efron. “Since opening Taverna’s 
doors almost 10 years ago, we have worked 
to create a neighborhood establishment 
where people can come and celebrate their 
milestones, enjoy a date night, or stop by 
for Sunday brunch with family. Izakaya 
will be an extension of that family, and we 
hope will be a new neighborhood staple.”

Construction on the new restaurant 
began this summer. Between Taverna and 
Izakaya, there will be one large kitchen 
that will expand across the entire building 
and will be broken into three separate 
rooms – a kitchen for Taverna, a dedicated 
line for private dining and catering, and 
a kitchen for Izakaya. The new restaurant 
will also include multiple private dining 
rooms that will accommodate 70 guests. 

“Our desire to open an Asian restaurant 
stems from our love of the cuisine,” said 
Kiley Efron, wine director at Taverna. 

“Izakaya is an opportunity to share flavors 
and ingredients that inspire us. Since moving 
to Jacksonville, we have had an on-going 
desire to open an Asian concept and are 
excited to bring our unique dining perspective 
to life and showcase fresh, farm-to-table 
Asian cuisine to Jacksonville. Asian cuisine 
is also one of Sam’s favorites – it is a style 
of food he loves to eat and cook.”

Farm-to-table Asian fare to 
come to San Marco Square

Rendering of Sam and Kiley Efron’s new Asian Restaurant, Izakaya, that will be 
located next to their popular eatery, Taverna, in San Marco Square.

Chef Efron’s passion for Asian food evolved 
while living in Manhattan and San Francisco, 
where he explored the flavors of Chinatown, 
and honed his skills during his tenure 
cooking for the Mandarin Oriental, a five-
star hotel. Izakaya will be not be anything 
like a Japanese Steakhouse, he said. All types 
of Asian cuisine will be served, with a special 
focus on noodle dishes. 

Some other items that will be featured on 
the menu include Gyoza – house-made pork 
and shrimp pot stickers; Duck Confit spring 
rolls, Bulgogi lettuce wraps, Korean barbeque 
beef, carrots, scallions and kimchi; Dan Dan 
noodles – house-made noodles, spicy ground 
pork, Chinese broccoli, peanuts, house chili 
oil; and Tonkotsu ramen – pork broth, pork 
belly, pulled pork, soy egg, pickled bamboo, 
mushrooms, scallions, nori and sesame.

Sam and Kiley Efron
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permission) and sent up an elevator that opens directly into the foyer/waiting area of your office. 

1872 EPPING FOREST WAY S - $725,000 
4/3/1-3,680 sqft.  

Live in prestigious & beautiful Epping Forest. Make this home what you want 
it to be. Priced to sell ‘’As Is’’. Soaring 2-story foyer brings in loads of natural 
light. Original and lovely true hardwood floors. Living and dining room is 

great for formal entertaining with wet bar and easy walkthrough to Kitchen. 

1478 RIVERPLACE BLVD #1603 - $325,000 
2/2-1,298 sqft.  

Enjoy sunsets & gorgeous river views of St Johns River from this 16th floor unit. Located on 
West Side of Building overlooking pool. The perfect place to be for cities fireworks. The Arcadia 
floor plan features open living space, granite countertops, stainless steel appliances and split 
bedroom plan. 2nd Bedroom does not have windows but it perfect for an office or nursery. 

1431 RIVERPLACE BLVD #1509 - $395,000 
2/2-1,159 sqft. 

BEST PRICE EAST FACING TWO BEDROOM @ THE PENINSULA! Gorgeous unobstructed 
views all the way to Jacksonville Beach from kitchen, living area, and both 

bedrooms. Unit features Italian cherry kitchen cabinets and KitchenAid appliances. 
Beautiful Italian marble baths. Large balcony with views of St Johns River. 

1431 RIVERPLACE BLVD # 2004 - $387,500 
2/2-1,382 sqft.  

Rare opportunity to capture a B1 West 2/2 under $400K! 38’ balcony 
overlooking incredible city and skyline views! Italian marble clad bath with 

dual vanities, roman tub, and separate shower. Italian cherry cabinets, 
stainless Kitchen Aid appliances and Black Absolute granite throughout! 

6676 EPPING FOREST WAY N - $2.4MM 
5/6/2-6,747 sqft. 

Indescribable elegance in Epping Forest offering front and center St Johns 
River views. A home that has always been a statement in the community 
along 100 feet of riverfront. As you enter the property and walk through 

the entrance you will be wowed by the finishes and upgrades.

1555 LE BARON AVE #1555 
3/2-1,845 sqft. 

Another Waterfront Condo SOLD by Josh and Zack! Luxury Waterfront Living @ THE LE BARON! Rare south 
facing 3 FULL BEDROOM, 2 FULL BATH, end unit is large, light, and bright. St Johns River views are the focus 
from EVERY room and the large riverfront balcony. Eat-in kitchen is open to the living area. Wonderful split 

bedroom floor plan has Master directly on the riverfront with private access to the balcony.

1946 RIVER RD - $2.5MM 
5/4/1-5,081 sqft. 

An Architectural Masterpiece situated on the St John’s River in the heart of highly desirable 
San Marco. An elegant and inviting Riverfront home built in 1928 and featured in Jacksonville’s 

Architectural Heritage: Landmarks for the Future. Restored in 2008 with major upgrades over the 
last 3 years, the custom home exudes beauty with exquisite architectural detail.

2727 KELSEY PL - $1.950MM 
5/6/2-6,978 sqft.  

Live the riverfront dream in this magnificently well built and constructed 
home. Original owners spared no expense when they custom designed 

in 1995. Situated on higher bluff lot adorned with live oaks and lush 
landscape. Contemporary style of all concrete construction.

831 LASALLE ST # 831 - $199,000 
2/2-856 sqft.  

AFFORDABLE San Marco condo w/courtyard to river views awaits new owner. Freshly 
painted two story condo lives larger than square footage shows. Beautiful hardwood 

floors & beamed ceiling in living area & new neutral carpet in bedrooms. Door from living 
room leads to spacious balcony perfect for morning coffee or enjoying evening sunsets.

1431 RIVERPLACE BLVD # 1506 - $724,900 
2/2/1-2,113 sqft. 

RARE AND WONDERFUL LARGE NE CORNER 2/2.5 with wraparound balcony and 
DIRECT St Johns River views! Breathtaking panoramic views of River/skyline with 

multiple access points to balcony! Double Master Suites, private elevator foyer, Italian 
marble clad bath Master Baths with dual vanities, roman tub, and separate shower. 

1478 RIVERPLACE BLVD # 201 - $350,000 
2/2/1-1,492 sqft. 

RARE AND WONDERFUL TOWNHOUSE STYLE CONDO @ SAN MARCO PLACE! Very few of 
these units even exist and being a CORNER townhouse occupying the 2nd and 3rd floors 

of the building makes this unit even more special! Large living, dining, kitchen area 
occupy the 1st floor of the unit as well as a balcony, half bath, and laundry/utility room.

6647 EPPING FOREST WAY N - $1.275MM 
5/5/1-5,539 sqft. 

You must see the beautiful changes made in this gracious home. Situated on high 
and dry lot offering pool and backyard space for play area. Motivated seller’s made 

improvements including gorgeous hardwood flooring throughout and newly 
painted interior. Downstairs guest suite perfect for visiting family or friends. 

7227 SAN PEDRO RD - $745,000 
4/4-3,431 sqft.  

Own a piece of history! Named Villa Arbolada this beautiful & majestic Mediterranean 
revival home has been extensively renovated while maintaining its Old World Charm. 
Unique architectural features include original Spanish tile floors, refinished hardwood 

floors, pecky cypress beams, lead glass windows & arched openings. 

Anita Vining
REALTOR®

(904) 923-1511

Josh Nugent
REALTOR®

(904) 962-5176

Elizabeth O’Steen
REALTOR®

(904) 465-1706

Helen Willoughby
REALTOR®

(904) 655-8232

Jane Slater
REALTOR®

(904) 333-3883

Heather Cosgrove
REALTOR®

(904) 903-8993

Heather Riley
REALTOR®

(904) 993-4483

Genni Jet
REALTOR®

(904) 802-0820

Jane Owen
REALTOR®

(904) 502-1406

Tracy Thompson
REALTOR®

(904) 445-8170

SOLD SOLD
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By Kandace Lankford 
Resident Community News 

It has been several years in the making, 
but the plan that was shaped through heartfelt 
conversations between a priest and a pa-
rishioner is poised to revive the Cathedral 
District, perpetuating a sense of place with 
love at its core. 

Soon after The Very Rev. Kate Moorehead, 
dean of St. John’s Cathedral, arrived in 
Jacksonville nine years ago, she began 
regularly meeting church member Ginny 
Myrick for breakfast. The two talked about 
their faith, their families, and their thoughts 
on how to bring a fresh sense of purpose to 
the highest point in the City – the area 
known as the Cathedral District. 

Through the years, various influential 
people often joined them for breakfast to 
discuss the plan. But nothing was happening, 
because no one was dedicating their efforts 
full time to making it happen, according 
to Moorehead. The spirit of the plan became 
substance shortly after Myrick decided to 
bring in the Urban Land Institute (ULI), 
a worldwide network of cross-disciplinary 
real estate and land use experts, to help 
them determine how to move forward 
with the plan.  

The ULI brought in urban planners and 
architects from all over the nation. They 
received information on the area’s demo-
graphics, economic data and various maps 
identifying the study area, existing land use, 
zoning, bus routes, and downtown plans. At 
the conclusion of their two-day assessment, 
ULI recommended a road map of 34 things 
that needed to happen. Priority one was to 
birth a nonprofit devoted to urban develop-
ment with someone at its helm fulltime. 

New Cathedral District has forward-thinking plan for community growth

“That was when I looked at Ginny and 
said, ‘I think that person is you.’ That is how 
Cathedral District-Jax was formed,” said 
Moorehead. 

Moorehead had a vision of modeling the 
district after the cathedrals and surrounding 
villages in the Middle Ages. During those 
times, it often took a century to build a 
cathedral and a village would start growing 
up around it. “You’d have craftsmen, busi-
nesspeople, architects and the people that 
fed them and soon you’d have a whole 
village,” she said. “So, it struck me that we 
didn’t need to look very far in our own 
history to see a model of a cathedral being 

a heartbeat of a village and what we really 
needed was a neighborhood – we needed 
a village around us again. We needed people 
moving back downtown.”

The Cathedral District, so named for the 
five historic churches that anchor the neigh-
borhood, is comprised of 118 acres and 36 
blocks. The District extends north to south 
from State Street to Adams Street and east 
to west from Main Street to N. Liberty Street. 
It embraces five historic houses of worship, 
including the St. John’s Cathedral, First 
Presbyterian Church, First United Methodist 
Church, the Basilica of the Immaculate 
Conception, and Historic Mt. Zion A.M.E.

“There are 2,000 people that come down-
town to these five churches every week and 
then they all go home. There is no place for 
them to live – the residency doesn’t exist 
and there is no place for them to eat – no 
restaurants exist, so there is no reason for 
them to stay,” said Myrick, CEO and president 
of Cathedral District-Jax (CDJ).

Myrick took the first step to remedy the 
situation by approaching the Episcopal 
Church Building Fund (ECBF) to seek fi-
nancing for the plan. ECBF loans are available 
to Episcopal Church congregations for 
building and renovation projects for churches, 
schools, rectories and expansions of ministry 
projects.  

“When we brought them this idea that 
we had 118 acres and 36 blocks of property 
that we are trying to redevelop they said, 
‘Well, how are you going about that?’ I said, 
‘I’m glad you asked because I have a block 
and a half I want to buy,’” Myrick said. 

The block and a half Myrick referred to 
includes the long-vacated Community 

Connections building, which once served 
as transitional housing for homeless women 
and children. The nonprofit closed in 2017 
after its primary source of funding, the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Development, 
reallocated those dollars to permanent 
housing solutions.

ECBF came to town and studied the 
Cathedral District. They looked at the 
master plan, they looked at what ULI had 
determined and they interviewed the CDJ 
board. After a long period of negotiation, 
they decided to loan CDJ the money to 
buy the property. 

 “Now they are using us as their national 
model of how to revive core city churches. 
They held their annual national meeting in 
Jacksonville four or five months ago. I made 
a big presentation to them and their board 
was mesmerized by it,” said Myrick. “They 
are part of a national organization that has 
been around since the 1800s. They have a 
very substantial endowment and lend money 
at very favorable terms for projects that have 
to do with inner-city Episcopal Church-
related projects.” 

As soon as CDJ got the title to the property, 
Myrick sent out a request for proposal 
(RFP) to look for a developer to build 
apartments for workforce housing. CDJ is 
working with Vestcor on a $20 million 
project to transform the old Community 
Connections property into a mixed-income 
housing development, Lofts at the Cathedral.

Although Gov. Ron DeSantis struck $8 
million in funding from the state budget for 
workforce housing in the Cathedral District 
in late June, his proverbial red pen has not 
deterred plans to move forward with the 
project in the downtown neighborhood.

“It’s unfortunate that the $8 million 
affordable housing appropriation for 
Jacksonville was vetoed. It would have 
assisted the continued good work of building 
affordable housing downtown. The direct 
City allocation was for all of downtown 
and would have been bid competitively. 
Cathedral District-Jax is confident the sale 
of our Community Connections property 
will proceed as planned,” Myrick said. 

At present, there are four announced 
residential projects in the planning and 
funding stages in the Cathedral District, 
including Lofts at the Cathedral, amounting 
to approximately 303 new apartments and 
$41.8 million in economic investment. 
The district now houses over 650 seniors 
and has 52 market rate townhomes. 

The other three residential projects are 
Jacksonville developer Rafael Caldera’s  
estimated $5.6 million project on a 0.75 
acre lot at Duval and Washington streets, 
comprised of 45 multifamily housing units 

Ginny Myrick and Steve Kelley

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Lakewood Promenade Center,  
1626 University Blvd., West

(904) 683-5931 
ThompsonFurnitureLLC.com

Build your Dream Space

Selby Kaiser
REALTOR®

904-626-8800 
selbykaiser@bellsouth.net

Linda McMorrow
REALTOR®

904-626-9900
florida_legends@msn.com

A rare opportunity to acquire 
a Penthouse villa in the Hampstead building in Epping Forest. 
This ‘’Embleton’’model has panoramic views of the St. Johns River 
including the Marina at Epping Forest Yacht & Country Club. The 
master suite has river views as does the kitchen. The guest suite 
has a private bath and a balcony overlooking the front. Huge living 
room with fireplace, large balcony enclosed to provide year-round 

enjoyment. Ten foot ceilings add to the spacious feel of this very 
special villa. Handsome built-in cabinets in den. Beautiful 

moldings throughout the main living areas. Parking for two 
cars in the garage under the building with elevator service 
to the villa.

sellinglegends.com

6740 EPPING FOREST 
WAY NORTH, VILLA 114 
$950,000 

Enjoy lofty views of the St. 
Johns River and the downtown 
skyline from this lovely condo 
in Six Thousand on the River! Three bedrooms, two baths, riverfront 
living room with fireplace and dining room. Kitchen and baths have 
been updated and wood floors in public rooms. Community pool, 
clubhouse and marina add to your active lifestyle. This home has 
everything you need for carefree living with awesome views!

6000 SAN JOSE BLVD, 
UNIT 12-E
$439,000 
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and 27,000 square feet of gallery and studio 
space; JWB Real Estate Capital’s three-story, 
18-unit metal storage container housing 
development located along Ashley Street 
near Liberty Street, and Ashley Square, a 
$20 million project of Blue Sky Communities 
of Tampa. Ashley Square, to be located at 
the corner of Ashley and Beaver Streets, 
will be comprised of a five-story apartment 
building that will have 110 one- and 
two-bedroom units for working adults 
and seniors. 

Plans to revitalize the district include 
businesses, a K-8 charter school, public art, 
employment opportunities and more, but 
housing is the key to the kingdom.  

“The rule of thumb in economic devel-
opment is retail follows rooftops. So, if you 
get enough critical mass of residential, you 
will get people that will be able to go to a 
coffee shop or go to a restaurant,” said 
Myrick. “If you add the 2,000 that come to 
the Cathedral District for church every 
Sunday, you’ve got something going on.”  

The recently installed light pole banners 
that wave through the Cathedral District 
are further heralding the good news of a 
neighborhood nearing transfiguration. 
Designed by Cathedral District-Jax, Inc., 
the 108 banners were printed and hung on 
the historic lampposts by the Downtown 
Investment Authority (DIA). 

“If anybody doesn’t know where the 
Cathedral District is, now that we’ve got 
some branding, they will drive through 
these streets and understand what is meant 
when we talk about the Cathedral District 
in this Northeast section of Downtown 
Jacksonville,” said Steven Kelley, CDJ board 
chair. “We are very excited that the City has 
supported us in our efforts with these 
beautiful banners.”

Further punctuating the positive change 
going on in the Cathedral District is a public 
art installation that was unveiled by the 
Jacksonville Children’s Chorus (JCC) Aug. 
9, in celebration of its upcoming 25th an-
niversary. The sculpture, which sits near the 
parking lot across from the First United 
Methodist Church at 225 E. Duval St., where 
JCC has its headquarters, spells out S-I-N-G 
in bold red letters that sit atop a blue base. 

“It’s taken a long time to get to this point. 
This unveiling is the beginning of several 
artistic creations that are being commis-
sioned by the JCC. Some are musical 
compositions, some are in concert formats, 
some will be improvements to our facilities. 
Others will be surprises,” said Heather 
Solanka, JCC chair. 

The sculpture was funded in part by a 
neighborhood grant and in part by a generous 
donation from Preston Haskell, according 
to Solanka. The sculpture was created by 
artist and UNF fine arts professor Jenny 

Hager and was based on the design by 
graphic designer Carolyn Audije, who has 
served the JCC in a variety of capacities 
over the last several years. 

“We are excited to be a part of the revi-
talization of the Cathedral District,” said 
Audije. “We look forward to seeing all that 
is to come.”

During the month of December, the five 
churches in the Cathedral District will host 
the Cathedral District Festival of Lights and 
Music, coordinated by Linda Crofton, CDJ’s 
director of community development. Caroling 
choirs, Christmas lights and decorations, 
docent-led tours of the churches, and hot 
cocoa and refreshments will be part of the 
celebration. More details will be released 
as the date draws closer. 

“Our neighborhood is a genteel, safe and 
historically spiritually-significant area of 
Jacksonville, and that’s why it’s safe – because 
it’s surrounded by five churches and they 
are all churches that are involved in the 
community, that care about their community, 
and care about the people around them,” 
Crofton said. 

Crofton is also working on establishing 
a neighborhood association for the 
Cathedral District, similar to Riverside 
Avondale Preservation and San Marco 
Preservation Society. 

“The crime rate in this area is very low. 
The reason for that is there is not a lot of 
people here; in our district, half of the land 
is surface parking lots. That’s a lot of empty 
space and empty space tends to make people 
feel insecure, but that’s just a perception; in 
reality, it’s very safe,” said Moorehead. “The 
one thing that a person needs to be aware 
of when you live or work or walk around 
downtown is that you may get asked for 
money. I think this is a good lesson for 
everyone in America. We need to come up 
with our own understanding of how to help 
people more – help to give them food, a bus 
ticket or refer them to city ministries that 
already exist.

“Love at the core means love in the urban 
core, love in the core of our hearts – love 
is at the core of the gospel,” continued 
Moorehead. “It’s one of those wonderful 
themes that has a lot of reverberation to 
it – it has many levels of meaning. We are 
trying to bring love back to the urban core 
and grow the urban core. We believe that 
in time we will have a leafy, green residential 
neighborhood that’s diverse and exciting 
and has many income levels and many 
ministries, but also businesses and retail, 
and that there will be people that choose 
to live here because they enjoy the diversity, 
because they enjoy walking to work and 
to school and to entertainment. I have no 
doubt that there will be a village around 
the Cathedral.” 

The Jacksonville Children’s Chorus unveiled an art sculpture in the Cathedral District to celebrate its upcoming 25th anniversary. 
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LGBTQ forum for 
youth, families held 

at main library

Volunteers check in participants at JASMYN’s 
Family Forum for LGBTQ youth at the Main Library.

Sixty youth and family members came 
out for JASMYN’s family panel discussion 
at Jacksonville Public Library’s main 
branch Aug. 13 to talk about the type of 
support LGBTQ young people need as 
they reveal their gender identity and 
sexuality to family.

During the discussion, three LGBTQ 
young people shared their journeys of 
familial support, and attendees were 
encircled in an atmosphere of support 
and understanding.

The panel was a component of JASMYN’s 
mission to support and empower LGBTQ 
young people and create safe space for 
them. JASMYN provides programs, 
education, training and community 
conversations for each of these constit-
uencies to ensure LGBTQ young people 
are equipped themselves and supported 
by their families and communities.

“The importance of acceptance and 
inclusion in society starts with family and 
includes school and faith communities as 
well. Like every teen, LGBTQ teens need 
support systems to navigate adolescence,” 
said Cindy Watson, JASMYN CEO.

• Install rectangular rapid flashing beacons and establish a 
mid-block pedestrian crossing between Palmer Terrace and 
Kenneth Street.

• Install no left/U-turn sign to prohibit eastbound and left/U-turn 
movements at Beach Boulevard and San Mateo intersection.

• Install yellow two-foot to four-foot turning guideline striping 
for the northbound, southbound and westbound left-turn 
movements at Beach Boulevard and Walton Street intersection.

• Install a Keep Right sign with Object Marker for westbound 
through northbound left-turn traffic in front of center 
concrete traffic railing at the Beach Boulevard and San 
Mateo intersection.

• Install backplates with yellow reflectorized borders on signal 
heads at the San Mateo Avenue/Walton Street intersection to 
reduce sun glare and enhance signal visibility.

• Trim landscaping adjacent to the Beach Boulevard overpass 
gravity wall.

• Evaluate the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) ramps 
in the southeast corner of the Beach Boulevard/San Mateo 
Avenue/Walton Street intersection to assess the feasibility of 
reconstructing the dual ramps as a single ramp and realign 
the crosswalk along the east leg.

• Evaluate the Beach Boulevard overpass bridge end treatment 
to assess feasibility of replacing the existing concrete bridge 
railing at the approach end with a guardrail/attenuator-end 
treatment to improve intersection line of sight at the intersec-
tion of Beach Boulevard and San Mateo Avenue.

• Relocate the stop bar for southbound San Mateo Avenue traffic 
closer to the intersection to allow for better sight distance.

• Increase All-Red clearance intervals (east approach by .5 
seconds and north /south approaches by 1.5 seconds) at the 
Beach Boulevard and San Mateo Avenue/Walton Street 
intersection to help reduce the potential for angle and 
left-turn crashes.

• Add Advance School Crossing Assembly signs on the 
northbound and southbound approaches of Beach 
Boulevard and San Mateo/Walton Street intersection.

• Consider installing flexible delineator posts along double yellow 
lines adjacent to the westbound left turn lane at Beach and San 
Mateo/Walton Street intersection to prohibit U-turns adjacent 
to the on-street parking and to prevent mid-block U-turns.

• Eliminate the westernmost and easternmost on-street parking 
spaces located on the north side between San Mateo Avenue 
and Palmer Terrace to improve stopping and intersection 
sight distances. Additionally, eliminate the easternmost angle 
parking spot just west of the south leg of Palmer Terrace to 
improve sight distance.

Traffic safety enhancements coming to St. Nicholas Town Center
By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

In the not-so-distant future, pedestrians 
may find it a little safer trying to cross Beach 
Boulevard at St. Nicholas Town Center.

In approximately three years, the Florida 
Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
is planning to install a crosswalk across 
Beach Boulevard near Palmer Terrace. 
The project will be part of a larger inter-
section improvement venture between 
San Mateo Avenue/Walton Street and 
Linden Avenue and Schumacher Avenue. 

Construction is scheduled to begin in 
spring 2022 at a cost of $986,000.

“This project is being designed to enhance 
pedestrian safety and reduce angle crash 
patterns at the Beach Boulevard and San 
Mateo/Walton Street intersection,” said Sara 
Pleasants, community outreach specialist for 
FDOT. Pleasants said several improvements 
are currently being considered as part of the 
project but may be subject to change by the 
time construction begins because they may 
require coordination with third parties, such 
as residential property owners, businesses, 
and the City of Jacksonville.

Improvements included in the project are:

FDOT plans to install a midblock pedestrian crosswalk 
within the stretch of Beach Boulevard between Palmer 

Terrace and Kenneth Street in the spring of 2022.

Located in Riverplace Tower, 1301 Riverplace Blvd. #2552 
(904) 346-0642 • www.harbyjewelers.com

JACKSONVILLE’S DIAMOND SOURCE FOR FOUR GENERATIONS

AN INVITATION TO A PUBLIC FORUM 

For more information or to RSVP, call 904.244.6069 or email karen.earick@jax.u�.edu by Oct. 14. Seating is limited.  
This event is open only to adults 18 and older.  

Thursday, October 17 from 5:30 – 9 p.m. 

What Everyone Should Know About Breast Health

Omni Jacksonville Hotel
245 Water St. 
Jacksonville, FL 32202

FREE ADMISSION – DINNER WILL BE SERVED
Registration begins at 5:30 p.m. Doors open at 6 p.m.

As part of our commitment to enhance breast health education, UF Health invites you to participate in a 
free question-and-answer session about the latest information on breast cancer led by a panel of health care experts.

 

Directed by Shahla Masood, MD 
Professor and Chair,
Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
University of Florida College of Medicine – Jacksonville
Medical Director, UF Health Breast Center – Jacksonville 
Chief of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, 
UF Health Jacksonville

2019 Panel of Experts 
from the University of Florida College of Medicine  

UFHealthJax.org

Julie A. Bradley, MD
Associate Professor 
Radiation Oncology 

Brian G. Celso, PhD
Assistant Professor
Psychiatry 

Bharti Jasra, MD
Assistant Professor 
Surgery 

Smita Sharma, MD
Assistant Professor
Radiology

Lara Zuberi, MD 
Assistant Professor 
Hematology and Oncology 

Shahla Masood, MD
Professor and Chair
Pathology

John D. Murray, MD
Associate Professor
Plastic Surgery

Brent E. Seibel, MD
Associate Professor
Obstetrics and Gynecology
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I recently moved here from Seattle, and Seattle’s utility is public and has been public for over 100 years. I’m 
in preservation and I know, at least traditionally, it’s been in the public’s best interest for the utility company to 
be public at least in terms of the rates the public pays. I know there are things that factor into the decision to 
be public or private and I can’t speak to that, but I do know historically that the Seattle rates have been astro-
nomically lower, but we are talking the 1920s and 1930s. I think that utilities are for everyone. They are part of 
what we get when we live in a city, and it is the government that oversees the things we believe are public rights, 
and these are not so well suited to private industry. They lose money, but we, as a society, have decided they are 
important. Generally speaking, I think it makes more sense for JEA to remain public, as opposed to becoming 
a private company. When I think about cities and government, I tend to think long term, and as a planner, I 
tend to want things to encompass more than just the next election cycle. Ideally, you should plan for the infinite 
future, minimum 50 years, so I become very hesitant when government – or anyone else – wants to fix a problem 
right now without considering the long term. I get that thinking short term works for election cycles, but it’s 
so important for our City to think long term because Jacksonville is going to be around for more than a dozen 
years, and we can’t forget about that. If the only reason to privatize is to get that chunk of cash to deal with the 
deficit, then I don’t think that is the smartest thing to do. 

– MEAGAN SCOTT, SAN MARCO

Do you think the Jacksonville Electric Authority (JEA), 
your public utility, should be sold to a private entity?

By Marcia Hodgson, Resident Community News

No. I don’t think it should. I feel 
like as a public utility it should 

probably stay as a public utility. I 
worry prices would go up and 
services would go down. There 

needs to be some kind of oversight 
or regulation to keep things right. 

– ZACH HATFIELD, SAN MARCO

I don’t know that I have enough 
background to make a decision. I 

don’t know the finance of it, or if they 
have to get it passed by the City. 

However, I’m not happy with the fees. 
If the fees would go down if it goes 

private, then I would be for it. If 
privatization could lower our electric 

bills, then I am for privatization. 

– JOHN GILLESPIE, LAKEWOOD

No. I don’t think so. It’s part of our 
history. I think it’s something the 

people of Jacksonville should have a 
say-so in. I believe fees will go up if 

it is privatized. 

– CATHY BAYNE, ST. NICHOLAS

What it is, is that they are overrated in their pension and looking to bail out. They should sell some of their 
assets, like all that land they have. They’ve knit themselves into a corner with their pension and their assets. I’m 
not for privatizing JEA. They could fix it if they put the right people on it and had a meeting of the minds. They 
need to seriously talk to an accountant and do like the police did. They are overweight in their pensions. If they 
got their affairs in order, they would not need to privatize. That’s the way I see it. 

– BOBBY HOWELL, ST. NICHOLAS

I haven’t given it much thought. I would 
think private would be better. Normally 
private goes for the most efficient and profit 
driven and is not as corrupt. I work for a 
small company and we’re able to do things 
more effectively and efficiently than the 
government could ever do them. For 30 
years I worked for the government. We 
have different functions, of course, but the 
government tends to waste a lot of money. 

– JOE RODGERS, SAN MARCO

I would say no. I’ve never had any issues 
with JEA. Everything has always gone 
really well, so I don’t have a reason to go 
after change. But I absolutely object to the 
privatization of everything. I think the 
fact that we privatize prisons and so many 
other areas that have been in the public 
sector is a mistake. 

– MILANIE HATFIELD, ST. NICHOLAS

No. I’m very concerned about what would happen to the proceeds of such a sale. I’m afraid that politicians, 
being who they are, that the money would be squandered. It’s too much of a windfall and too much of a temp-
tation. I know Mayor Curry has talked about paying off the municipal debt, but I’m afraid that would be short 
lived, and the money would be spent on other projects, some of which may not be good investments for this 
city as a whole. Regarding Lot J, from what I understand, the mayor and the City Council have agreed to con-
tribute a quarter of a billion dollars to a project to be owned by Shad Khan to enhance the value of the property 
around the stadium. I have yet to hear what the benefit to the City is. I don’t think increased tax revenue from 
such a project would come close to the $250 million approximately that the City is talking about investing, 
especially on a present value basis. 

– WILLIAM RAMIREZ, EMPIRE POINT
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ASK THE EXPERT 

Famed microbiologist, Rene Dubos 
once said, “Think globally, act locally.”  
It may be hard to believe, but there were 
trade disputes prior to 2016 and many 
of them were resolved by the WTO. The 
World Trade Organization (WTO) has 
set the playground rules for the past 
two and half decades, enforcing free 
and fair trade.  Rather than wack-a-mole 
conflicts constantly escalating between 
individual countries, the WTO gives 
nations a global forum for their trade 
feuds. The World Trade Organization 
continues to be the best way to solve 
trade disputes because it establishes 
effective, universal rules that promote 
fair trade and peaceful resolutions.

As parents, my wife and I try to set 
fair rules for everyone to follow so our 
daughter doesn’t deck our son in the 
head when his ferociously famished 
fingers take her Teddy Grahams. Rather 
than taking matters into her own hands, 
she tells us, and expects us to set it right.  
This is precisely the WTO’s function, 
such as when it ruled that the EU was 
illegally subsidizing Airbus to compete 
with Boeing. Fines were paid and the 
subsidies were stopped.  

Unlike one-on-one agreements, a 
WTO ruling brings to bear the might 
of all of its 164 members.  A nation may 
choose not to comply but then it only 
gets to play by itself much like the kid 
who stole the kickball only to find the 
game isn’t very fun alone. If you want 
to play with others, as every economy 
must, you have to play by the rules.  
This was the case in 2012 when the US 
claimed China placed export quotas on 
rare earth metals to keep prices high.  
The US filed suit and in 2014 the WTO 
ruled against China causing them to 
drop the quotas through international 
enforcement.

WTO rulings aren’t the steamiest 
solutions, but they remain to be the 
most effective way to temper trade 
turmoil and keep the world economy 
humming. Granted, universal house 
rules aren’t always the most fun as my 
daughter quickly reminds me that I, 
too, am not allowed to have a caramel- 
filled confection before dinner.

245 Riverside Avenue, Ste 500, Jacksonville, FL 32202
904.858.4100  |  www.ottersonallison.com

Raymond James & Associates, Inc., Member New York Stock Exchange/SIPC. Diversification and strategic asset al-
location do not ensure a profit against a loss. Investing always involves risk and you may incur a profit or loss. No 
investment strategy can guarantee success. 
Investments & Wealth Institute™ (The Institute) is the owner of the certification mark “CIMA®,” the service marks Cer-
tified Investment Management AnalystSM,” Use of CIMA® or Certified Investment Management AnalystSM signifies 
that the user has successfully completed The Institute’s initial and ongoing credentialing requirements for investment 
management professionals.

Caleb Cronic is a financial advisor with Raymond James & Associates, 
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What is the Charter Revision Commission 
and why should citizens be concerned 
about it? For those whose memory stretches 
back 50 years, the consolidation of the City 
of Jacksonville and Duval County in 1968 
meant a centralized government would 
end duplication of urban services, such as 
fire and rescue, increase efficiency, provide 
political access for minorities, and put 
Jacksonville on the map to attract national 
companies to relocate to Northeast Florida.

Beginning in 2009 the Charter was 
amended to provide for a charter revision 
commission every decade to make recom-
mendations to the Jacksonville City Council 
and the members of the Florida Legislature 
representing Duval County concerning 
provisions in the charter and other special 
acts of the Legislature affecting the 
Consolidated City of Jacksonville. 

The commission is appointed during the 
month of May, in the year prior to the taking 
of the U.S. decennial census, for an eight-
month session. 

The newest commission, recommended 
by Council’s Immediate Past President, Aaron 

Public given means to participate in City-County Charter revisions
Bowman, and approved by City Council, will 
meet for eight months and submit a report 
of recommendations in spring 2020. The 
commission’s first meeting was July 31. 
Subcommittees will be formed to examine 
each of perhaps half a dozen issues, according 
to minutes from the July 31 meeting. 

The commissioners suggested a wide 
range of topics for consideration including, 
but not limited to, the binding legal opinion 
power of the Office of General Counsel 
and the dual role of the OGC as both a 
legal representative of clients and a judge; 
outdated provisions in the Charter relating 
to the School Board (school board salary, 
setting the school calendar) and a may-
or-appointed School Board; how the 
structural framework of the Charter can 
be changed to help address persistent 
community problems in neglected areas; 
and how to publicize, protect and use the 
river, park system and other natural re-
sources for everyone’s benefit, among 
many others.

During this time, the commission is 
looking for public participation for 

consideration in drafting its recommenda-
tions. The commission has a dedicated email 
address to facilitate public participation. 
Email the Charter Revision Commission at 
CRC@coj.net to provide input and sugges-
tions to the commissioners.

The final recommendations of the com-
mission will be presented to the Jacksonville 
City Council and the Duval Legislative 
Delegation, after giving consideration of how 
to best fulfill the needs of the citizens. 

The 14-person commission for the 2019 
Charter Review includes a representative 
from each of the seven School Board Districts 
plus eight At-Large residents of Duval 
County. School Board District representatives 
include Nelson McCoy, District 1, executive 
director for The Center, One Foundation; 
W.C. Gentry, District 3, attorney and San 
Marco resident; Ann-Marie Knight, District 
4, Mayo Clinic Florida administrator and 
commission vice chair; Celestine Mills, 
District 5, former City Council candidate; 
Chris Hagan, District 6, consultant and a 
Fairfax Manor resident; and Matt Schellenberg, 
District 7, former City Councilman. 

Scott Shine, a former School Board 
member, was to represent School Board 
District 2, but abruptly resigned Aug. 13, 
two weeks after the first meeting, citing 
scheduling conflicts. Retired Judge Ronald 
Swanson is the replacement nominee; his 
appointment resolution was introduced in 
City Council Aug. 27.

At-Large commissioners include 
Commission Chair Lindsey Brock, a mar-
itime law attorney; Jessica Baker, former 
staffer for Mayor Lenny Curry; Frank 
Denton, former Times-Union editor and 
a Riverside resident; Charles Griggs, 
Jacksonville Housing Authority board 
member; Nick Howland, former Duval 
County School Board candidate; Heidi 
Jameson, JAXUSA Partnership director of 
business development; Emily Lisska, former 
executive director, Jacksonville Historical 
Society, and Betzy Santiago, Florida State 
College—Jacksonville administrator.

Charter Revision Commission meeting 
notices, agendas, minutes and transcripts 
can be found at coj.net/city-council/standing- 
committees/charter-revision-commission.

Groundwork Jacksonville (GWJax) an-
nounced significant progress toward building 
the Emerald Trail within the next 10 years 
during a news conference at City Hall on 
Aug. 26, including new corporate ambassadors, 
major donors and a check presentation to 
Mayor Lenny Curry for the design of the 
Emerald Trail Model Project. 

“The Emerald Trail must be a project that 
benefits our entire community—especially 
the residents and businesses in the neigh-
borhoods the trail will go through, along 
with all Jacksonville residents, visitors and 
tourists,” said Kay Ehas, GWJax CEO. 

The project represents a partnership 
between GWJax, the City of Jacksonville 
and the philanthropic and business com-
munities. Co-Trail Champions David 
Miller, co-founder and executive chairman 
of Brightway Insurance, and Brian Wolfburg, 
president and CEO, VyStar Credit Union, 
will serve as ambassadors for the project 
in the community. 

“I believe in this project, not only for what 
we are doing, but just as importantly, for 
how we are doing it. We will be intentional 
about involving all sectors of the community, 
to build a trail that connects many of our 
underserved neighborhoods and uplifts our 
entire community,” Miller said. 

“What excites me about the trail is the 
activation of the space and integration of 
art, nature and recreation. This project 
will be transformational for downtown,” 
Wolfburg said.

Michael Pajcic, of the Law Firm Pajcic 
& Pajcic, and his father, Steve, are avid 
cyclists who see the need for the Emerald 
Trail. Michael, his wife Katy DeBriere, 
Steve and wife Anne, along with their law 
firm Pajcic & Pajcic, have made the first 
multi-year financial commitment to the 
Emerald Trail of $50,000 per year for the 
next four years. 

“When we heard about the plans for the 
Emerald Trail project, we did not hesitate 
to get involved. Having safe, designated 
bicycle and walking paths throughout the 
core of the city is something that will 
benefit and transform our entire community 

– from Riverside/Avondale, where we live 
now, to Woodstock Park, where my dad 
grew up,” Pajcic said. 

GWJax presented a ceremonial check 
to Mayor Lenny Curry for $180,000 rep-
resenting its portion of the first 1.3-mile 
Model Project design costs. Called the 
LaVilla Link, the Model Project will connect 
the S-Line to Brooklyn, through LaVilla. 
Design begins next month. Construction 

Groundwork Jacksonville Announces Emerald Trail  
Co-Champions, Major Donors and Challenge Grant

will take a year to complete and is expected 
to begin in fall of 2020. 

Ehas closed the news conference an-
nouncing GWJax’s first challenge grant. 

“I am thrilled to announce a $250,000, 1 
to 3 challenge grant from the Delores 
Barr Weaver Fund at The Community 
Foundation for Northeast Florida. Thanks 
to the generous donors we recognized 

today, we are already more than halfway 
to meeting her challenge and raising our 
first $1,000,000 for the Trail,” she said.  
In addition to the Pajcic family, David 
Miller contributed $100,000 as the first 
matching grant to the project. Likewise, 
Vystar, the largest contributor to date, 
committed $275,000 for the Emerald 
Trail and McCoys Creek restoration.

David Miller, Brain Wolfburg, Kay Ehas, Mayor Lenny Curry, Michael Pajcic

OCTOBER 2, 2019
5-9 PM | Rain or Shine

Downtown 
Jacksonville

Nightmare  

on Laura Street

iloveartwalk.com
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By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

If there is one thing that Jacksonville 
Director of Public Works John Pappas said 
he has learned from the City’s recent federally 
funded tree study, it’s that the leafy perennial 
plants can assist in the prevention of storm-
water flooding and are an important element 
in the urban core.

“I never thought of trees as infrastructure 
before,” said Pappas, who joined Jacksonville 
Urban Forest Manager Richard Leon of 
Riverside in discussing the study’s findings 
with The Resident. The Trees to Offset 
Stormwater study, which was one of 12 done 
by the Green Infrastructure Center, a 
nonprofit based in Charlottesville, Virginia, 
was completed this spring. It analyzed the 
city’s urban canopy and the effect it has on 
stormwater and water quality. Jacksonville 
was the last of 12 southern cities to be part 
of the study, which was funded by the United 
States Forest Service.

“This study brings a new aspect to evaluation. 
What this study identifies is potential impacts 
from trees on stormwater runoff, which has 
not really been part of evaluating sites de-
veloped previously,” Pappas said, noting he 
is more of a “numbers guy,” and wants to 
meet with representatives from the St. Johns 
River Water Management District and other 
environmental agencies and the state to get 
a consensus on what the impacts could be 
and how they might be handled. 

“I want to get confirmation on a quantitative 
approach to the tree impacts. This adds 
another component and detailed evaluation 
of the impact from trees – both from planting 
and removing,” he said. “We are trying to 
get the reality, the real impacts of the trees 
and then address those impacts appropri-
ately with (development) design. Before we 
had an aesthetic approach, now we want to 
have an engineering approach.”

Leon agreed. “What’s new is that we are 
looking at trees as urban infrastructure and 

not just as a commodity. This study was 
strongly focused on stormwater, but it also 
included other benefits of urban trees,” he 
said, noting a “stormwater calculator” was 
included within the findings. “It’s kind of 
cutting edge in that it incorporates the 
natural world into the man-built world and 
what the benefits are.”

According to the study, Jacksonville’s urban 
tree canopy serves as green infrastructure 
that can provide more capacity for the city’s 

“gray” infrastructure by absorbing or evapo-
rating excess water before it runs off and 
enters storm drains. Jacksonville’s citywide 
tree canopy covers 250,337 acres, 55.5% of 
its land mass. During an average-volume 
rainfall event – a 10-year storm – over 24 
hours the city’s trees take up an average of 
1.377 billion gallons of water – about 2,085 
Olympic-size swimming pools’ worth.

However, Downtown’s tree canopy 
covers only 12.2% of its land mass. “Cities, 
such as Jacksonville, have lost natural 
forest cover and wetland areas as land 
has been converted or filled,” said the 
study. “The city may continue to see 
losses unless tree canopy retention on 
private lands becomes a key aim.” According 
to the study, which analyzed Downtown’s 
existing open areas, 3.6% more area 
downtown could be planted with trees, 
resulting in an improved 15.8% canopy.

Other benefits of having a healthy tree 
canopy include fostering a healthful and 
vibrant community; cleaner air; aesthetic 
values; reduced heating and cooling costs; 
decreased urban heat island effects; 
buffering structures from wind damage; 
increased bird habitat; fostering walkability 
and multimodal transportation; increased 
revenue from tourism and retail sales, 
higher property values; as well as lower 
crime and better mental health, according 
to the report.

For older neighborhoods, such as San 
Marco, San Jose and St. Nicholas, canopy 
replanting is critical. As older trees die or 

before they die, younger trees need to be 
replanted to replace the older canopy. Leon 
requested that Jacksonville residents consider 
planting more trees on their property. 

One key finding in the report is that the 
removal of mature trees generates the greatest 
negative impact on stormwater runoff. “What 
this has done is to allow us to look at what 
is the effect of removing trees and what is 
the effect of adding trees. They’ve given us 
a stormwater calculator that we can use that 
is very intensive so that you can calculate 
if you remove X number of trees on 20 acres 
how that increases the stormwater runoff 
and if you add X number of trees, how that 
decreases the runoff,” said Leon. “John being 
a numbers guy isn’t unique. Most people 
are numbers people. This is a way for the 
City to quantify the benefits of trees.”

Also in the report were recommendations 
on how to better protect existing trees as 
land is being developed. Increasing the 
space of wells for trees planted on city 
streets and near impervious surfaces is 
very important.

The study’s results came on the heels of 
several recommendations to improve 
drainage and better protect wetlands by the 
Jacksonvil le Storm Resiliency and 
Infrastructure Committee, which was chaired 
by Sam Mousa, former chief of staff to Mayor 
Lenny Curry. “Mr. Mousa and Mayor Curry 
are very focused on the resiliency side of 
the city,” Pappas said. 

Since he has been in office, Curry imple-
mented the City’s Tree Commission, which 
has $26,996,688 in its tree mitigation fund 
available for appropriation. The City will 
use the money to plant trees in public spaces 
and in the right-of-way in front of homes 
and businesses upon request, but the funds 
cannot be used to plant on private property, 
Leon said, noting that residents can call 
630-CITY(2489) to request a tree. Interested 
residents may also attend Tree Commission 
meetings which occur the second Thursday 
of every month in City Hall. 

“Our first step in that is to make sure we 
are assessing and understanding the impacts 
of everything, whether it be storm events 
or the infrastructure component of trees. 
Mayor Curry is very focused on making 
sure we get it right,” Pappas added.

One thing Jacksonville residents living 
in historic neighborhoods can do to help 
improve and protect the tree canopy is to 
consult a certified arborist before taking 
down trees on their property, said Leon. 

“As I was coming into work, I heard (Radio 
Personality) Clark Howard say that it is 
important to remove trees before hurricane 
season when the prices are lower. A lot of 
people are very apprehensive about trees, 
especially after storm events. It’s one of 
those things that is self-perpetuating. If 
you remove a couple of trees in a forest 
setting, the trees that are left are more 
vulnerable to wind. There is no way to 
make a tree safe. We are always managing 
trees in some level of risk.

“There is a lot of malpractice in this,” Leon 
continued. “People will drive by and offer 
to hurricane trim your trees so the wind 
will blow through the tree canopy and it 
will be fine. But it’s the opposite of that. By 
trimming the internal branches, you create 
a big lever arm and do a lot more damage 
to the tree.”

Cities with larger tree canopies intercept 
a lot more rainfall than those with small 
canopies, Pappas said. “The biggest impact 
is on the typical afternoon shower, to help 
alleviate street flooding,” said Leon.

“If there is one takeaway from the study 
it is for us to look at trees as infrastructure 
and at the quantitative values that we can 
get from that,” he said, requesting individual 
homeowners look at their property with an 
eye toward planting a tree. “Don’t just wait 
for the City to do something. You should 
be looking to where you can plant trees on 
your land. The study shows that property 
values increase when there are mature trees 
growing on property.”

Viewing trees as green infrastructure yields quantitative results for city

Trees, an important element of urban infrastructure, dot the area between Baptist MD 
Anderson Cancer Center, where this photo was taken, and the Southbank.

The City’s most majestic tree is the centuries-old Treaty Oak, perhaps the oldest living 
thing in Jacksonville, located in Jessie Ball duPont Park on the Southbank.
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By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

The best way to acknowledge progress is 
to throw a party, and Ameris Bank on the 
Southbank recognizes the Downtown 
Dwellers have much to celebrate. To assist 
the Dwellers with planning an October 
celebratory bash, Ameris Bank’s Southbank 
location has gifted a $2,000 grant to the 
group of residents living in Jacksonville’s 
urban core.

“Ameris Bank is vested in the community. 
Our corporate headquarters is here, and we 
want to be a community partner with the 
Downtown Dwellers. It’s a natural fit. A 
vibrant downtown is so important for the 
community,” said Lou Vaccaro, senior vice 
president of Ameris Commercial Banking. 

“If you have a solid core downtown for people 
living here, working here, and playing here, 
it makes the entire community better.” 

Agreeing with Vaccaro is Heidi Roberts, 
vice president and retail branch manager 
of Ameris Bank in Riverplace Tower. “We 
support the Southbank, Northbank, and 
Downtown. We’re right here in the area, 
and we have a strong relationship with The 
Peninsula and the Downtown Dwellers,” 
she said. 

The Dweller’s party will be held near the 
Lone Sailor statue Friday, Oct. 11, from 5:30 
to 7:30 p.m. In the case of rain, the party 
will move inside to the nearby Village Bread 
Café in the Southbank’s Riverplace Tower 
Building.

Founded five years ago by Sandra Fradd 
of the Southbank and Dorothy Merrick of 
the Northbank, the Dwellers began as a 
group of residents who desired to give “voice” 
to those who live Downtown. Today the 

With support from Ameris Bank, Downtown Dwellers throw a party

Lou Vaccaro, senior vice president of Commercial Banking, and Heidi Roberts, vice president and retail branch manager of 
Ameris Bank give a $2,000 grant to President Sandra Fradd and Demitri Demopoulos of the Downtown Dwellers.

group boasts more than 100 members from 
The Peninsula, The Strand, San Marco Place, 
Churchwell Apartments, and The Plaza, as 
well as a few supportive residents outside 
the area. With its generous donation, Ameris 
Bank in Riverplace Tower has become the 
group’s first official business partnership as 
well as having officially joined the 
organization.

With its steadily growing membership, 
the Dwellers are taken seriously by city 
officials. Their goal is fourfold: to protect 
the river and the land nearby by collaborating 
with the City Parks and Recreation Department 
and the St. Johns Riverkeeper; to promote 
safety and security by collaborating with 
the Jacksonville Sheriff ’s Department, private 
security services and other support personnel; 
to foster community in bringing residents 
from Jacksonville’s urban core together 
through social and educational activities; 
and to support local Downtown businesses 
by using their services and involving them 
in their work.

“Our impact right now is in creating an 
organization that can act like a hub for 
issues having to do with downtown as well 
as increasing desirability for people to live 
downtown,” said Dimitri Demopoulos, a 
Dwellers member.

Most recently, the Dwellers were instru-
mental in the colorful restoration of the 
former “Little Gray House,” the only public 
bathroom on the Southbank Riverwalk, and 
that is the main accomplishment they will 
celebrate with the party. Thanks to the 
Dwellers, the formerly dilapidated building 
that sits in the shadow of The Strand near 
the Lone Sailor statue has been completely 
restored with a new roof, new bathroom 
facilities, and splashy murals depicting 

native Florida greenery painted on its exterior 
walls by local artist David Naskashi. Working 
with the City Parks, Recreation and Community 
Services Department, the Dwellers raised 
$10,000 to pay for the murals as an in-kind 
donation to the city this year as well as to 
fund a future art project on the Northbank 
Riverwalk.  The Dwellers’ enthusiasm inspired 
the city to invest in renovating with a new 
roof and facilities inside, said Fradd.

“We saw an ugly little building, and we 
didn’t even know what it was. We said, ‘that 
thing needs to get better.’ We designed the 
idea. We had David Naskashi do a rendering 
and everybody loved it. What happened 
then was that the Parks Department was 
not supportive or unsupportive. They were 
like, ‘Well sure. Okay.’ But when they saw 
it come to life, they became more enthusiastic 
and agreed to do landscaping, renovate the 
interior, and put a new roof on it, and they 

are not finished yet. That, to me, was a 
tremendous step forward, and we are not 
finished collaborating with them yet.”

The Dwellers have also worked closely 
with JSO to ensure better safety on the 
Riverwalk and to encourage the city to 
restore the Lone Sailor statue/fountain, 
which was damaged severely in Hurricane 
Irma. “The guys have been working on it 
for a month. They’re treating it like the 
Sistine Chapel. The Parks Department was 
very insistent that it be done properly,” said 
Fradd, adding the monument needed new 
tiles, paint, and plumbing. 

Fradd also said she is grateful for the work 
the city has done to reinforce the Riverwalk 
under the Main Street Bridge. “On both 
sides, the walls were starting to cave in. It 
was always leaking, and it had a lot of places 
that looked like with one more hurricane 
that would be it,” she said.
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Ronald McDonald House Charities of 
Jacksonville received a generous bequest in 
the amount of $2.4 Million from The 
Honorable John H. Moore II and Joan Kraft 
Moore Living Trust.  

William “Bill” McMenamy and Thomas 
Donahoo from the law firm of Donahoo & 
McMenamy, P.A., presented the generous 
donation to the staff and board members 
of Ronald McDonald House Charities of 
Jacksonville Aug. 8. 

Judge Moore passed away in July 2013 
and his wife, Joan, on April 21, 2019. 
They both graduated from Syracuse 
University and married in December 
1951. He joined the U.S. Navy, retiring 
as a commander in 1971 from the U.S. 
Naval Reserves. In 1981 President Ronald 

Reagan appointed Moore to Florida’s 
Middle District court and they came to 
Jacksonville. She was a high school English 
teacher. The couple has two daughters, 
Katherine, who predeceased them, and 
Debbie, of St. Augustine.

The judge was known as a “no-nonsense” 
jurist, and presided over Duval County’s 
landmark school desegregation case. 
Colleagues recalled him as a purist who 
demanded lawyers abide by the three Ps 

– be prepared, be punctual and be profes-
sional – when they appeared before him. 

The Moores, who lived at the Beaches, 
had also established an endowment fund 
in 2004 to support scholarships and pro-
gramming for the sport of tennis at the 
University of Florida.

Ronald McDonald House 
receives $2.4 million bequest

Thomas Donahoo, Diane Boyle and William “Bill” McMenamy

South Jacksonville Rotary elects new officers
Bea Fore, a resident of The Woods and retired JEA employee, 

was elected president of the South Jacksonville Rotary Club for 
its 2019-2020 fiscal year. 

Fore has been with the Rotary Club for eight years and said 
she was sponsored by a former JEA Chief Operating Officer. “I 
love it, I love the thought about service, about giving back,” said 
Fore, who worked for the Property Appraiser’s office for eight 
years and for JEA 18 years. “My passion is the Rotary Youth Exchange and we are hosting 
our sixth student, a 17-year-old girl from Sweden, this year. I love that the Rotary theme 
this year is ‘Rotary Connects the World,’ which fits so well with the Exchange.”

The 64-year-old South Jacksonville Rotary Club’s new officers began their term July 
1. The leadership includes Fore, president; San Marco resident Tom Ranney, Jr., vice 
president/president-elect; Orange Park resident Richard Dow, treasurer/secretary; 
Colonial Manor resident Charlie Cofer, Sergeant at Arms, and Miramar resident Bill 
Langley, immediate past president.

Bea Fore

Susan King, an Atlantic Beach resident, will serve as Feeding 
Northeast Florida’s new president and chief executive officer.

More than 270,900 people in the greater Jacksonville’s largest 
nonprofit community food bank’s service area turn to food 
pantries and meal service programs to feed themselves. In 2018, 
Feeding Northeast Florida distributed more than 14.1 million 
meals in eight counties throughout Northeast Florida.

King previously served as a member of Feeding Northeast 
Florida’s board of directors. She’s also held prominent roles including 
executive director for WeCareJax, executive director of Beaches 
Emergency Assistance Ministry (BEAM) and president/CEO at Atlantic Beach Urban Farms. 

King holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of West Florida and is a Certified 
Public Accountant and Licensed Real Estate Broker. Before working in the nonprofit 
sector, King spent more than two decades working as a financial professional primarily 
in commercial real estate development.

Susan King

Eight-county food bank names new president/CEO

No longer do San Marco area residents 
need to drive to Mandarin to guarantee 
they are giving their dogs and cats the most 
nutritious pet food possible. Earth Pets 
Natural Pet Market has opened a second 
store at 1629 Hendricks Avenue in San 
Marco, allowing many of its customers a 
chance to shop closer to home.

“We’ve had a store up in Mandarin for 
more than five years, and it turns out that 
one out of five of our customers were telling 
us they were driving from this area,” said 
Earth Pets owner Steve Huber. “There are 
a lot of educated people around here. Most 
of our clientele are going to be the folks 
that have studied and want to give their 
dogs and cats better nutrition by taking it 
to the next level or so.”

Earth Pets Natural Pet Market, an offshoot 
of Canine Care Center of Gainesville 
founded by Huber’s father-in-law in 1979, 
believes in sourcing, feeding, and educating 
the benefits of a raw diet for dogs and cats.  

“The way we look at things is if you feed 
a dog like a wolf, you are going to win 
every time,” he said.  “We’re really picky. 
In our stores there is no corn, no soy, no 
wheat, nothing artificial, no fillers or dyes. 
We specifically hone in on our proteins 
and ingredients and where they are sourced 
from. There is nothing sourced from China, 
and there is a code of ethics. We’re very 
diligent about who owns who, so if a 

Steve Huber, owner of Earth Pets Natural Pet Market 
outside his new store in San Marco

Holistic pet food store 
opens in San Marco

company like Purina buys out a mom-
and-pop brand we love, it doesn’t matter 
how long we’ve carried them, we will get 
rid of them. It’s all about transparency 
and audit trails,” Huber said.

Not only does Earth Pets sell raw dog 
and cat food, it also has an array of pet 
cookies and treats, eco-friendly toys, 
organic hemp rope, supplements for dogs 
and cats with diabetes, pancreatitis, colitis, 
and urinary tract infections among other 
diseases as well as organic gold sweet 
potatoes from Oregon and other items 
made in the United States and by local 
vendors. “We look for the smaller, more 
unique legitimate brands that really care 
what’s in the bag,” Huber said.

“One thing we pride ourselves on is that 
our customers can shop with confidence. 
They can come in here blindfolded and grab 
anything off the shelf – we’ve already done 
the research,” he said. “That’s who we are 
and what we’ve based our reputation on.”
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Sulzbacher hires chief 
health officer

 
Mary Pat Corrigan 

has joined Sulzbacher 
in the newly created 
role of chief health 
officer. Corrigan 
was most recently 
executive director 
of Volunteers in 
Medicine, which has 
partnered closely 
with Sulzbacher for many years. 

Corrigan worked for 10 years in senior 
management for Baptist Health System 
and also has years of experience in 
healthcare consulting around strategic 
planning, program development and 
large project management. In addition 
to running VIM, Corrigan also chaired 
the NE Florida Uninsured Work Group, 
a coalition of all the health safety net 
providers in the community. The work 
of that group has improved communi-
cation and collaboration between the 
safety net clinics and has made strides 
in the more efficient leveraging and 
utilization of joint resources.

In her role at Sulzbacher, Corrigan 
will lead the primary care, behavioral 
health, dental and vision care teams of 
Sulzbacher to address the huge need 
for free and low-cost health care in 
Jacksonville. 

As Sulzbacher has grown over its 
24-year history, so has its capacity to 
provide quality health care. Due to 
community need, Sulzbacher applied 
to be designated a Community-Based 
Health Center in 2017, allowing anyone 
in the community to receive healthcare, 
not only those who were homeless. 
Sulzbacher’s array of health services 
also includes medical outreach teams, 
medical respite services, a school-based 
health clinic at Ribault High School, 
dental care at Community Health 
Outreach on Jacksonville’s Westside, 
and a pediatric clinic at the new Sulzbacher 
Village for Women & Families. Last 
year, 7,694 patients were seen during 
30,572 visits and made Sulzbacher their 
medical home for care.

Mary Pat Corrigan
Helen C. Rowan, longtime trustee and 

parent of three ESJ alumni, will serve as 
Episcopal School Jacksonville’s new chair 
of the board of trustees this year, succeeding 
David C. Hodges ‘90, who served as chair 
2016-2019.

Rowan, of San Jose, has served on the board 
of trustees since 2011. She was most recently 
the board’s treasurer (2016-2019), and also 
has served on the executive committee, as 
chair of the finance committee (2014-2019) 
and on the strategic planning committee. 

Rowan is chief customer officer at Web.
com and also leads the company’s support 
and fulfillment teams. In addition to 
Episcopal’s board of trustees, she serves on 
the board of Ascension/St. Vincent’s Hospital 
System. She graduated with distinction from 
Cornell University and holds an MBA from 
the Amos Tuck School at Dartmouth College.

New members of the board also include 
David Barksdale ‘84, Paige Hakimian, Andy 

McCain ‘80 and Mike Grebe. Mike Kelley 
has joined the Foundation Board.

Barksdale, of Avondale, has a law degree 
from the University of Florida and is the 
managing director of The Bedell Firm. He 
is also the announcer for the Eagles Varsity 
Football team.

Hakimian holds a degree in criminology 
from the University of South Florida, has 
spent 27 years serving on all the campuses 
of her six children’s pre-school, primary, 
middle and high schools, and helped bring 
to Jacksonville Solace for the Children, a 
healthcare mission for children in war-torn 
countries. The San Jose resident is currently 
studying for a master’s degree in psychology 
from Harvard University.

McCain is president and chief operating 
officer for Hensley Beverage Company of 
Phoenix, Arizona, and also serves as chair 
of the Hensley Employee Foundation. He 
holds an MBA from Vanderbilt University. 

Episcopal Board of Trustees names Rowan as chair

Helen C. Rowan David Barksdale Paige Hakimian Andy McCain Michael Grebe Mike Kelley

Grebe joined the board of trustees in 
January 2019. An advisory director at 
Berkshire Partners, LLC, Grebe also serves 
as vice chairman of the board of directors 
of Baptist Health System. He earned a 
bachelor’s degree in business administration 
from the University of Michigan and 
served as a U.S. Naval Officer.

Kelley joined the Episcopal Foundation 
board as a new member for the 2019-2020 
school year. A managing director at Alex.
Brown, a division of Raymond James, 
Kelley once served as a legislative aide to 
Florida Senate President Ander Crenshaw. 
He graduated from the University of 
Florida, is a member of the UF History 
Department’s advisory board, a member 
of the board of governors of Timuquana 
Country Club, a trustee for the JAX Chamber 
and has served on the board for Young 
Life Jacksonville. 

Thanks to U.S. News & World Report, the nation has been in-
formed of something Jacksonville residents have known all along 

– that Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville is among the best hospitals 
in Florida and the United States.

In the publication’s 2019-2020 national rankings released July 
31, Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville and its sister facility, Baptist 
Medical Center South, were recognized as one of the top hospitals 
for gynecology, diabetes, and endocrinology.

Nationally, Baptist Jacksonville and Baptist South ranked 28th 
for gynecology services and 48th for diabetes and endocrinology. 
In its rankings, U.S. News evaluated more than 4,500 medical 
centers nationwide in 25 specialties, procedures and conditions. 

In Florida, the hospitals were ranked fifth best overall among 
254 medical facilities throughout the state. Wolfson Children’s 
Hospital was ranked among the 50 Best Children’s Hospitals for 

Pediatric Cancer and Pediatric Neurology & Neurosurgery by the 
magazine in June.

In addition, the 2019-2020 report highlighted Baptist Jacksonville 
and Baptist South as “high performing” nationally in gastroen-
terology and GI surgery; geriatrics; nephrology; neurology and 
neurosurgery; orthopedics; pulmonology and lung surgery; and 
urology. Five other procedures were recognized as “high per-
forming” including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD), colon cancer surgery, heart failure, hip replacement, 
and knee replacement.

“The announcement of Baptist Jacksonville being named by U.S. 
News & World Report as one of the nation’s best hospitals is an 
honor,” said Michael A. Mayo, FACHE, president of Baptist Jacksonville. 

“This designation recognizes our caregivers’ dedication to providing 
innovative compassionate and patient-centered care.” 

Baptist Medical Center ranked among the best
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Garden Club  
executive director to 
help cultivate growth

The Garden Club of Jacksonville is 
celebrating growth with the introduction 
of its first executive director at an open 
house to be held at its Riverside headquarters 
Tuesday, Sept. 10 from 11 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 

As it stands on the cusp of the century 
mark, the volunteer-run organization has 
carefully chosen groundbreaker, Denise 
M. Reagan, to lead its continuing effort to 
green up the city.  

Reagan, a Jacksonville native, has an 
extensive background in communications, 
nonprofits, media, education, and adver-
tising. She has worked at a number of 
newspapers and websites and was an 
adjunct professor at her alma mater, the 
University of Florida College of Journalism 
and Communications.

“Denise embodies all the qualities we 
were looking for in an executive director,” 
said Garden Club President Bobi McGinnis. 
“She has developed lifelong relationships 
throughout the Jacksonville community and 
across the country that will help the Garden 
Club reach a more diverse audience.” 

When Reagan returned to Jacksonville 
13 years ago, she planted a backyard garden 
as a way to spend time with her daughter. 
Together they harvested vegetables, fruits, 

and herbs, helping to expand her daughter’s 
palate. When she travels, gardens and parks 
are always at the top of Reagan’s itinerary, 
and locally, she often enjoys Memorial Park, 
the Jacksonville Arboretum & Gardens, 
Tree Hill Nature Center, and the Jacksonville 
Zoo and Gardens.

Since she joined the Garden Club, Reagan 
has been busy rebranding the organization 
to better communicate the nonprofit’s 
commitment to environmental responsibility 
in addition to a deep love for garden, floral, 
and landscape design.

“I have a first-hand appreciation of how 
green spaces can build community and 
sustain the environment,” Reagan said. 
“This knowledge fuels my desire to expand 
Jacksonville’s green spaces and increase 
access to fresh fruits and vegetables through 
community gardens. These projects can 
change lives.”

Denise Reagan

Chief Operating Officer Leon Baxton 
has been named interim CEO for Communities 
In Schools of Jacksonville (CIS). His ap-
pointment follows the announcement by 
the nonprofit’s board of directors that Steve 
Gilbert has departed Communities in 
Schools of Jacksonville after about five 
years as CEO of the nonprofit dropout 
prevention program, which provides case 
management, after-school and literacy 
programs for struggling students in Duval 
County public schools.

Baxton’s nearly 29-year career with 
Communities In Schools of Jacksonville 
began in 1991 when he served as a site 
coordinator at Northwestern Middle 
School providing case management 
services to connect at-risk students with 
needed resources to help them stay on 
track for graduation. Baxton has also 
worked in or overseen CIS’s afterschool 
program that focuses on keeping youth 
safe and occupied during those hours 
after classes end and also challenging 
them academically. 

In 1995, Baxton was promoted to chief 
operating officer of Communities in Schools. 
In that role, Baxton has been instrumental 
in Communities In Schools of Jacksonville’s 
expansion from serving 50 students in one 
local school to now serving about 7,500 
students in 36 schools through innovative 
community partnerships.

Growing up in Harlem, New York, in 
a difficult family environment, Baxton 
knew that education was the way out. 
With the help of his mentors Claudine 
Howard, who ran a program called Harlem 
Teens, and Eugene Pendarvis, Baxton 
graduated from and earned his bachelor’s 
degree in sociology at the City College 
of New York. He briefly worked at Harlem 
Teens, then spent eight years working at 
Boys Harbor in New York, before moving 
to Jacksonville to work for CIS.

CIS names Baxton interim CEO

The Women’s Board of Wolfson Children’s Hospital announced the speakers for the 
2019-2020 Florida Forum Speaker Series will include United Nations Ambassador (2017-
2019) Nikki R. Haley on Monday, Oct. 28, 2019, Presidential Historian and Pulitzer 
Prize-winning Author Jon Meacham on Wednesday, Jan. 22, 2020, and Hall of Fame wide 
receiver and three-time Super Bowl champion Jerry Rice on Tuesday, Feb. 25, 2020. The 
series will take place at the Times-Union Center for the Performing Arts.

Serving as 2019-2020 co-chairs of the Speaker Series are Heather Moseley, Anna 
Neal and Dearing Thoburn. Presented by The Women’s Board, the Florida Forum 
raises awareness and funds for Wolfson Children’s Hospital, supporting its mission to 
provide the highest quality of advanced pediatric healthcare regardless of ability to 
pay. Since 1992, the Florida Forum has contributed more than $6.8 million to Wolfson 
Children’s Hospital.

For tickets or additional information, visit thefloridaforum.com or call (904) 202-2886. Nikki Haley Jon Meacham Jerry Rice

Acclaimed speaker series to feature ambassador, author and Super Bowl champ

Leon Baxton
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Sodl & Ingram launches firm 
in downtown Jacksonville

Real estate attorneys Andrew M. Sodl 
and Thomas O. Ingram, a San Jose resident, 
have partnered to launch Sodl & Ingram, 
PLLC, a law firm that serves clients in all 
aspects of commercial real estate, investment, 
financing and development. The firm opened 
its downtown office in the Blackstone 
Building, 233 E. Bay Street, on July 12, 2019. 

Prior to launching their own firm, Sodl 
and Ingram worked together at Akerman 
LLP, where Sodl was a partner. Sodl’s 
practice focuses primarily on commercial 
real estate, banking and corporate trans-
actions. His law degree was earned at Boston 
College Law School, Boston, Mass.

Ingram has practiced law in Jacksonville 
since 1999, focusing on real estate 

Christy Budnick, president/CEO for Berkshire Hathaway 
HomeServices Florida Network Realty, has been appointed president 
of the Dreams Come True board of directors, to serve through 
June 30, 2020. The locally based nonprofit is dedicated to using 
the power of a dream to bring hope and joy to local children battling 
life-threatening illnesses.

Joining Budnick on the board are Tim Nolan, TOTE, Inc. president/
CEO, serving as vice president; Geoff Neilson, Graybar, serving as 
secretary, and Stephen Tremel, Jr., as treasurer.

Also appointed were the 2019-2020 officers for the Dreams Come 
True women’s board, which includes Samantha Lowery, president; Kim Dean, co-president; 
Lisa Holder and Shelley Smith, vice presidents; Christy Rosen of Miramar, correspondent; 
Rebekah Selevan, secretary, and Christie Stermon, treasurer.

The young professionals’ group, the Horizon, also elected new board officers, and 
they include C.J. Terrell, president; Tabetha Martins, vice president; Marisa Mariano, 
marketing; Leigh Russell, secretary, Steve Van Casteren, treasurer, and Danielle Callegari, 
special times liaison.

New officers appointed for Dreams Come True

 Christy Budnick

Author, priest, social entrepreneur, and 
nonprofit founder, The Rev. Becca Stevens, 
will speak at St. John’s Cathedral Sunday, 
Sept. 22, as part of the +Preserve and 
Proclaim+ Honoring the Rt. Reverend 
Frank Cerveny Speakers Series. She will 
speak at two services, 9 a.m. and 11 a.m., 
and the Dean’s Forum at 10 a.m.

Stevens founded Thistle Farms in Nashville, 
Tenn., in 1997 as a sanctuary for survivors 
of trafficking, violence and addiction. Like 
Jacksonville-based Rethreaded, Stevens’ 
nonprofit provides women with a way to 
earn income through social enterprise. 
Products from both Thistle Farms and 
Rethreaded will be featured at a pop-up 
marketplace at Taliaferro Hall, 256 Church 
St., on Sept. 22. 

‘Champion of Change’ to 
speak on trafficking survivors

Becca Stevens

development. His areas of expertise include 
land use and zoning, commercial devel-
opment, government relations and envi-
ronmental law. He is a past District Council 
Chair of Urban Land Institute - North 
Florida and is active in the Northeast 
Florida Builders Association (NEFBA)’s 
Government Affairs committee. Ingram 
holds a law degree from The Florida State 
University College of Law.

Andrew M. Sodl Thomas O. Ingram

In the first year since being named 
Northeast Florida’s only state-designated 
Pediatric Trauma Center, Wolfson 
Children’s Hospital admitted 705 children 
and teens with trauma-related injuries. 
The majority of injuries were the result 
of falls, followed by car crashes and 
assault/child physical abuse.

Celebrating its first year caring for the 
region’s most critically injured children, 
Wolfson Children’s Hospital is one of just 
seven state-designated Pediatric Trauma 
Centers throughout Florida and Georgia.

Florida Department of Health-designated 
Pediatric Trauma Centers are required to 
have pediatric-specific capabilities, spe-
cialists and facilities available around the 
clock. At Wolfson Children’s Hospital, 
Team Trauma numbers more than 1,000 
members including board-certified pediatric 
surgeons and neurosurgeons; specialists 
in cardiac surgery, critical care, hand 
surgery, ophthalmic surgery, oral/maxil-
lofacial surgery, orthopedic surgery, 
otorhinolaryngologic surgery, plastic 
surgery, thoracic surgery and urologic 

Children’s Hospital celebrates one year as 
state-designated Pediatric Trauma Center

surgery; pediatric anesthesiologists, ra-
diologists and support staff; pediatric 
pharmacists; trauma resuscitation registered 
nurses and pediatric-trained nurses; ad-
vanced practice providers, including 
advanced practice registered nurses and 
physician assistants; certified nursing 
assistants, social workers, respiratory 
therapists, physical, speech and occupa-
tional therapists, laboratory and blood 
bank employees, nutrition and dietary 
services, trauma psychologists, pediatric 
transport team experts, spiritual care and 
environmental services.

Additionally, Wolfson Children’s Trauma 
Transport Fleet includes one fixed-wing 
aircraft, two air ambulance helicopters and 
three Kids Kare Mobile ICUs, making 
Wolfson Children’s accessible to patients 
as far as 1,500 miles away.

Services provided at Wolfson Children’s 
Hospital are provided primarily by pediatric 
physician specialists with Nemours Children’s 
Specialty Care, Jacksonville, University of 
Florida College of Medicine – Jacksonville 
and Emergency Resources Group.

St. Nicholas attorney board certified in adoption law
Jennifer Boston Williams, an attorney with the St. Nicholas-based 

law firm of Elizabeth R. Ondriezek, P.A., was recently board certified 
in adoption law, one of 29 in Florida. She also currently serves as the 
chair for the Jacksonville Bar Association’s Adoption Law Committee.

The Terry Park High School graduate attended Florida Coastal 
School of Law and graduated in 2010, magna cum laude. Williams 
began working with the firm as a law clerk in 2007 and was promoted 
to associate upon being sworn to the Florida Bar in September 2010.

Williams’ undergraduate degrees include a Bachelor of Science in psychology and a 
Bachelor of Arts in political science, both cum laude and from the University of Florida.

Jennifer Boston Williams

Stevens was named a 2011 White House 
Champion of Change, a 2016 CNN Top 
Ten Hero, Humanitarian of the Year by the 
Small Business Council of America and 
the TJ Martell Foundation, and was inducted 
into the Tennessee Women’s Hall of Fame.
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Jacksonville Area Legal Aid’s largest 
fundraiser, Freed to Run, will get a boost 
this year from three newly-appointed co-
chairs of the event: Darnell Smith, Florida 
Blue’s market president for North Florida; 
Eric Krall, mortgage sales manager with 
Community First Credit Union; and Ryan 
M. Ludwick, an attorney with Fisher, Tousey, 
Leas & Ball.

The trio will work to attract more sponsors 
and relay teams, with Smith focusing on 
the health-care community, Krall on the 
business community, and Ludwick on the 
legal community and related industries. 

The third annual Freed to Run, a six-mar-
athon series supports civil legal aid for 
pediatric patients. All proceeds from the 
Dec. 15-20 Capitol to Coast relay series 
will go toward an endowment for the 
Northeast Florida Medical Legal Partnership 
and will be matched at 125% by Baptist 
Health. The NFMLP provides civil legal 
aid to pediatric patients and their families 
to ensure they have safe and sanitary 

Eric Krall of Community First Credit Union, Ryan Ludwick of Fisher, Tousey, Leas & Ball, Jacksonville Area Legal Aid CEO Jim 
Kowalski, and Darnell Smith of Florida Blue on the lawn of the Duval County Courthouse, where Freed to Run will finish Dec. 20.

Freed to run adds powerhouse proponents, community co-chairs

housing, as well as access to health care, 
educational accommodations, and other 
needed services.

Freed to Run began in 2017 when Gunster 
shareholder Mike Freed ran six consecutive 
marathons from the steps of the Florida 
Supreme Court to the lawn of the Duval 
County Courthouse, stopping at courthouses 
along the route and raising more than 

$70,000 for JALA. Last year he repeated 
the six-day journey accompanied each day 
by relay teams, and together Freed, the 17 
teams and other sponsors and supporters 
raised $400,000, with more than half 
coming from Baptist Health’s match.

For information about sponsoring Freed 
to Run, registering a team or donating, visit 
jaxlegalaid.org/freedtorun/.

Southbank residents and employees don’t 
have far to go to enjoy an affordable breakfast 
or lunch now that the Village Bread Café 
has moved into the Riverplace Tower. The 
comfortable café offers plenty of seating 
and a spectacular river view from its location 
on the ground floor of the Southbank 
skyscraper.

“The Southbank of the river as well as the 
Northbank are eclectic places, not only to 
live but to work,” said Village Bread Café 
owner Kelly Harris, adding he hopes to 
serve the more than 3,000 residents who 
live in the residential towers that sit adjacent 
to his restaurant’s location. “There are not 
that many choices to eat around here, and 
this venue at Riverplace Tower is the perfect 
place to look at the Northbank and the river. 
The downstairs and the upstairs – which 
we call the Atrium – here have been com-
pletely remodeled. There is new furniture, 
a new chandelier, and new carpets. It’s also 
a great venue for weddings, get-togethers 
or meetings,” he said.

Micaiah Townsend, Don Smith, Elvys Lopez,  
Heather Harp, Delila Matos, Bobbie Harper with  

Kelly Harris, owner of the Village Bread Café

Harris, who co-owns the café with his 
wife, Terri, also operates a sister café at 4073 
Philips Highway. The couple’s longtime 
Mandarin location, which they owned and 
operated for nine years, recently closed 
when the landlord decided not to renew 
their lease. 

Most of the café’s All-American menu 
selections fall below $10. The majority of the 
eatery’s fare is made from scratch, Harris 
said. “We make everything here in our kitchen 

– our own cheese sauce for mac and cheese, 
our own soups, and we’re known for our 
bread pudding with our own sauce,” he said, 
noting all menu selections are made to order 
and most of the ingredients are organic. “We 
buy the best that we can buy for the product 
that we are serving,” he said.

Village Bread Café does all types of catering, 
which is 25% of its business, and delivers. 

“We rent the restaurant out at night and on 
weekends,” Harris said. “We love to do 
private parties because we have a beautiful 
venue on the water.”

New café aims to be breakfast/lunch hangout for Southbank

Dr. Scot Ackerman, medical director 
of Ackerman Cancer Center, has been 
appointed by Governor Ron DeSantis 
to the Florida Board of Medicine, a 
state agency tasked with regulating the 
practice of medicine state-wide. Its 
mission is to protect and enhance the 
public’s health, safety and welfare by 
establishing and maintaining standards 
of excellence used in regulating the 
practice of medicine in the state of 
Florida through licensure, discipline, 
and education. The appointment to 
the Florida Board of Medicine is for a 
four-year term and is subject to con-
firmation by the Florida Senate.

Ackerman, a Granada resident, is a 
board-certified radiation oncologist 
with more than 30 years practicing in 
North Florida. Ackerman graduated 
from Tulane University with a degree 
in biomedical engineering and completed 
his residency at Columbia University 
Medical Center in New York. He held 
the position of Chief of Radiation 
Oncology at St. Vincent’s Medical Center. 

Having founded First Coast Oncology 
in 1997, Ackerman was a pioneer in patient- 
centered radiation oncology. In 2014, 
First Coast Oncology became Ackerman 
Cancer Center and the first private, 
physician-owned proton therapy center 
in the world. 

Ackerman serves on the board of 
WeCareJax and is actively involved in 
the American Cancer Society having 
served as president of the Florida 
Chapter. 

Dr. Scot Ackerman

Governor appoints 
Ackerman to state 
board of medicine

Having first opened its doors in early 
August, Village Bread Café is now in operation 
Monday through Friday from 7 a.m. to 3 
p.m. but expects to be open for breakfast 
on Saturday mornings in September. “This 
is really a place for community to get together,” 
Harris said, adding he is planning to offer 
a pancake breakfast for free over three 
consecutive Saturdays in September to 
encourage Southbank residents to come 
and socialize with their neighbors.
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By Kandace Lankford 
Resident Community News

While Raven was a patient at Wolfson 
Children’s Hospital, art therapy made his 
difficult days more colorful and helped him 
realize positive things about himself that 
he had never noticed. 

The 18-year-old experienced the epiphany 
through participation in the Art With a 
Heart in Healthcare (AWAHIH) program 
at Wolfson, during which a volunteer artist 
worked one-on-one with him to help him 
outwardly express his inner traits by chan-
neling his creativity into a collage on canvas. 

Raven’s art, along with that of other 
Wolfson patients, is now on display at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) 
Jacksonville as part of the Animal-Gamation 
exhibit. This marks the ninth year that 
MOCA has partnered with AWAHIH to 
display a collection of themed artworks by 
Wolfson patients. The exhibit is sponsored 
by Black Knight Financial Services.

AWAHIH is a nonprofit that provides 
personalized fine art experiences to help the 
healing process for patients and families at 
Wolfson Children’s Hospital. They also work 
with children and adult patients at Nemours 
Children’s Specialty Clinic, The Mayo Clinic, 
and Ascension St. Vincent’s Riverside. 

The Animal-Gamation exhibit kicked off 
with a reception at MOCA Aug. 11, where 
the young artists and their families gathered 
to celebrate their artistic achievements. Next 
to each art piece is a photo of the child who 
created it, along with a summary of why they 
chose the elements included in the art. The 

collection will be on display at the museum 
through Dec. 8.  

This year, each piece in the exhibit is a 
response to the following question: If you 
could create your own animal, what would 
it look like? To help spark their imagination, 
AWAHIH volunteers printed up several 
sheets with the names of animals and the 
characteristics of each animal. The kids 
looked the sheets, studied the characteristics, 
selected two or more animals that were like 
them and began working on their projects.

Raven’s piece is a combination of a raven 
and a rabbit and is titled Raven Rabbit. “I 
go through a lot so I try to be positive and 
help other people with what they are going 
through as much as I can. I chose the rabbit 
to show that I am fearless of certain things 
and the raven to show my personality,” he 
said. “I never really knew that I was coura-
geous and outgoing. People would tell me 
that I was, but I didn’t actually see it. I think 
making something like this showed me that 
I am all of those different things and that I 
can get through this with a smile.”

Lisa Miyares, staff member at AWAHIH, 
worked with several of the kids on their 
projects. “We kind of seized the day. If the 
kids were feeling well and they wanted to 
participate, we got them involved,” she said. 
“In a lot of these pieces you will see animals 
that show strength and perseverance, because 
all of these kids really need it going through 
the struggles and challenges that they do.”

Seven-year-old Madison clutched a 
chocolate chip cookie in one hand while 
she enthusiastically expounded on her art. 
With her other hand, she pointed to the 

pink, fluffy clouds and the sunshine on a 
stick at the top of her piece. “I like candy, 
so I drew candy clouds, and that’s a lollipop 
because I like lollipops,” she said. 

The name of her piece is Color Changer, 
because the animal, a mixture between a 
monkey and cheetah, is able to change 
colors. “I picked a monkey because I always 
monkey around, and that’s a cheetah, because 
I run super fast. When I was in kindergarten, 
I was the fastest one,” she added. 

Along with being great fun for the kids, 
art therapy helps to soothe them and shifts 
their focus onto something other than being 
sick. Through art, they are transported to 
places where they feel more at peace. 

“For children in the hospital, art is so much 
more than a fun activity. It provides a distraction 
from pain, helps them express themselves 
during a stressful time, and is part of their 
healing process,” said Michael D. Aubin, 
president of Wolfson Children’s Hospital.

Since AWAHIH was founded in 2001 by 
cousins Lori Guadagno and Lisa Landwirth 
Ullmann, the organization has served more 
than 80,000 patients and their families in 

Jacksonville. Their partnership with MOCA 
began in 2011. 

“This is right up our alley as far as what 
we do at MOCA,” said Matthew Patterson, 
assistant director of community & public 
programs at MOCA. “Our mission here is 
the discovery, knowledge and advancement 
of the art, artists and ideas of our time – so 
these children and their artwork fit in 
perfectly. We are happy to share their art 
with our audience.”  

The partnership between the two entities 
has allowed young patients at Wolfson 
Children’s Hospital to exercise their imag-
inations and to flourish in the face of adversity, 
while allowing the public to get a glimpse 
of how art helps children express experiences 
that are often too difficult to put into words.

“It is a great honor and privilege to partner 
with MOCA to exhibit these great works of 
art by these talented patient artists. MOCA 
has been wonderful to work with for the 
past nine years and we look forward to many 
more years together,” said Christy Ponder, 
executive director and artist in residence 
with AWAHIH.

Annual art exhibit features 
works by young patients

Eight-year-old Eliana’s family gathered around her artwork. Chehorse is a creature that 
is half cheetah and half horse. It can breathe underwater and is a fast swimmer.

Madison and her family

The Flarrot, created by 
16-year-old Francesa, 

is a mix between a 
flamingo and a parrot. 

It represents her 
colorful personality. Raven and his mother
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Angelwood celebrates soaring possibilities

Hundreds of guests turned out to celebrate Angelwood’s mission during the nonprofit’s annual gala at the Sawgrass 
Marriott resort in Ponte Vedra Beach Aug. 24. Chairing the event were Scott and Kelly Gramling, Mike and Natalie 
Rolewicz, and Robin and Dan Wahby. “We hope to make people more aware of what Angelwood does, day in and day 
out, and to celebrate the people that we serve and their accomplishments,” said Angelwood Chief Development 
Offi  cer Damara Farwell. “We are hoping to raise over $300,000 that will go directly into our programs and services, 
which serve the children, adults, and families in our community that are living with disabilities.”

Jordan Yabroudi with 
Angelwood Chief Development 
Offi  cer Damara Farwell

Dan Fox with 
Kimberlyn Stephens

Annette Green and Shirley Forbes

Nadine Gramling with Angelwood Executive 
Director Diane Tuttle and Leigh Ann and Pam Gray

An Evening of Promise helps kids with cancer

Nemours Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders was the beneficiary as guests gathered at the historic Ponte 
Vedra Inn and Club for the 7th Annual An Evening of Promise Aug. 23. Expected to raise more than $150,000, the 
glamorous event provides funds so that medical personnel from Nemours Children’s Specialty Care in San Marco 
may serve more than 750 local children each year. During the evening, guests enjoyed a night of music, cocktails 
and fabulous cuisine and an opportunity to partake in a silent auction and a jewelry pull sponsored by Diamonds 
Direct. Enjoying the fun with her parents was 7-year-old Savannah Lahtinen, who had been diagnosed with Wilms 
tumor, a form of kidney cancer, but is now cancer free thanks to the folks at Nemours Children’s Specialty Care.

Hunter and Kaitlin Wishall with 
Elizabeth and Scott Brannock

Bill and Lisa Barton with Kris and Larry Moss, 
CEO of Nemours Children’s Specialty Care

Karen and Dr. Jerry Bridgham, 
chief medical offi  cer of 
Wolfson Children’s Hospital

Keli Coughlin, executive director The Tom 
Coughlin Jay Fund with Ryan and Reverly Hart

Florida Theatre draws a crowd, puts on a flavorful show

Thanks to proud supporters, blues musicians and influencers alike, $40,000 was raised for the nonprofit Florida 
Theatre at the annual Blues, Brews and BBQ fundraiser held Aug. 22. Local dining and brewing establishments were 
out in big numbers to help contribute their best burnt ends, ribs and other finger lickin’ treats, accompanied by mi-
cro-brewed suds to wash it all down. 

Support was strong and establishments from the beaches to downtown set up and served their best to include ABBQ 
Meat & Drink, Monroe's Smokehouse Bar-B-Q & Catering, MOJO no.4, Urban BBQ Whiskey Bar, Veterans United Craft 
Brewery, Wicked Barley Brewing Company, River City Brewing Company, Bono's Pit Bar-B-Q, Intuition Ale Works, Bold 
City Brewery, Sweet Pete's Candy and Nothing Bundt Cakes.

WeCare celebrates health of uninsured, community contributors

WeCareJax, an organization dedicated to improving healthcare access for the uninsured and underserved in our 
community, held its annual awards banquet Aug. 23 at WJCT Studios. The evening event rolled out honors for those 
that serve as pivotal contributors. The nonprofit’s mission coordinates a community-wide network of medical services 
to include the voluntary contributions of over 550 medical specialists and volunteers in North Florida. 

Honorees for the evening were Dr. Elizabeth A. Johnson, oncologist at the Mayo St. Vincent’s Cancer Center; Dr. 
Scott Warren, dermatologist, First Coast Mohs; and a first of its kind Legacy Award was presented to A. Hugh Greene, 
retired president and CEO, Baptist Health.

The Wicked Barley team of Valerie Turney, 
Tobin Turney, Maxie Cox and Jennifer Redman

The River City Brewing crew represented by Bryndon Murphy, 
Krysta Johnston, Bob Grandstaff  and Rick Haase

Laurie and Numa Saisselin with Fitzhugh Powell, Jr. and Peggy Holt

Samantha Sotter with Katie Graef

John Wilbanks with Diane and David Rice

Kimberly and Jeff rey Lumley with Ilene and Dr. Jeff rey Levenson

Jimmy and Blakeley Vinicky

Angelwood Co-chairmen Scott and Kelly Gramling, 
Mike and Natalie Rolewicz with Robin and Dan Wahby

Florida Congressman 
John Rutherford with 
Susan Brandenburg

Honoree Dr. Scott Warren 
and his wife Beth

Founder George Trotter and his wife Ann with 
WeCareJax’s first Medical Director, Dr. Gary Bowers 
and first administrator, Freddie WebsterSean Monahan, Angela Lee with Patricia and Dr. Gary Josephson, 

chief medical offi  cer Nemours Children’s Specialty Care, and Clay Lee
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Angelwood celebrates soaring possibilities

Hundreds of guests turned out to celebrate Angelwood’s mission during the nonprofit’s annual gala at the Sawgrass 
Marriott resort in Ponte Vedra Beach Aug. 24. Chairing the event were Scott and Kelly Gramling, Mike and Natalie 
Rolewicz, and Robin and Dan Wahby. “We hope to make people more aware of what Angelwood does, day in and day 
out, and to celebrate the people that we serve and their accomplishments,” said Angelwood Chief Development 
Offi  cer Damara Farwell. “We are hoping to raise over $300,000 that will go directly into our programs and services, 
which serve the children, adults, and families in our community that are living with disabilities.”

Jordan Yabroudi with 
Angelwood Chief Development 
Offi  cer Damara Farwell

Dan Fox with 
Kimberlyn Stephens

Annette Green and Shirley Forbes

Nadine Gramling with Angelwood Executive 
Director Diane Tuttle and Leigh Ann and Pam Gray

An Evening of Promise helps kids with cancer

Nemours Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders was the beneficiary as guests gathered at the historic Ponte 
Vedra Inn and Club for the 7th Annual An Evening of Promise Aug. 23. Expected to raise more than $150,000, the 
glamorous event provides funds so that medical personnel from Nemours Children’s Specialty Care in San Marco 
may serve more than 750 local children each year. During the evening, guests enjoyed a night of music, cocktails 
and fabulous cuisine and an opportunity to partake in a silent auction and a jewelry pull sponsored by Diamonds 
Direct. Enjoying the fun with her parents was 7-year-old Savannah Lahtinen, who had been diagnosed with Wilms 
tumor, a form of kidney cancer, but is now cancer free thanks to the folks at Nemours Children’s Specialty Care.
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Florida Theatre draws a crowd, puts on a flavorful show

Thanks to proud supporters, blues musicians and influencers alike, $40,000 was raised for the nonprofit Florida 
Theatre at the annual Blues, Brews and BBQ fundraiser held Aug. 22. Local dining and brewing establishments were 
out in big numbers to help contribute their best burnt ends, ribs and other finger lickin’ treats, accompanied by mi-
cro-brewed suds to wash it all down. 

Support was strong and establishments from the beaches to downtown set up and served their best to include ABBQ 
Meat & Drink, Monroe's Smokehouse Bar-B-Q & Catering, MOJO no.4, Urban BBQ Whiskey Bar, Veterans United Craft 
Brewery, Wicked Barley Brewing Company, River City Brewing Company, Bono's Pit Bar-B-Q, Intuition Ale Works, Bold 
City Brewery, Sweet Pete's Candy and Nothing Bundt Cakes.

WeCare celebrates health of uninsured, community contributors

WeCareJax, an organization dedicated to improving healthcare access for the uninsured and underserved in our 
community, held its annual awards banquet Aug. 23 at WJCT Studios. The evening event rolled out honors for those 
that serve as pivotal contributors. The nonprofit’s mission coordinates a community-wide network of medical services 
to include the voluntary contributions of over 550 medical specialists and volunteers in North Florida. 

Honorees for the evening were Dr. Elizabeth A. Johnson, oncologist at the Mayo St. Vincent’s Cancer Center; Dr. 
Scott Warren, dermatologist, First Coast Mohs; and a first of its kind Legacy Award was presented to A. Hugh Greene, 
retired president and CEO, Baptist Health.

The Wicked Barley team of Valerie Turney, 
Tobin Turney, Maxie Cox and Jennifer Redman

The River City Brewing crew represented by Bryndon Murphy, 
Krysta Johnston, Bob Grandstaff  and Rick Haase

Laurie and Numa Saisselin with Fitzhugh Powell, Jr. and Peggy Holt

Samantha Sotter with Katie Graef

John Wilbanks with Diane and David Rice
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Jimmy and Blakeley Vinicky
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Founder George Trotter and his wife Ann with 
WeCareJax’s first Medical Director, Dr. Gary Bowers 
and first administrator, Freddie WebsterSean Monahan, Angela Lee with Patricia and Dr. Gary Josephson, 

chief medical offi  cer Nemours Children’s Specialty Care, and Clay Lee
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Rethreaded’s founder and president, 
Kristin Keen, became choked up with 
emotion after Riverside Homes’ co-owner 
Matt Roberts took the cap off the $10,000 
match grant at the nonprofit’s 8th birthday 
party Aug. 3. The event, held at Rethreaded’s 
warehouse on Barnett Street in the Railyard 
District, was sponsored by The Jacksonville 
Jaguars Foundation and included a special 
guest appearance by Jaxson De Ville.

The $10,000 fundraising goal was broken 
when supporters donated more than $15,000, 
which was matched by Riverside Homes 
for a final total raised of $34,751. 

Rethreaded was established by Keen in 
2011 to offer survivors of human trafficking 
a second chance at life through impactful 
work and long-term employment.

Rethreaded birthday party 
breaks fundraising goal

Priscilla Stroud and Shirley TurnerCharlee, Catye and Cheryl Clark

Patrice Roux-Neal and Traci Akers

Renee Parenteau with Mark and Amanda Searle and Tanya Guydos

Katherine Clark, Peggy Clark Shannon and Mike Italia with Karen Wendzel and Emily Pierce

© Ascension 2019. All rights reserved.

Compassionate  
ER care when  
you need us most

For your emergencies and more
Our ER care teams work quickly to listen and understand your needs 
and provide compassionate care. Because we’re more than emergency 
care, we connect you to the follow-up care that’s right for you.

Check in online at GetJaxHealthCare.com
If you are experiencing a major emergency, go to the ER as 
soon as possible or dial 911.

Ascension St. Vincent’s Riverside 
1 Shircliff Way                           
Jacksonville, FL 32204

Ascension St. Vincent’s Southside 
4201 Belfort Road                        
Jacksonville, FL 32216
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Over the past eight decades much has 
changed “in a good way,” at Southside Baptist 
Church, said Betty Lee of San Marco, and 
a charter member of the church, during the 
church’s 80th anniversary celebration.

“When I joined, it was a small church 
called First Baptist Church of South 
Jacksonville. Then they merged with San 
Marco Baptist, which met in the San Marco 
Theatre,” she recalled. “Over the years there 
have been nice changes. The church has 
grown in size. A lot of good things have 
happened.”

Lee was one of more than 200 church 
members who celebrated the church’s 
longevity Aug. 4 in the San Marco edifice 
on Atlantic Boulevard. Included among 

Fun and games mark Southside Baptist’s 80th anniversary

Members of the Southside Karen Baptist Church, an offshoot of Southside 
Baptist, enjoyed the fun during the church’s 80th anniversary celebration.

Southside Baptist Church Executive Pastor  
Scott Badgett with Maisy Webber and Caleb Sides

Donna Garner with Abby Webber

Enjoying a board game in the church’s fellowship 
hall were Mark Claiborne, Diane Jones, Cindy 
Graves, Faye Lockamy, Ethan Leavitt, Collette 
Crone. Front: Tina Deichl and Kacee Gouin

Southside Baptist Charter Member Betty Lee (center) 
is flanked by her daughter-in-law NeeCee Lee and her 
daughter Becky Hall, both longtime church members.

Sam Clausen with Southside Baptist 
Senior Pastor Dr. Gary Webber

celebrants were 100 members, comprised 
of Burmese refugees, of the Southside Karen 
Baptist Church, a church plant of Southside 
Baptist, located on Arlington Road. 

The anniversary festivities were com-
prised of fun and games in the church’s 
Hendricks Avenue parking lot where a 
bounce house and large blow-up waterslide 
were installed for the youngsters and 
ladderball, cornhole games and a small 
putting green kept grown-ups entertained. 
A face-painting table was also available 
as were board games in the church fel-
lowship hall. Later a worship service was 
held, followed by a potluck dinner, with 
the church supplying fried chicken, sweet 
iced tea and lemonade.

Steven Moo slides down the “big kids” waterslide 
during the fun and games portion of Southside 
Baptist’s 80th anniversary celebration Aug. 4.
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It was not necessary to head to the track 
to bet on the horses when the Knights of 
Columbus Bishop Kenny Council 1951 held 
its first Knights at the Races fundraiser Aug. 
3 at San Marco’s Columbus Social Club.

Nearly 60 guests from throughout 
Northeast Florida stopped by for a steak 
dinner with all the trimmings while betting 
on computerized horse races. Approximately 
$2,000 was raised during the inaugural 
event and will be put toward renovating 
the club’s restrooms to ensure they are 
handicapped accessible. 

Having a ringside seat was Father Jason 
Trull of Assumption Catholic Church and 
his colleague, Father Eric Stelzer.

“We’re all about fraternity and unity and 
this is a fun night,” said Grand Knight Tony 
Grado of Bishop Kenny Council 1951. 
“We’re having a good time, sharing fraternity 
with parish members of Assumption 
Catholic Church.”

Knights at the Races raises 
money for renovations

The American Cancer Society’s 24th 
Annual Cowford Ball is coming in September, 
and to get everyone in the mood, nearly 60 
young professionals gathered at the Pioneers’ 
Cowford Kickoff event Aug. 8 at the Beaches 
Museum in Jacksonville Beach.

The free event, which gave guests the 
opportunity to become acquainted with 
the American Cancer Society and its 
mission, offered chance drawings, live 
music, food and libations.

The Pioneers event was chaired by 
Keely Kopp of Ponte Vedra and Ryan 
Grimes of Neptune Beach. Also in atten-
dance were Tom and Donna Zaccour of 
Deer Creek, this year’s chairs of the 

Dick Collins with Sally Cook and Patty Howell

Fr. Jason Trull with Grand Knight Tony Grado  
of Bishop Kenny Council 1951 and Fr. Eric Stelzer

Fr. Jason Trull, William and Sharon Ramirez with 
Fr. Eric Stelzer, and Sharon and Michael Slowik

Ann O’Keeffe-Rodgers, reservations coordinator 
of Columbus Social Club, with Geri and Vic Cirillo, 
president of Columbus Social ClubDiane Royal, Joe Rodgers and Anne Billion

American Cancer 
Society Pioneers host 
Cowford Ball Kickoff

Linda Leo, Natalie Lupo and Jessica Wynne

Cowford Ball, a one-of-a-kind western 
gala, which will be held Saturday, Sept. 
28, at the Glass Factory in Downtown 
Jacksonville. The theme of the Cattle 
Baron’s event this year is The Duel—Party 
in the Saloon, and will offer dueling piano 
players, mechanical bull rides, casino 
games, and silent and live auctions, all 
to fund the American Cancer Society’s 
cancer research programs. 

Aaron Hendricks and Nicole Outler

Cowford Ball Chairmen Tom and Donna Zaccour

Mel Toran, executive director of American 
Cancer Society Southeast Region, with Chris 
Hoffman, Beaches Museum executive director

Cowford Ball Committee Kickoff 
Chairmen Ryan Grimes and Keely Kopp

Isabel Cruz, Lisa Collins, Juanita and David Pendergraft with Edgardo Cruz

9965 San Jose Blvd #54,  
Jacksonville, FL 32257

904-204-4505

Jacksonville

Jacksonville

Jacksonville

Jacksonville

Jacksonville
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BEAM of Light Beach Ball dazzles with colorfully clad guests
Even with a good economy, there are still 

plenty of people in need. To help make sure 
no one goes hungry in Jacksonville’s beaches 
communities, BEAM (Beaches Emergency 
Assistance Ministry) held its annual BEAM 
of Light Beach Ball fundraiser at TPC 
Sawgrass Clubhouse Aug. 24. 

More than 250 guests were seen wearing 
colorful, retro Lilly Pulitzer-type attire as 
they enjoyed an open bar, heavy hors 
d’oeuvres, silent and live auctions and music 
by RadioLove Band. 

“Our food pantry appointments are full. 
We are seeing a consistent stream of people 
that rely on the food they get just to stretch 
the rest of the family dollars. We definitely 
see people who have a change in their hours 
at work, or had a car break down, or a 
medical emergency that they weren’t ex-
pecting, and they get behind a little bit until 
they just have one month where they can’t 
pay their rent,” said BEAM Executive Director 
Lori Richards, noting her goal was to raise 
at least $100,000 at the ball. 

Senior women can especially find it hard 
to manage their bills after their husbands 
pass away, said Richards. “An increasing 
number of seniors are having challenges, 
so we have added a case manager just to 
work with seniors,” she said.

Ullman Brown Wealth Advisors was the 
evening’s presenting sponsor. Mardee 
Allcorn, Lorrayne Carless, Nicole Hamm, 
Tina Leigh, Kathy Maloney, Caitlin Mauney, 
Kathie McGuinness, Stacey O’Connor, 
Francie Peters, Gracie Simendinger, Emily 
Stephens, Jennifer Stockman, Candice 
Tiner and Cheryl Tveras shared committee 
chairmen honors.

Nicole Hamm with Emil and Victoria Gallant Sherill Herzfeld, Lorrayne Carless and Kathleen Johnson

Cheryl and Sonny MartinNancy Quick and Mary Quinn-Shalz

BEAM Executive Director Lori Richards  
with BEAM Board Chairman Janice Kiernan

Mike Field and Caron Streibich

Imagine your home, 
totally organized! 

Custom Closets, Garage Cabinets 
Home Office, Pantries, Laundries
Wall Beds, Wall Units, Hobby 
Rooms, Garage Flooring and more...

SPECIAL  
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The latest Jacksonville Artists Guild 
exhibit on display at South Kitchen & 
Spirits is apparently “extremely popular” 
with patrons of the Avondale eatery, 
particularly among Millennials, according 
to Charles Volpe, restaurant manager.

“Country Roads” includes scenes of 
soulful-eyed cows, country paths which 
take the viewer to restful woodland scenes, 
and intriguing views of abandoned barns 
or trucks, a throwback to another era and 
typically out-of-the-ordinary sights for 
city dwellers. 

At the show’s opening reception Aug. 
14, JoEl Levy LoGiudice, former gallery 
director of Vanderbilt University, selected 
Ted Head’s painting “Garden Gallery Café” 
as Best in Show, with Juror’s Choice awards 
for Sophie Dare Dentiste’s “Cracker Siesta” 
and Stephen Dunn’s “Ohio Buggies.” Fan 
Favorite was Leila Griffith’s “Memories.” 
The exhibit will be on display until the 
end of the year.

Country-themed 
exhibit a hit with 
restaurant patrons

Murray Hill Artist Leila Griffith with her sister Lagrange 
Grippi of Mandarin at the Jacksonville Artist Guild exhibit 

opening at Avondale’s South Kitchen Aug. 14. Griffith’s 
artwork won the “fan favorite” award.

San Marco Artist Mary McAllister stands with her oil on 
canvas painting, “N. East Country Rd.” at the Jacksonville 

Artist Guild exhibit opening at South Kitchen Aug. 14.

“Tobacco Barn,” a watercolor by San Marco Artist Jim 
Pearce, was on display at the Jacksonville Artist Guild 

exhibit opening at South Kitchen Aug. 14.

The United Way of Northeast Florida’s 
annual Tocqueville Society Gratitude 
Reception and Concert celebrated the 
generosity of those members at Daily’s 
Place June 28 prior to the Tedeschi Trucks 
Band. A reception and brief program 
honored the members of Tocqueville 
Society, chaired by Darnell Smith, Florida 
Blue Market Director.

The Tocqueville Society is a worldwide 
organization founded in 1984 and recog-
nizes local philanthropic leaders and 
volunteer champions who devote time, 
talent and funds to create long-lasting 
changes in the community.

Tocqueville Society 
members honored at 
Gratitude reception

Chris and Sally Hazelip 

Laurie DuBow, Shira DuBow,  
Susan DuBow and Darnell Smith

Book unveiling brings 
women together, heals hearts

A group of ten women authors and their 
closest friends gathered recently for a book 
launch at Linda Cunningham Studios in San 
Marco, Aug. 23. The book, titled “Sometimes 
I Wake an Atheist – Stories of Tragedy Bringing 
Forth Hope,” is a collection of stories shared 
by local women who have overcome great 
tragedy and have found the strength to carry 
on and triumph in life through their faith.

For all these women, their stories offer 
meaningful and deep searches into the soul. 
Still unfolding and always changing, a few 
of the authored entries in the newly released 
book were shared with friends as they greeted 
guests at the reception before any pages 
were turned.

“Mine was about my MS, how I was hit, 
my first encounter. How I dealt with it…I 
used to run, be active and athletic. I have had 
to come to grips, and I couldn’t have done it 
without the Lord,” shared Sam McCranie, 
who struggles with multiple sclerosis.

For others, like Shirley Elliott, it was the 
loss of her husband from a sudden heart 
attack, followed by a strained and estranged 
relationship with her daughter. “My husband 

and I were high school sweethearts, we were 
supposed to grow old together,” she shared. 
Elliott also mentioned that she’s not given 
up on her pursuit of a relationship with her 
daughter and will continue to reach out.

These resilient women authors have all ex-
perienced some form of tragedy in their lives, 
yet they remain committed to living in their 
faith. The book offers a look into the guilt, 
doubt, grief and loss that accompany such life 
altering experiences and offers uplifting spiritual 
guidance. Through heartfelt stories, loss is 
shown to help transform and alter the course 
of life and offer hope and joy through healing. 

The book was published by WESTBOW 
Press with cover art designed by Joann Cellar. 
The book may be purchased at the San Marco 
Bookstore, Angels for Allison Headquarters, 
Linda Cunningham Studios, The Red Lion 
Gift Shop at St. Mark’s Episcopal Church, or 
on Amazon.com.

John and Dan McCranie with author  
Sam McCranie and Annie McCranie

Cris Brundick with Joann Schellenberg

Mitigation, Fertilization, Pruning,  
Preservation, Palm Trimming, Stump Removal, 

Cable Installation, Disease Diagnosis

DALE LINDER

6111 Colgate Rd., Jacksonville, Florida  
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Dale.Linder@comcast.net
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Submitted by Laura Jane Pittman
 
It was January 19th, and the black-tie 

event was essentially a Who’s Who of Jacksonville, 
circa 1938. Members and guests mingled on 
the black marbleized tile floors of the new-
ly-built Art Deco-inspired Little Theatre of 
Jacksonville in San Marco Square, which had 
its lobby tastefully decorated in flowers and 
palms. Theatre members had patiently waited 
more than 19 years for this opening perfor-
mance – until now holding their all-volunteer 
community plays, musicals and readings at 
various hotels and venues around the city. 
The popular comedy “Boy Meets Girl” was 
the starting show in the ’38-’39 season lineup 
of eight plays.

Just a few years ago, as the Florida Land 
Bust and Great Depression set in, membership 
was at an all-time low and plans for a 
downtown playhouse had been tabled. That 
was before membership chair Carl Swisher 
swept in with a generous offer to donate a 
San Marco land site and half the financing 
for a new building. Now, a packed house of 
members, special guests, reporters and 
photographers were finally celebrating the 
opening of the Little Theatre’s new home. The 
city was recovering from the depression, spirits 
were high, and the night culminated in the 
Swishers’ eight-month-old granddaughter 
Martha Elizabeth making a cameo appearance 
as the infant character “Happy.”

 
There is truly no better way to tell timeless 

stories, like this one of the inaugural night 
at Theatre Jacksonville’s “Little Theatre” in 
San Marco, than through the art of the 
theater. This is exactly what Theatre Jacksonville 
has been doing in Northeast Florida for the 
last 100 years. 

Celebrating its centennial birthday during 
the upcoming 2019-2020 season, Theatre 
Jacksonville reaches thousands of audience 
members each year, not to mention countless 
residents who have acted in and worked 
behind the scenes on yearly productions 
and hundreds of children and youth exposed 
to theater arts each year through summer 
camps and afterschool theater education. It 

is the oldest continuously-running community 
theater in the state of Florida and one of 
the oldest in the country. 

“It is a challenge to quantify what we do 
because the joy and creativity that theater 
arts inspires in people is hard to describe, 
particularly community theater where you 
are involving local talent on so many levels,” 
said Executive Director Sarah Boone, whose 
first exposure to Theatre Jax was acting in 
a play as a teenager. “Theater is above all a 
human bonding experience, with deep 
emotional interaction between audience, 
cast, and crew, and it helps us pay attention 
to those facets of humanity which we all 
have in common.”

There are many similar stories throughout 
the city of residents who have benefited for 
decades from their relationship with Theatre 
Jacksonville. Kelby Siddons, an English 
instructor at Episcopal School of Jacksonville, 
first attended summer theater camp as a 
child, and as an adult has been a frequent 
audience member, playwright competition 
winner and recent cast member. 

“It’s encouraging to have a performance 
space and artistic vision in Jacksonville 
that has endured for so long and that 
continues to spark conversations, share 
and challenge our values, and create fel-
lowship. I’ve been introduced to some 
incredible performers, collaborators and 
friends through experiences as a cast and 
audience member at Theatre Jacksonville,” 
said Siddons. “As a teacher, I encourage 
my students to attend plays and am always 
grateful when a live performance can 
enliven our studies’ content and themes 

because story and action are our earliest 
and best teachers. Theater is not just en-
tertainment but a conduit for empathy.”  

Among Theatre Jacksonville’s many edu-
cational offerings, one of its most popular 
is the Jr. MainStage program, which provides 
area high school students the opportunity 
to experience and produce a full theatrical 
production. Students audition for an annual 
play and work on all aspects of the perfor-
mances, from the cast to costuming and tech. 
For Episcopal senior Anna Mayo, the oppor-
tunity to play Mercutio in the 2018 production 
of Romeo and Juliet was life-changing. 

“It was really inspirational to be surrounded 
by people my age from different places in 
Jacksonville who are as passionate about 
theater as I am,” said Mayo, who aspires to 
study acting in college. “It is an experience 
like no other because everyone is invested 
and putting themselves out there by audi-
tioning in front of strangers, unlike being 
in a school play where there are often no 
cuts. Our director, Ron Shreve, pushed us 
in the best of ways and found something 
special to bring out in every single person 
in the cast.”

The Jr. Mainstage program debuted in 
2010. On the other end of the educational 
spectrum, a new Theatre for Babies program 
was launched in 2017, targeting ages 3-12 
months. Educational programs like these, 
as well as “season extra” and theatrical 
shows outside of the regular season lineup, 
are largely funded through grants and 
donations to the theater. 

A 100th anniversary operating endowment 
has been established to ensure that program 
growth and creative offerings can continue 
well into the future, said Boone. If the $2 
million goal is reached, the theater should 
receive approximately $100,000 each year 
to maximize services, programs and human 
capital. The campaign has gotten underway 
with a $350,000 matching grant from the 
Weaver Family Foundation. 

“We are hoping that everyone in the 
Jacksonville community will chip in to have 
ownership in our endowment campaign – no 
amount is too small or too large,” said 

Executive Director Sarah Boone. “Being able 
to have a nest egg for operations will allow 
us to devote even more resources and energy 
to our creative direction for the future.” 

The 100-year celebration kicks off officially 
on November 1 with a spectacular line-up 
of shows, including “Something Rotten,” 

“Shadowlands,” “Love Quest,” “Guess Who’s 
Coming to Dinner” and “Matilda.” Season 
subscribers are also offered priority seating 
for season extra “Twelve Angry Men,” which 
starts September 13.

In March of 2020, Theatre Jacksonville 
will host an anniversary brunch in San Marco 
Square, featuring food and drinks from some 
of San Marco’s finest establishments.   

Theatre Jacksonville 
celebrates a century

Theatre Jacksonville

“My Sister Eileen” 1942-1943 Season

“Sister Act” 2019

“There is something for everyone coming 
up,” said Boone. “We are looking forward 
to celebrating all season long with the larger 
Northeast Florida community. After all – 
Jacksonville, this is YOUR theatre!”

For a timeline, decade by decade, of 
Theatre Jacksonville, go to residentnews.net 
and search for Theatre Jacksonville.

(Opening story credit goes to Dr. Gerri 
Turbow, a cast member and board member 
who in the late 1980s spent more than two 
years compiling information on Theatre 
Jacksonville from its inception. She pub-
lished a charming history from the per-
spective of Hermione, a theatre cat, that 
included a number of the historical details 
found in this article.)

Anna Mayo as Mercutio

Raymond James & Associates, Inc., Member New York Stock Exchange/SIPC. Diversi-
fication and strategic asset allocation do not ensure a profit against a loss. Investing 
always involves risk and you may incur a profit or loss. No investment strategy can 
guarantee success. 
Investments & Wealth Institute™ (The Institute) is the owner of the certification mark 
“CIMA®,” the service marks Certified Investment Management AnalystSM,” Use of 
CIMA® or Certified Investment Management AnalystSM signifies that the user has 
successfully completed The Institute’s initial and ongoing credentialing requirements 
for investment management professionals.
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Once upon a time, 79 years ago to be 
exact, a little two-year-old named Katherine 
and her three older sisters found themselves 
living on the east side of the St. Johns River, 
in the Granada neighborhood just south of 
San Marco. Their father, J. Reedy Brown, 
worked for National Distillers, maker of 
some of the most sought-after bourbons, 
such as Old Taylor and Old Grand Dad. 
After being transferred to several markets, 
Reedy decided to make the transfer to 
Jacksonville a permanent one. 

Katherine recalled an idyllic childhood 
in the San Marco area. “Granada was a 
beautiful neighborhood,” she said. She at-
tended Assumption Catholic School and 
then Bishop Kenny High School. Her dad 
took his girls to school each morning but 
allowed them to take the city bus home. 
From home, they joined their friends walking 
to San Marco Square to see movies at the 
San Marco Theatre. After the movies ended, 
they took the 31 Colonial Manor bus to 
Granada and returned home.

“If you were under 14 years old, you could 
go to the San Marco Theatre for just nine 
cents. If I didn’t have nine cents, my mother 
would tell me to go to A.B. Williams Drugstore 
in San Marco and ask them to give me the 
money and put it on my dad’s account,” 
Katherine recalled.

Katherine, who started at Bishop Kenny 
in 1952, was in the first class to complete 
9th through 12th grades after the school 
opened. “Our class was known as “The Door 
Openers,” because we opened the doors on 
the new high school. We didn’t wear uniforms 
in those days, and the girls were separate 
from the boys,” she said.

Katherine remembered that her home 
wasn’t air-conditioned. She slept in the 
bed closest to the street in a bedroom she 
shared with her sister, Elizabeth. “We had 
an attic fan,” she said. “I’d open the window. 
My dad would turn on the attic fan, and 
it would draw air in from the outside. 
When I woke up in the morning my hair 
would be so kinky.”

Her childhood home also had a basement, 
a Jacksonville rarity, with a clothesline. “On 
the days it rained, my mother would hang 
the clothes in the basement,” Katherine 
recalled.

Her parents, as members of San Jose 
Country Club, played golf. Katherine was 
on the country club swim team. They were 
also members of Ponte Vedra Club. “After 
mass on Sundays, we would go to the club 
and play in the pool all day. Then we always 
went to Beach Road Chicken for dinner on 
the way home – fried chicken, creamed 
peas, biscuits and gravy,” she said.

As she and her sisters grew up, they drew 
the attention of boys looking for a date. 

“When the boys would call, if one sister said 
no, they would just go down the line looking 
for one of us to say yes,” Katherine said. 

“The word was out that because there were 
five of us someone was bound to be free.”

Katherine also recalled her sisters would 
have yard parties when their parents were 
gone, “because we weren’t supposed to have 
guys in the house.”

Katherine and two of her sisters went to 
the College of St. Elizabeth in Morristown, 
N. J. The other two went to Georgetown 

Visitation, a junior college in Washington, 
D.C. After graduating, Katherine taught 
home economics from 1960-66 at Bishop 
Kenny High School.

One evening in 1965, Katherine was 
volunteering at the St. Vincent’s Hospital’s 
information desk. Jimmy Monahan came 
in to see a friend who was a patient. He 
noticed her name tag and asked if she was 
Rosemary’s sister. It seems that Jimmy “might 
have had one date with Rosemary.”

Soon, Jimmy began hanging around 
outside the hospital until Katherine finished 
her volunteer shift at 9 p.m. He would 
follow her home, because she had her own 
car, and then take her out. One favorite 
date-night spot was a Japanese restaurant 
in Miramar near the cemetery. Other times, 
they would have dinner at the Seminole 
Club downtown.

Because Jimmy had a boat near the Ortega 
River Marina, Katherine would go over to 
D.J. (Dennis Joseph) Lanahan’s dock so he 
could pick her up for a ride on a Saturday 
afternoon or go downtown to eat dinner. 
D.J., who died in 2004, lived on the river 

across the street from the Monahans. He 
graduated from Immaculate Conception 
High School, attended Loyola University 
in New Orleans and went on to establish 
the Lanahan Lumber Company in 1946.

According to Jimmy, Katherine and he 
dated “too long,” but Katherine remembered 
just a year of dating and then a yearlong 
engagement. They were married at 
Assumption Church on Beach Boulevard, 
at 10 a.m. Three of her sisters were brides-
maids with Elizabeth serving as maid-of-
honor. The wedding reception was at San 
Jose Country Club.

The newly married couple first rented a 
house on Westfield Road in Ortega Forest, 
before purchasing a home in the neighborhood 
on Waverly Lane. It was a one-story, four- 
bedroom home with a circular driveway. 

“Jimmy belonged to the Quarterback Club,” 
Katherine said. “When he went to a meeting, 
I would take the children to eat dinner with 
mother and daddy.”

Jimmy worked for The Auchter Company, 
following in the footsteps of his father and 
grandfather. Jimmy’s grandfather and George 
Auchter Sr. worked together on Hell Gate 
Bridge in New York City while waiting to 
be inducted into World War II. After the 
war, George contacted his grandfather and 
asked him to come work for A. Bentley & 
Sons in Boynton Beach. While living there, 
he worked on the Ortega River Bridge, and 
there still is a plaque on the bridge with A. 
Bentley & Sons engraved on it. The company 
decided to move back to Ohio, but George 

THE WAY WE WERE: KATHERINE MONAHAN B Y  K A R E N  R I E L E Y
R E S I D E N T  C O M M U N I T Y  N E W S

Katherine’s mother, Mary Katherine, set 
about making a home for her growing family, 
eventually having one more girl for a total 
of five. Katherine’s sisters include Rosemary, 
who lives with her husband in Greensboro, 
N.C.; Ellen, who lives in Richmond, Va.; 
Barbara, who lives in Brunswick, N.J.; and 
Elizabeth, who lives in San Diego, Calif. 

At roughly the same time, a boy named 
James T. Monahan Jr., affectionately known 
as “Jimmy,” was growing up on the west 
side of the St. Johns River on Azalea Terrace 
next door to Willowbranch Park. Jimmy’s 
father, James T. Monahan, and mother, Mary 
Katherine, had moved to Jacksonville in the 
late-1920s. They first lived in an apartment 
on May Street, discovered the wonders of 
Riverside, and never left. 

In 1965, Katherine from the east side of 
the river met Jimmy from the west side of 
the river. They dated for a year, got engaged 
and then married a year later, doing their 
part to bring the two sides of the river to-
gether. When Jimmy said, “Katherine finally 
moved over to the right side of the river,” 
Katherine chose to overlook the remark.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 35

Katherine as an infant

Katherine Monahan with Mark as babe-in-arms holds onto 
Jim in front of their Ortega Forest home on Waverly Lane.

Sitting, Katherine, Ellen, Elizabeth,  
Rosemary and (standing) Barbara

Katherine and Jimmy with their parents on their wedding day

 » Dock Repairs
 » New Construction
 » Piling Repair & Replacement
 » Bulkheads/Concrete Caps
 » Boat Lift Experts
 » Gazebos & Nature Walks
 » Dock and Bulkhead Inspections

PROUDLY SERVING OUR CUSTOMERS FOR OVER 38 YEARS
904.387.4814  |  BWMarineConstruction.com

Annual service agreement available

DMS7-G

$299 
Boat Lift Special

Complete service 
adjustment, grease fittings 
and replacement of belts  

for single lift.*

*Does not include electrical 
components.

“We Build The Best  and Fix The Rest”

ESTABLISHED 1981

Call or visit our website to schedule  
an appointment today!

Comprehensive dental care 
for patients of all ages.

Dr. Rachel Harris Monteiro

$99 New Patient 
Exam/Cleaning/Xrays.

(904) 348-0416 | RiverOaksDentalJax.com |  @riveroaksdentaljax
6120 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville, Florida 32217

DN21253.  D0150, D0210, D0330, D1100. *In the absence of periodontal disease.  Advertised fee is a minimum fee only. The patient and any other person responsible for payment 
has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for any other service, examination, or treatment that is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding 
to the advertisement for free, discounted fee, or reduced fee service, examination or treatment.

Offer Expires 09/30/19
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and Jim didn’t want to go, so they formed 
Auchter Company in Jacksonville. 

Jimmy joined the company in the mid-60s 
and worked there for 38 years as general 
superintendent. He oversaw construction 
of many Jacksonville downtown buildings 

– Wells Fargo, BB&T, Sun Trust, The Landing, 
American Heritage/11E, the Times-Union 
Performing Arts Center, St. Vincent’s Hospital, 
Baptist Hospital Steinhart Building, Gulf 
Life and both Aetna Buildings, among others.

Katherine became pregnant during their 
first year of marriage and had to quit teaching. 
She discovered quickly it was a challenge 
to keep up with her three boys, James T. 
(Jim) Monahan III, Mark, and Tim. Dr. 
James “Jim” Porter McNeil, Jr. delivered all 
three of her sons. After Tim started school, 
Katherine served as a substitute teacher in 
the public schools until 1988, when she 
returned to teaching home economics at 
Bishop Kenny until 1998.

“I taught in the same classroom that I did 
back in the 60s,” Katherine said. “I was so 
excited because they decided to renovate 
my classroom, and I was able to work with 
the architects to get just what I wanted.” She 
often runs into students who tell her they 
still have the “jams” (shorts) that she had 
her students sew each year.

Life in Ortega Forest was great for the 
Monahan boys. “We enjoyed going to the 
Yacht Club and belonged to the swim club,” 
Jim said. “As long as we stayed off Verona 
Avenue and Ortega Forest Drive, which 
were fairly busy, we could ride our bikes 
anywhere in the Forest to friends’ houses.”

Katherine’s family also belonged to the 
Ponte Vedra Club, and her boys enjoyed 
surfing at the beach. Vacations were usually 
spent at Jacksonville Beach or in South 
Ponte Vedra. Family friends would rent 
homes, and everyone would stay together. 
Jim recalled that Walter Lampe, a local 
appraiser who died in 2014, and his two 

kids would pick up he and his brothers in 
his Jeep and let them drive on the beach.

All of the Monahan sons played baseball 
in the Navy Ortega Lakeshore (NOL) Little 
League. Jim recalls practicing at Venetia 
Elementary School and on the NAS base.

Mark and Jim attended St. Matthew’s and 
then Sacred Heart Catholic School. Tim 
attended Sacred Heart. All three boys went 
to Bishop Kenny.

Jim went to Florida State University and 
joined First Union in 1990. Mark went to 
Washington and Lee University in Lexington, 
Va., and to the Medical College of Virginia 
in Richmond. He did his residency at Shands 
in Gainesville and joined a neurological 
practice in Richmond. Tim attended Hampton 
Sydney College in Farmville, Va., before 
joining Merrill Lynch.

Katherine and Jimmy have five grand-
children - Matthew, 16; and Michael, 13; 
Reedy, 18 and Bridget, 16, both of whom 
attend Bishop Kenny and Mary Katherine, 
13, who attends Assumption. Tim still lives 
in Ortega Forest, and Katherine often babysat 
his children when they were young.

After 53 years of marriage, three sons, five 
grandchildren and many great memories 
of life in the beautiful historic neighborhoods 
on both sides of the St. Johns River, it seems 
obvious that when east meets west wonderful 
things can happen.

Katherine and Jimmy Monahan celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in 2016

Jimmy and Katherine Monahan at Cypress Village

Historic preservation advocates, local 
foodies, fans of fresh Florida seafood and 
farm-to-table fare better move fast. Tickets 
for an upcoming Slow Fish Dinner will 
go quickly as more patrons learn of the 
star-studded lineup of chefs and purveyors, 
not to mention, the location. The Oct. 
12 event will take place at the Riverside 
home of Riverside Avondale Preservation 
(RAP) founder Wayne Wood and his 
wife, Lana Shuttleworth.

The dinner will raise funds and further 
awareness of the work of RAP while also 
raising a toast to Slow Food First Coast. 
The unique culinary event will showcase 
the talents of local chefs and restaurateurs 
from Biscotti’s, Restaurant Orsay, Southern 
Roots Filling Station and Black Sheep 

Restaurant. The occasion will also highlight 
farm partner Congaree and Penn and 
Manifest Distilling as they contribute to 
the dinner plates and craft cocktails. 

The Slow Food First Coast organization 
strives to celebrate the unique and amazing 
bounty of food available in our region, 
while strengthening the connection between 
the healthful ingredients abundant in our 
region and the food on our plates.  

Event proceeds go to RAP to continue their 
work in preserving our historic neighbor-
hoods; promoting local businesses, arts and 
culture; advocating with and for the neigh-
borhood and celebrating community. Tickets 
can be purchased by visiting 904tix.com, 
search Slow Fish Dinner. For more on Slow 
Food First Coast, visit slowfoodfirstcoast.org.

Unique Slow Food dinner to raise funds for RAP

RGSS-19-001 River Garden Senior Services - Resident News San Marco Ad  4C  4.917”x 11.942” 

River Garden’s renowned care experience is 
available through Adult Day services, too!
The River Garden Adul t Day Program (ADP) offers a 

purposeful environment for seniors who require extra 

support. It also provides worry- free time during the  

week, al lowing family caregivers to work or manage  

other appointments. 

ADP clients also enjoy access to other  
River Garden services:

• outpatient therapies, as ordered by clients’ doctors

• primary care from on-site Baptist Health physicians

• short -stay care for family/caregiver respite

• barber shop, beauty salon and personal care services

LIFE EXPERIENCE(D)

Schedule a Visit Today
RiverGarden.org  |  (904 ) 260 -1818

Congregation Ahavath Chesed “The Temple”
8727 San Jose Blvd, Jacksonville, FL 32217 · www.TheTempleJacksonville.org

Dr. Larry and Kathy Kanter Fund for Jewish Preservation presents:

“The Witness” is the capstone work of St. Augustine’s playwright/actor, 
Lee Weaver: Truly, St. Augustine is profoundly fortunate to have Weaver 

among us, a truly remarkably talented, inspirational dramatist and actor. 
“The Witness,” his tour de force!

Thanks to Dr. Larry and Kathy Kanter, whose generosity through the Kanter Fund for Jewish Preservation 
enables us to provide this learning opportunity to the Temple family and general community.

RSVP (904) 733-7078 or 
rsvp@TheTempleJacksonville.org

“THE WITNESS”
September 19 at 7 p.m.

Congregation Ahavath Chesed 
8727 San Jose Boulevard 

Jacksonville, FL 32217
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John “Jack” Diamond, 74, who was fondly 
dubbed “Mr. Jacksonville” by former Mayor 
Ed Austin, passed away after a long battle 
with dementia on July 14, leaving residents 
of the River City to mourn one of their city’s 
greatest architects and visionaries.

A native of Columbus, Ohio, Diamond 
earned a bachelor’s degree in architecture 
from The Ohio State University, where he 
was awarded the school’s highest honor, 
the Alpha Rho Chi award for leadership, 
service and merit. After receiving his 
degree, he joined the Navy in 1968, grad-
uating from officers’ candidate school and 
the Civil Engineer Corps, and was stationed 
at Albany Naval Air Station in Albany, 
Georgia. It was at the recommendation of 
a Navy colleague that he decided look 
south toward Jacksonville after his hitch 
was up. In 1970, he landed a job at KBJ 
Architects and took up residence in Miramar.  

Diamond worked at KBJ for 27 years, 
serving the last 14 years as president, after 
which he left the company to start Diamond 
Architects in 1997. A year later, he merged 
his firm with Rink Reynolds and Fisher, 
later named Rink Design Partnership, Inc., 
after his close friend, Jack Rink, passed away. 
“The name of the company became so long 
when we started adding people that we 
thought it sounded like a law firm,” recalled 
Craig Davisson, president of Studio 9 
Architecture, who was 25 when Diamond 
hired him to work at KBJ. They worked 
together for more than 30 years.   

Described by Davisson as a “maverick,” 
Diamond had his hand in mapping out three 
Downtown Jacksonville master plans – the 
1987 Initial Action Plan, the 1992 Better 
Jacksonville Plan and the 2000 River City 
Renaissance Plan. He also was instrumental 
in designing many prominent buildings that 
form Jacksonville’s skyline. Included among 
his architectural achievements are the 
Prudential complex on the Southbank; the 
Bell South Tower; the Federal Courthouse; 
the Times-Union Center for the Performing 
Arts, including Jacoby Symphony Hall and 
the Moran Theatre; the SunTrust Tower, 
sixth tallest building in Jacksonville, which 
was formerly known as the American 
Heritage Life Building; the expansion of 
Christ Church in Ponte Vedra Beach; and 
several buildings on the University of North 
Florida campus, including the Thomas G. 
Carpenter Library, the Fine Arts Center and 
the John A. Delaney Student Union.

Diamond was also involved in designing 
many senior living communities such as 
Vicker’s Landing and Glenmoor in St. 
Augustine, as well as a few of the Boys and 
Girls Clubs in the city including the NFL 
Youth Education Town (YET Center) in 
Brentwood.

“Jack was beyond being an architect for 
the City of Jacksonville. He had a list of 
accolades that was too long to mention 
but having made significant contributions 
to his society and profession, Jack was 
bestowed an Honorary Fellowship into 

the American Institute of Architects’ 
College of Fellows, for his commitment 
to community involvement, leadership 
and his vision for the City of Jacksonville. 
That pretty much covers most of his ac-
colades. It wasn’t just about his profession, 
it was about the City of Jacksonville,” said 
Davisson, a Granada resident. 

In San Marco, Diamond had connections 
with several members of Hendricks Avenue 
Baptist Church and when their religious 
edifice burned to the ground in 2007, he 
was asked to design a new sanctuary, which 
opened in 2009. “It’s so beautiful. Every 
time I am there, I appreciate anew the 
airiness, the beautiful lines and ribs of the 
vaulted ceiling, the great light coming in 
from all sides, and the sense of holiness 
that emanates from the place,” said Julie 
Mason of Colonial Manor. 

“Jack had the unique ability to engage 
people. When I say engage, I mean to 
connect people together by gaining their 
trust because he was authentic, and he 
cared. When he entered the room, the 
expectations and the people in the room 
rose to a higher level,” said Davisson. “His 
involvement in the community was un-
matched, and Jack would speak anytime, 
anywhere, and to anyone about Downtown 
planning, architecture or on any of our 
community’s social issues. It didn’t matter 
if it was a neighborhood group of five 
people or a room full of 500. He thrived 
on it. His desire was to make Jacksonville 
a better place. That was his life’s ambition, 
and his ideas were tireless.”

In Memoriam 

John “Jack” Diamond
February 16, 1945 to July 14, 2019

“Mr. Jacksonville” Jack Diamond
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Aging True Home Health Agency
The Aging True Home Health Agency is ACHC accredited 

and Medicare certified, and offers a holistic and 
comprehensive system of in-home senior care. 

Our mission is to ensure the continuity of care and coordination 
of services with our clients and their physicians.

We preserve our clients’ independence and help 
them reach their optimal health potential.

@AgingTrue

(904) 807-1245  |  INFO@AGINGTRUE.ORG  |  AGINGTRUE.ORG

For more information on All Fall Festivals, visit our website 
www.thetemplejacksonville.org

8727 San Jose Boulevard | Jacksonville, FL 32217 
(904) 733-7078 |  @ TheTempleJacksonville

Congregation Ahavath Chesed
High Holy Days Schedule

EREV ROSH HASHANAH, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
Family Worship   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  5:30 pm
Evening Worship   .  .  .  .  .  .  8:00 pm

ROSH HASHANAH, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
Tot Experience   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  9:00 am
Morning Worship  .  .  .  .  .  10:00 am

SHABBAT SHUVAH, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
Healing Service  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  7:00 pm

KOL NIDRE, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8
Family Worship   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  5:30 pm
Evening Worship   .  .  .  .  .  .  7:30 pm

YOM KIPPUR, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9
Tot Experience   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  9:00 am
Morning Worship  .  .  .  .  .  10:00 am
Meditation  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  2:00 pm
Afternoon Worship   .  .  .  .  3:00 pm
Yizkor  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  4:15 pm
Neilah  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  5:15 pm
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Diamond could conceptualize a design 
anywhere and anytime. Often his projects 
began with the concept being drawn on a 
dinner napkin or in the middle of the night, 
said Davisson. 

In the late 1970s and 1980s, when very 
few people lived in the urban core and 
Downtown was a land of parking lots, 
Diamond preached that the key to Downtown 
planning was to lure people to live within 
its boundaries. “There were very few civic 
leaders, politicians and business leaders 
back then that were behind Downtown,” 
Davisson explained. “Jack’s two famous 
quotes were, ‘Nobody moves to a city 
because they have great suburbs,’ and ‘A 
city is the heart that pumps the blood 
throughout a region.’”

Diamond’s main planning idea for 
Downtown was to move the public build-
ings, which had migrated toward the river, 
back toward Hemming Plaza to create a 
sense of “inner-city core,” Davisson said. 
“At one time, Hemming Plaza was the 
center of our city and basically all the 
industry was on the river. Then in the 
‘60s and ‘70s, it all became parking lots 
and the industry was moved. Then private 
development started cropping up. Jack’s 
idea – his master plan for Jacksonville – 
was more or less based on the Savannah 
District where you create a series of parks, 
where no tax revenue is raised, but what 
it creates for the surrounding neighborhood 
is more valuable property and many other 
intangibles that go with it. It starts to 
create neighborhoods and communities.” 

Diamond served as chairman of many 
entities including the Jacksonville Area 
Chamber of Commerce, Downtown Rotary, 
the University of North Florida Foundation, 
Hospice of Northeast Florida, the United 
Way Campaign, Visit Jacksonville and, in 
1989, he was a founding member of 

JaxPride, the predecessor of the City 
Beautiful Coalition, Inc. 

“I knew Jack mostly in the civic arena,” 
said Bill Mason, a Colonial Manor resident 
and former CEO of Baptist Health. “We 
were both chairmen of the Chamber of 
Commerce and president of the Downtown 
Rotary Club, so we saw each other frequently 
in our work for the community. He was a 
fine person, a talented architect, and we 
miss his presence.”

“He gave countless hours of architectural 
time free of charge, and that was very 
important to him,” said Elizabeth Diamond, 
his wife of 22 years, who moved with him 
20 years ago to a home on Fort George 
Island. “He wanted Jacksonville to look 
beautiful as well as be beautiful. He was 
always fighting City Hall to do what’s right 
and not what costs the least.” 

Perhaps the nonprofit organization 
closest to his heart was the Boys & Girls 
Club of Northeast Florida. “It was very 
near and dear to his heart,” Elizabeth said. 
“He loved to help the children – the future 
of Jacksonville – and he absolutely loved 
Jacksonville. He saw them as an underserved 
future of Jacksonville. He wanted to matter 
to people,” she said. 

“I was always amazed at the people Jack 
knew,” said Davisson. “In the countless 
walks we had together through Downtown, 
I can’t recall a time when he was not stopped 
by somebody to say hello. People from all 
walks of life – from business leaders to 
construction workers to kids that had grown 
up in the Boys and Girls Clubs that were 
now adults – they all remembered him.”

In addition to his wife, Elizabeth, Diamond 
is survived by his children, Scott (Rachel) 
Diamond, Trisha (Tom) Dyess, and grand-
children, JT, Samantha, Mia, Max, as well 
as his brothers, Mike Diamond, Pat (Kathy) 
Diamond. 

Sally Evans, affectionately known as “Sassy” 
by her 10 grandchildren, was described by 
granddaughter McKendree Schilthuis as a 
woman who “wouldn’t take the trash out 
unless she had on lipstick” but would put 
on a fake tattoo, dig in a costume chest for 
Viking horns to play dress up with the grands, 
fish for tadpoles in Willowbranch Creek (as 
she did as a child) and  “wiggle her eyebrows 
at you to share a special moment. Life 
happened when Sassy was around.” 

Ortega United Methodist Church was 
packed with folks at a life celebration (which 
Sally had orchestrated) of this faith-filled 
woman who dedicated her life to her church 
and her family. Sally was also involved in 
many organizations, particularly the Salvation 
Army. Pastor Art McClellan said it didn’t 
hurt his feelings when she bolted to the 
narthex after his sermon to sign up volunteers 
(or, he joked, “compel them”) to ring the 
bell for the Salvation Army during the 
Christmas holidays, a position she held for 
many years and for which she was honored 
in 2006 at the Salvation Army’s National 
Philanthropic Day Luncheon.

Sally spent her life in Jacksonville and 
represented her graduating class as Miss 
Robert E. Lee High School 1955. Bobby 
Hawkins, a friend since first grade, remarked 
that Sally was a leader who excelled in 
hospitality. “She had a passion and love for 
members of our class and organized reunions 
every five years – and sometimes in between,” 
he said. “Her phone rang off the hook – she 
was a good listener and advisor. Everyone 
had respect for Sally.” 

In Memoriam 
Sally Glenn Evans
October 18, 1937 to August 6, 2019

Sally’s niece, Judy Donaghy said Sally 
was like a big sister to her and treated her 
like her own baby doll. Sally was just five 
years older than Judy. The two shared many 
joyful and sorrowful times in their lives. 
They went on a cruise where Judy said Sally 
“met every single person on the boat.” She 
continued, “Sally taught me to walk in high 
heels so I could be in her wedding.” Sally 
married her high school sweetheart, Randy 
Evans, who predeceased her after their 
55-year-long marriage. 

Pastor McClellan reflected on the many 
gifts mentioned in Romans 12:6-18 which 
Sally embodied and charged the attendees 
to find ways to share these gifts as she did. 
Gifts of love and hospitality, encouragement 
and hope, compassion, generosity, energy 
and, of course, humor. Sally freely shared 
all those qualities with her family, church 
community and the community at large. 
Friends and family commented that her 
welcoming smile will certainly be missed. 

Sally had selected the song “Pass it On” 
for her service, and there couldn’t be more 
perfect lyrics to inspire people to follow 
her example. There were smiles and giggles 
as Charlie Mann played “Mustang Sally” 
for the recessional and congregants hummed 
and sang along through their tears.

You think you know  
Oaklawn Cemetery.

Our brand new “San Marco Estates” was created as a reflection 
of our local neighborhood and continues the traditions of 
beauty and serenity that Oaklawn has always been known 

for.  What may surprise you is the selection of updated 
Burial and Cremation options now available to you.  

Contact Tom Harris at (904) 737-7171 for your personal tour. 4801 San Jose Blvd, Jacksonville, FL 32207

Come see what everyone is talking about.
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He was a man who will never 
be forgotten by the “forgotten 
ones,” Jacksonville’s underserved 
children, whose medical welfare 
he championed throughout his 
lengthy medical career. 

When Dr. Richard G. Skinner, 
Jr. passed away on July 7 at the 
age of 98, he left a legacy few 
pediatric physicians could match. 

A native of Jacksonville, Skinner grew up 
on Pine Street in Avondale and graduated 
from Robert E. Lee High School before 
heading to Emory at Oxford, a junior college 
in Valdosta, Ga., where he studied engineering 
with the goal of becoming an inventor. After 
moving his junior year to Emory University 
in Atlanta, he changed his major to pre-med 
after discovering he could graduate in four 
years instead of five. “He didn’t want to 
spend his parent’s money. They were living 
close to the bone,” said his son Richard G. 
Skinner III. “He said, ‘I will go pre-med,’ 
and that started his whole life in medicine. 
It was that simple.”

World War II broke out just as Skinner 
began Emory Medical School, so he enlisted 
in the Army and the military put him 
through med school around the clock, al-
lowing him to graduate in three years. “If 
you didn’t maintain a B average, you went 
to the front line. It was a compelling stimulus,” 
he was known to say.

After graduating from medical school in 
1945, he interned at University Hospital in 
Baltimore and did pediatric residencies at 
Harriet Lane Home, Johns Hopkins Hospital, 
and Baltimore City Hospital, where he met 
his future wife of 60 years, Ann Fields, now 
deceased, who was attending the University 
of Baltimore Medical School. 

After he was married, Skinner returned 
to Jacksonville and began his pediatric 
practice in a tiny two-bedroom house on 
Atlantic Boulevard in St. Nicholas. He began 
Children’s Medical Group of Northeast 
Florida, the first pediatric group on 

Jacksonville’s southside, in 1951 
with Dr. James Walker and Dr. 
Al Bowers. He specialized as a 
pediatrician for more than 35 
years. Skinner was involved with 
Hope Haven Hospital and served 
as its Chief of Pediatrics for 
many years before it eventually 
became Nemours Children’s 
Specialty Care. “He was their 

(Nemours) go-to-guy. Quality Control was 
his title, and he was one of their key resources 
in starting new programs,” said Richard.

In the 1960s, Skinner saw a need in his 
own patients for a program that would 
identify and tutor children suffering from 
dyslexia and other learning disorders. “He 
noticed that perfectly healthy, intelligent 
families would have one or more children 
with the inexplicable inability to perform 
in school,” said Richard.

Searching first for a diagnosis and later 
for a cure, Skinner developed a special 
education curriculum that was among the 
first of its kind. He hired some at-home 
mothers and interested college students 
to implement the tutoring program at The 
Church of the Good Shepard in Riverside. 
The program started with a handful of 
youngsters and grew to 200 by the 1970s 
when he moved his program to Hope 
Haven, where a wing has since been named 
after him. 

Dr. Warner Webb, a long-time colleague, 
recalled Skinner was looking for more 
pediatric specialists when he recruited him 
to come to Jacksonville. “He was one of my 
most favorite people and best friend in the 
city,” Webb said. “He understood children 
and young people better than anyone here. 
He was anxious to have people like myself 
in the pediatric subspecialty. Initially he 
worked at the old Hope Haven Hospital. 
Wolfson wasn’t really a children’s hospital 
at the time.” 

Skinner joined Dr. Albert Wilkinson and 
Webb in desiring to develop a children’s 

medical center that would rank with all the 
other children’s hospitals in the United 
States. “Our goal was to build a ‘Mayo Clinic’ 
for children,” Webb said. “We traveled ev-
erywhere and talked to people in a lot of 
different areas about where to build a 
children’s hospital. Dr. Skinner and I, Prentice 
Finley, Barry Sayles, Jeff Wadsworth all flew 
up to Rochester, Minnesota, to visit the 
Mayo Clinic. Dr. Skinner was the original 
role model for the Energizer Bunny. He was 
constantly looking for a way to make chil-
dren’s healthcare better. He was the pediatric 
voice in getting Wolfson Children’s to step 
up and to get Nemours built.”

“Dr. Skinner was decades ahead of his 
time, in understanding the impact dyslexia 
had on the whole child, and that proper 
instruction could alleviate the problem. 
He started his tutoring program in 1968, 
long before public schools were required 
to offer appropriate instruction for strug-
gling students,” said Dr. Laura Bailet, a 
dyslexia specialist at Nemours. “I vividly 
recall the many parents who, when telling 
me of their own struggles with reading, 
said ‘Dr. Skinner saved me.’ They had gone 
to his reading program and truly believed 
their life success tracked back to Dr. 
Skinner’s belief in them, which he ultimately 
transformed into their belief in themselves. 
He knew that, in order to have the greatest 
possible effect on the students he was 

tutoring, the goal had to be not only im-
proved reading, but growing confidence 
in themselves as capable people. He was 
a pediatrician of the highest order, truly 
treating the whole child, with the goal of 
doing all he could to help each one grow 
up healthy, confident, and successful.”

The needs of children also inspired Skinner’s 
community service. If he saw a problem, he 
worked diligently to create a solution, and 
this shaped his career. “He was an innovator 
and was not afraid to take on what would 
seem like impossible challenges,” said 
Richard. “He just put one foot in front of 
the other and solved the problems in front 
of him.  He made a huge difference in kids’ 
lives, but just as important, he gave the 
parents hope because he gave the kids a 
sense of their own worth, which was just 
as important.”

Skinner led Children’s Medical Services 
for many years and its building in LaVilla 
is named after him. “After seeing kids all 
day in his office, he would take home a stack 
of charts on a whole bunch of patients that 
didn’t have doctors,” said Richard. “I call 
them the forgotten ones and helping them 
ran all through his life.”

Skinner also joined The Community 
Foundation’s Board of Trustees in January 
2000 and served eight years. “He was 

In Memoriam 

Richard G. Skinner, Jr., MD
January 24, 1921 to July 7, 2019

CONTINUED ON PAGE 39

Dr. Richard Skinner with his beloved grandchildren: first row: Claire Skinner, Dr. Richard G. Skinner, Jr. Second row, Greta Skinner, 
Drake Skinner. Third row: Daniel Palmer, Alexander Palmer, Nicholas Palmer, Oliver Palmer, Parker Skinner and Davis Skinner.
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Veterans were honored by a local 
charity and by the City of Jacksonville 
during the first week in August. We Can 
Be Heroes Foundation hosted a capacity 
crowd at its Aug. 3 “Breakfast with Our 
Heroes,” in appreciation of all veterans 
and in honor of  the nation’s combat 
wounded to celebrate National Purple 
Heart Day, observed Aug. 7.

Volunteers from Clara White Mission   
helped serve breakfast at the Applebee’s 
restaurant on Butler Boulevard as the 
Atlantic Coast Young Marines chapter 
welcomed and visited with the guests, who 
included World War II veterans Walter 
Atwood and Bob Hall.

Additionally, the City and the Chapter 
524 Military Order of the Purple Heart 
recognized wounded heroes of the U.S. 

Veteran volunteers from the Clara White Mission: (front) Wayne Townsend, Kevin Thompson, Herman Whing, Robert Bullington, 
Zachary Thompson, Chris Miller, kneeling, and (back) John Lucky, Mone Felmar, Michael Black, Gary Corwin and Charles Smith.

Purple Heart  
Day breakfast  
honors veterans

World War II veterans Walter Atwood, seated, and Bob Hall

Armed Forces. The Purple Heart Recognition 
Day observance took place Aug. 6 at the 
Veterans Memorial Wall. The ceremony 
featured music by the Navy Band Southeast 
Windward Brass Quintet and keynote 
remarks from LTC Jeffrey Wyatt, USAR, a 
veteran of Operation Iraqi Freedom and 
Purple Heart recipient.

Following the program, attendees were 
invited to walk the Purple Heart Trail, a 
quarter-mile walk from the Veterans 
Memorial Wall to the VyStar Veterans 
Memorial Arena that was decorated by Navy 
Wives Clubs of American, Daughters in Dixie.

instrumental in The Community Foundation’s 
taking on a more active civic leadership 
role in the mid-2000s, and we will always 
be grateful for his vision in that process,” 
said Nina Waters, president of The 
Community Foundation. “My enduring 
memory is of his quiet strength – a quality 
that immediately garnered respect from 
those around him. When he spoke, he did 
it with thoughtfulness, passion, and a 
sense of urgency. And when he believed 
action was called for, he was ready to rally 
the resources to make things happen, and 
that had a great bearing on our board and 
in the community.”

At the end of his life, Skinner frequently 
self-diagnosed his ailments, saving his own 
life several times when he surprised his 
doctors by being right about the source of 
severe pain.  “He was a true scientist and 
clinician. He referred to his whole life and 
body as a thing. He could talk about his 
bodily functions from a doctor’s perspective,” 
said Richard.

But medicine was not Skinner’s only 
interest. A true Renaissance man, he loved 
technology, music, gardening, camping, 
forestry, carpentry, traveling, drawing and 
painting and his own children, taking 
pleasure in answering their questions and 
watching their activities. 

“He was perhaps one of the first in 
Jacksonville to own an iWatch, and he 
also had an iPad and iPhone as soon as 
they came out. He continued to update 
them until two weeks before he died. He 
had to have the latest and greatest of 
everything. Whatever was current, he 
wanted and was interested in, even though 
at the end his dexterity was so poor,” said 
Richard. Anthony Sutton agreed. “He was 
very tech savvy when it came to all his 
Apple devices. It always amazed me how 
he was able to navigate his iPhone, iPad 

and Apple watch,” said Sutton, chief de-
velopment officer of Pine Castle, a nonprofit 
that was close to Skinner’s heart. 

Although he was not a musician, Skinner 
also loved opera and the Jacksonville 
Symphony. “He would buy the music and 
followed along on paper,” said Richard. “He 
participated in nursery growers’ monthly 
meetings just to have access to people that 
knew how to propagate bizarre and inter-
esting plants. He was a gardener in a big 
way. He also camped and canoed all over 
Florida well into his 80s with my mother.”

An avid carpenter, Skinner was a pur-
veyor of wooden handles that he gave to 
all his elderly friends who had to climb 
stairs, said Richard. He also took up 
drawing and painting when he was 75. 

“He figured, ‘my son’s an architect, maybe 
I can draw, maybe I have a skill I haven’t 
yet unearthed.’ At 75, he was young enough 
to try something new and ultimately 
drawing and painting became his favorite 
pastime,” he said, noting one of his father’s 
paintings was displayed at the Cummer 
Museum of Art and Gardens within the 
past three years.

“His whole point in life was to cross 
pollinate,” Richard said. “He felt the 
greatest solutions came from people who 
have done many different things and not 
from specialists. Big solutions always 
came from generalists like Thomas Jefferson, 
who did a million things and had the 
ability to think beyond the moment.

“My father was interested in everything 
and had the ability to put pieces together 
and not get sidetracked,” Richard continued. 

“He never got discouraged or sidetracked 
by failure or the limits of what you could 
do in the present versus what you could 
do in the future. He never worried about 
resistance to change.”
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By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

Hope and love went hand-in-hand 
when seven-year-old Sophia Costa, the 
National Honored Hero and face of the 
Subaru Loves to Care Campaign, headed 
a crew that delivered blankets and warm 
messages of encouragement to chemo-
therapy patients at Baptist MD Anderson 
Cancer Center August 7.

Subaru of Jacksonville partnered with 
Subaru of America and the Leukemia & 
Lymphoma Society (LLS) to distribute 80 
soft, cuddly blankets to infusion patients 
at the San Marco-based cancer center. 
Each year the car dealership includes 
handwritten notes of encouragement from 
its customers and employees to help give 
the patients hope.

“This is our fourth year participating in 
this blanket giveaway for leukemia patients,” 
said Phil Porter, owner of Subaru of 
Jacksonville, one of 543 dealerships na-
tionally to take part in the blanket campaign. 

“It’s a bittersweet day. It’s difficult to witness 

them taking doses of chemo treatments, 
but it’s very rewarding that they are ap-
preciative and appreciate the kind words. 
It’s awesome that Subaru customers can 
give hope in this way. It’s incredible. Subaru 
truly loves to care.” 

Costa, who was joined by her mother, 
Marlene, and 13-year-old brother Diego, 
was diagnosed with pre-B-cell acute lym-
phoblastic leukemia in June 2017, just after 
her fifth birthday. She spent countless days 
in the hospital and had to miss her entire 
kindergarten year at school to undergo 
intense treatment. Currently in remission, 
she was cleared in fall 2018 by her doctors 
to enter first grade at Rymfire Elementary 
in Palm Coast. This summer, she traveled 
the country to share her story before she 
entered second grade in mid-August.

“I think Sophia would think it’s pretty 
special that she can inspire others and make 
them feel good and that they have a chance,” 
said Marlene Costa. “She went through a 
fight, and she got through it. She can give 
them a little bit of hope. It’s all about hope.” 

Lee Ann Mengel, administrator of Baptist 
MD Anderson Cancer Center, agreed. “I 
think it’s important for the patients to 
know that there is a community around 
them that cares. They don’t have to know 
them. The patients just know cancer is a 
tough road. When we give them the 
blankets and, more importantly, the cards 
written by Subaru clients and Subaru 
employees, they are just touched that 
people have taken the time to write a note 
of encouragement. It means something. 
Most people know that almost everyone 
has had somebody they know or themselves 
go through cancer. It takes a village to 
keep people encouraged through that long 
journey. It’s very special.”

Young cancer survivor blankets Baptist MD Anderson patients with hope

Kim Bourke, marketing director of Subaru of Jacksonville; Lee Ann Mengel, administrator, Baptist MD Anderson Cancer Center; Vanessa 
Maceira, Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Jacksonville; Lydia Rodriguez; Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Orlando; Marlene, Sophia, 
and Diego Costa; David Wiggins, Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Orlando; Phil Porter, owner, Subaru of Jacksonville, and Phil Porter, Jr.

David Wiggin of the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Orlando, 
Phil Porter, owner of Subaru of Jacksonville and Kim Bourke, 

marketing director for Subaru of Jacksonville unload 80 
blankets to distribute to chemotherapy patients at Baptist 

MD Anderson Cancer Center August 7.

Kelly Watson, and chemotherapy patient Lisa Loguercio pose 
with Sophia Costa, a leukemia survivor and the face of the 
Subaru Love to Care Campaign, on August 7 at Baptist MD 
Anderson Cancer Center.

Blankets in hand, leukemia survivor Sophia Costa, age 7, and 
her brother, Diego, pose with Darlene Jones, a chemotherapy 
patient at Baptist MD Anderson Cancer Center.

Seven-year-old leukemia survivor Sophia Costa surprises 
Mike Richards with a blanket as part of the Subaru Love to 
Care Campaign August 7 at Baptist MD Anderson Cancer 
Center in San Marco.
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Volunteers from the staff of LandSouth 
Construction and the Jacksonville’s Youth 
Crisis Center (YCC) gathered at the building 
company’s Southside headquarters July 27 
to stuff 400 backpacks full of school supplies 
to give to students at the Youth Crisis 
Center before the school year began.

The backpacks were distributed among 
youth in YCC’s Outpatient Behavior Health, 
Residential Crisis Care, SNAP (Stop Now 
and Plan), and Family Link programs. The 
programs provide mental health therapy 
for caregivers and youth, short-term crisis 
care, skills-based family group sessions, 
and therapy services in schools, depending 
upon the youth’s situation.

Students from the Youth Crisis Center 
are among the homeless, runaway, un-
governable, or truant population, or may 
have parents and caregivers that are 
struggling with parenting issues. YCC 
was founded in 1974 as Florida’s first 
runaway program. Its emphasis is on care 
for youth who have been exposed to 
traumatic situations such as divorce, 
homelessness, relocation, bullying, loss 
of life and abuse. It provides a variety of 

The 10th Annual Rockin’ Back to 
School event sponsored by Riverside 
Park United Methodist Church as a 
ministry to the children of the community 
offered a passport to a variety of activities 
this year. 

Students received backpacks filled with 
grade-level school supplies for kinder-
garten through high school, school 
physicals offered by Ascension St. Vincent’s, 
child identification kits from three local 
Masonic Lodges, free haircuts provided 
by the nonprofit Cut One, Teach One, 
library cards from the Jacksonville Public 
Library and a fire safety presentation by 
the Jacksonville Fire & Rescue Department. 
Additionally, members of the Boy Scouts 

and Girl Scouts were on hand to encourage 
new members, and a bounce house took 
care of any excess energy after the children 
stood in line.

RPUMC’s John Larsen said the church 
ordered 400 backpacks this year, down 
from earlier years when there was little 
to no competition on the first Saturday 
in August. But even if there were backpacks 
left over, retired elementary teacher and 
church member Susan Bush said she and 
another member, Kelli Neufeld, would 
take the extras to Bayview Elementary 
and Crystal Springs Elementary schools. 
“They won’t go to waste,” said Bush, who 
has already lined up commitments from 
the participating organizations for 2020.

Realtors and staff from the Avondale and San Marco offices of 
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Florida Network Realty were 
among the company’s seven Northeast Florida offices that helped 
collect 1,177 backpacks filled with school supplies for Northeast 
Florida children during its 20th Annual Backpack Challenge.

The backpacks and school supplies were donated to students 
throughout Northeast Florida in partnership with Dreams Come 
True, Operation New Hope, The USO, Department of Juvenile 
Justice, Boys and Girls Club of Northeast Florida, Charles E. 
Bennett Elementary, Orange Park Junior High and Gamble Rogers 
Middle School.  

Studies have shown that students beginning the school year with 
a new backpack and school supplies sets the foundation for academic 
success. The backpacks were purchased for local students in 
kindergarten through grade 12 and filled with school supplies.

Some of the many realtors and staff from the Avondale and San Marco offices of Berkshire 
Hathaway HomeServices Florida Network Realty with backpacks and school supplies.

Realtors collect over 1,000 backpacks for local children

Backpacks/school supplies provided for youth in crisis

Volunteers from Jacksonville’s Youth Crisis Center and LandSouth Construction

services such as short-term residential 
crisis care, outpatient therapy, skills-based 
groups for children and their parents, 
and transitional living programming for 
young adults.

Supplies for the backpacks were provided 
by The Kids In Need Foundation, a national 
nonprofit organization that provides free 

school supplies nationally to students most 
in need, and were donated by LandSouth 
Construction, with the purpose of providing 
YCC students with the opportunity to 
learn the importance of giving back, as 
well as to prepare them for the school year 
and to encourage them to do their best to 
stay on track. 

Backpack giveaway fills critical need in community

Volunteers from Riverside Park United Methodist Church, the Boy Scouts, Girls Scouts, the Masons, and the  
Jacksonville Public Library participated in the annual Rockin’ Back to School backpack giveaway Aug. 3.

The Hoch family, whose children attend Hendricks 
Avenue Elementary and duPont Middle schools, 

with Scott RuBright (back left) and Harry Sheppell 
(back right), of the Mason’s Ionic Lodge 101

Evelyn Earp, a fifth grader at St. John’s Country Day 
School, and Mia Anderson, a fourth grader at Central 

Riverside Elementary School, gave out stickers 
because “everyone loves stickers,” said Anderson.“FOR ONCE, YOU CAN 
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Wolfpack hosts Mini Cub camp 
By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

School may have just begun, but the 
Samuel Wolfson School for Advanced Studies 
and Leadership’s varsity cheerleading squad 
has already begun to pile on the laurels, 
including having two of its members named 
as UCA All Americans. 

During the Universal Cheerleading 
Association competition comprised of 15 
high school varsity teams from Florida in 
mid-July, the Wolfpack’s cheerleading team 
took home second place against four com-
petitors in the Varsity Medium Squad division 
and was recognized as the Most Improved 
Varsity Squad among all competitors. 

In individual competition, two from 
Wolfson – Laci Mickler and Co-Captain Alea 
Farah both of San Marco, were named UCA 
All American and have been invited to perform 

Two Wolfson cheerleaders named All American, cheer team receives state recognition
at special events throughout the United States 
and overseas, including a stint in London, 
England, during the Christmas holidays.

A young team, Wolfson boasts no seniors, 
and had not attended cheer camp nor 
competed since 2004. “This is a whole new 
direction for the school that we are excited 
about,” said Assistant Coach Joy Hicks of 
San Marco. 

Cheering from the Wolfpack this year are 
five juniors, two sophomores, and 10 fresh-
men, coached by Julie Humphreys, Wolfson’s 
assistant principal, who took over as head 
of the team this year. Joining Hicks as an 
assistant coach is Nicol Mickler of San 
Marco. Most of the girls on the team hail 
from the San Marco area and previously 
attended Hendricks Avenue Elementary 
and Julia Landon College Preparatory School, 
said Hicks. This year Farah and Bryce 
Johnson are serving as co-captains.

“The new coaching staff has been working 
with the girls all summer to revamp the 
program with new cheers, stunts and 
dances,” said Hicks. “They are planning 
to begin choreography in October in 
preparation for competition season, and 
the squad will compete in four competitions 
by year end.”

During the year, each Wolfson cheerleader 
will perform a service project at least once 
a quarter in the San Marco area. Some of 
the projects will include the Salvation Army 
Red Kettle drive, “Reading with the Stars” 
night at Hendricks Avenue Elementary, or 
Wolfson Trick or Treat neighborhood night. 

Just before school started, the cheer squad 
hosted a three-day Wolfpack Mini Cub 
Camp for 22 young cheerleaders, most of 
whom are students at Hendricks Avenue 
Elementary and Landon Middle School. 

 The prizewinning Wolfson cheerleading squad: Front: Kailey Byrd, Sydney DuFour, Christen Oden, Savannah Friday, Isabella 
McIntosh, Marleah Maclean, Jordyn Hamilton; back: Lyzaiah Roberts, Ashley Shakib, Sidney Yoder, Priscilla Osburn, Bryce 

Johnson, Alea Fara, Laci Mickler, Mackenzie Hyslop, Madison Jefferies

Wolfson High’s All American cheerleaders  
Laci Mickler and Alea Farah

The camp, which ran from July 31 to Aug. 
2, was a fundraiser for the Wolfson cheer 
team and money raised will be spent on 
stunting mats used during games and 
competition practice.

During the camp, which was broken 
into age groups, the girls learned two 
cheers, two dances, performed jump 
conditioning and learned how to do jumps 
as they worked on stunts. On the final day, 
an entire routine was put together comprised 
of the new skills, including a pyramid, said 
Hicks, noting each girl received a T-shirt, 
bow, and pom poms and a chance to 
perform during halftime at Wolfson’s 
Home football opener Aug. 16. 

Later this year, the Wolfson cheerleaders 
plan to hold one-day camps after school at 

both HAE and Landon Middle School. “This 
will continue to build relationships with 
both schools and Wolfson,” Hicks said. “For 
the girls that return, it will further develop 
their skills. For middle schoolers, it will 
prepare them for trying out for their high 
school squads in the future.”

At the end of the camp, two of the campers, 
Cheyenne Rodriguez and Elle Dulaney, 
both of San Marco, presented the cheer 
squad with a poster to thank them for 
holding the camp.

“We received a lot of positive feedback 
regarding the camp,” said Hicks. “One mom 
sent us an email saying, ‘They have their 
eyes on becoming Wolfson cheerleaders, 
even though one girl is only in sixth grade 
and the other is in fifth.’”

Foster teens use art for self-expression
Foster teens had the opportunity to express 

themselves and tell their stories through 
dancing, singing, rapping, beat production, 
creative writing and more at the eighth 
annual Exhibition of Talent held Aug. 1 at 
the Ritz Theatre. 

The exhibit was the culmination of a 
three-week program, “Just Like Me,” offered 
by Family Support Services of North Florida 
(FSS) with help from The Performer’s 
Academy. The summer camp, led by pro-
fessional artists, provided kids with creative 
outlets to use as therapeutic tools in telling 
their past, present and future stories. 
Eighteen kids between the ages of 14 -17 
completed the program. 

All the pieces performed were original 
works, created by the kids with help from 
instructors at The Performer’s Academy.

Choreographers from The Performer’s Academy helped 
foster teens share their stories through dance.

“Just Like Me” is a three-week program that changes at-risk teens’ lives through the power of the arts.
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The Wolfpack is everywhere! Students from Samuel Wolfson School for Advanced 
Studies recently participated in a study abroad experience that took them to Spain and 
Italy on an educational adventure. 

A dozen students in grades 9-12 participated in this trip, getting the chance to see 
historical sites such as the renowned Prado Museum of Art in Madrid and the cities 
of Toledo, Zaragoza, and Barcelona in Spain. While in Rome, the Wolfpack had the 
unexpected experience of witnessing Pope Francis preside over mass at St. Peter’s 
Basilica. 

“This trip really opened my eyes to the world,” said Leilani Sheets, a sophomore. “I 
can’t wait for my next adventure.” 

The travel program was brought to Wolfson several years ago by Tom Hoprich, the 
school’s AP U.S. history teacher, in partnership with EF Tours. He is already planning 
the Wolfpack’s trip to Amsterdam and Paris in 2020.

The awards keep rolling in for the Parents-
Teachers-Students Association at Julia 
Landon College Preparatory School. 

In May, the PTSA from San Marco’s 
academically talented and leadership magnet 
school was designated the “Middle School 
PTSA of the Year,” by the Duval County 
Council PTA, and this July, Landon’s PTSA 
Board members were pleased to discover 
they had been recognized with two awards 
for the 2018-2019 school year  – “Local 
Unit Achievement” and “Diversity, Equity 
& Inclusion” – at the Florida PTA Leadership 
Convention in Innisbrook.

Board member Michelle Mathis O’Malley 
accepted the awards on behalf of the San 
Marco school at the convention on July 20.

At the end of the school year, the Florida 
PTA invites all units within the state to 
apply for various awards recognizing the 
work it accomplished the past year. 
Landon’s PTSA Awards Chairperson Rana 
Shaban completed several applications 
by providing details of many pertinent 
programs offered to students, faculty and 
family by the PTSA during the last school 
year. The winning schools were recognized 
during the convention. 

“When I received an email from Florida 
PTA stating that our PTSA had earned the 
Local Unit Achievement Award, my first 
thought was ‘oh, that’s really nice,’” said 
Terri Nelson, JLCP PTSA president. “But 
then my next thought was, ‘Now I’m curious 
how many other PTAs in the state also 
received this award.’”

When she discovered Landon was the 
only school to receive the prestigious award 

Wolfson High School students and chaperones pose in front of the Hotel Stendhal and the Trevi Fountain in Rome, Italy.

Globe-hopping Wolfpack 
experiences study abroad

Landon receives two 
accolades from state PTA  
at leadership convention

Michelle Mathis O’Malley

from all middle and high school applica-
tions, Nelson said she was excited to share 
the news with all her committee chairpersons 
who had worked hard to plan and imple-
ment the school’s programs. “They, along 
with other parent, grandparent, and 
guardian volunteers, collectively, are the 
reason we won this distinction,” she said.

Landon also won the Diversity Award 
for its programs focused on increasing 
male role model involvement in student 
school life. Fathers, grandfathers, uncles 
and other significant male role models 
were invited to join with their student 
during two occasions – the twice annual 

“Donuts with Dads” and the monthly “All 
Pro Dads” events. 

“We have already planned our 2019-2020 
PTSA calendar of events and look forward 
to serving the Landon community with 
meaningful programs this year,” said Nelson. 

To learn more about JLCP PTSA hap-
penings go to the Julia Landon College 
Prep PTSA page on Facebook or julialan-
donptsa.weebly.com.

The Bolles School is a college preparatory 
day and boarding school for students in 
Pre-K through Grade 12.

Attending our Open House can be  
a life-changing moment.

Join us for an Open House and learn how The Bolles School has transformed  
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Whitehurst Campus
November 5, 9-11 a.m.
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With joy, San Marco area students head back to school

Like many parents with children at Hendricks Avenue 
Elementary, Caroline Spottswood, a HAE first grade 
teacher, had no trouble encouraging her daughter Emily 
to head back to school this fall. Emily loves the teachers, 
she said. “I feel so lucky I get to teach here, and my 
daughter gets to learn here every day.”

For many parents, heading back to the San Marco 
elementary school is like heading to a family reunion, 
said Leslie DeVooght. This is a sentiment that may be 
shared by students heading back to Julia Landon College 
Preparatory School, Samuel Wolfson High School, San 
Jose Elementary, The Bolles School, The Episcopal School 
of Jacksonville, San Jose Episcopal Day School, Bishop 
Kenny High School, Assumption School and others 
throughout the historic neighborhoods.

This year, HAE is implementing the theme, “Leaders 
Rise Up.” To illustrate the mission, Jenny Reid, the school’s 

art teacher, created wings that returning students stood 
in front of as a photo op.

At HAE, which is celebrating its 77th anniversary this 
year, many students walk down the same halls as did 
their parents and grandparents. Ethan Jordan is one of 
them. “He spends half his day in the exact same classroom 
my mom and I both were in for first grade,” said Amanda 
Jordan, Ethan’s mother, adding that she often sees many 
people she grew up with taking their kids to school. “It’s 
a place you want to come back to.”

Other HAE students also rave about their school. 
“I love Hendricks so much. I have the same first-grade 

classroom my daddy had!” said Samara Kredell, a first 
grader.

“The people that work there are really nice,” said Evan 
Katsikas.

“I make a ton of friends there!” said Maddy Katsikas.

“I love HAE because it feels like a family and students 
feel loved,” said 10-year-old Ava MacDowell.

“I love HAE because everyone can be a leader,” said 
8-year-old Sophia MacDowell.

“I love HAE because of the teachers and how special 
they make me feel,” said 9-year-old Leah King.

“It’s the BEST school with the BEST teachers,” chimed 
Rowan Andrews and Francis Poole, both third graders.

Five-year-old Barrett Shaw, who is in Mrs. Mickler’s 
class, is “so excited” to be in kindergarten. “We love the 
family-oriented nature of Hendricks,” said his mother, 
Andreae Shaw.

This year Parker Shell is headed to seventh grade at 
Landon Middle School while his brother, Campbell, a 
fifth grader, finishes his last year at HAE. “We love our 
neighborhood schools,” said Francine Shell, the boys’ 
mother. “Parker and Campbell both ride their bikes!”
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Avondale resident aims to 
make meaningful music 
resonate with audiences 
By Marcia Hodgson 
Resident Community News

From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., she dons a business 
suit and works as a mild-mannered Edward 
Jones branch office administrator in San 
Marco Square, while a few nights each 
month, she fronts her band, the Jean Street 
Sound, at small nightclubs through 
Jacksonville, such as Jack Rabbits in San 
Marco, Nighthawks in Riverside or The 
Justice Pub downtown.

For Kailee Halbuna, 29, it’s the best of 
both worlds – financial career by day, 
rocker by night.

“I’ve always had a close relationship with 
music since I was a child,” she said. “I’ve 
loved to sing ever since I could remember. 
When I was young, I would try to memorize 
songs and sing them note for note – every 
song I ever heard. I was obsessed. Being 
in the band and being able to play music 
on my own, that was always my dream. It 
wasn’t about fame or going really, really 
far. I just wanted to take all these songs 
that meant something to me and be able 
to play them out.”

A native of Hawaii, Halbuna moved to 
Jacksonville when she was three years old, 
attending Twin Lakes Elementary, James 
Weldon Johnson Middle School and grad-
uating from Stanton College Preparatory 
School in 2008. After attending the University 
of North Florida, where she took classes in 
business management and nursing, she left 
school to work at Open Road Bicycles in 
Miramar before heading back part-time to 
obtain an Associate Degree in childhood 
management from Florida State College.

A cyclist herself, as an employee at Open 
Road, Halbuna sold merchandise, made 
repairs and specialized in bicycle fittings. 
It was there that she met Edward Jones 
Financial Advisor Jonathan Leonard who 
also had an office in Miramar Plaza. “His 
previous assistant had gone to another 
branch and he had an opening. He asked 
if I would be interested,” Halbuna recalled. 

“I was going to school for childhood edu-
cation. At FSCJ, I was definitely set on 
becoming a teacher, but he said, ‘let me 
have 15 minutes to give you my pitch.’ I 
thought going to Edward Jones was a good 
opportunity,” she said.

When Leonard moved to his office in 
San Marco Square, Halbuna moved with 
him. She spends her days increasing her 
understanding of retirement accounts, 
insurance products and working with 
Leonard’s clients. “It’s a career with growth 
potential. It’s an accomplishment to have 
five years under your belt so that you feel 
you have a grasp of this position,” she said. 

“I love it. It’s about client service, and I 
have always liked working with people.”

But Halbuna’s true passion is her singing/
songwriting career after 5 p.m. A self-taught 
guitarist who enjoyed a few piano and 
violin lessons as a child, she only plays 
original music she has composed herself. 
Her debut solo performance was at Mellow 
Mushroom in Avondale a few years ago, 
said Halbuna’s mother, Gai Halbuna, who 
never misses a performance. “She’s always 
had a good voice. She’s a free spirit. She’s 
very creative. She’s fun, she’s articulate, 
she’s intelligent and she’s very comfortable 
within herself,” she said.

After playing solo in local bars and other 
small venues, Halbuna felt “creatively stifled” 
and desired to work with other musicians. 
For nearly a year, she joined Scott Rubia as 
a duo, writing songs and playing different 
instruments. “We’d play out a little bit,” she 
said. “He’s still a musician in Jacksonville 
and he plays in all kinds of bands.” 

Later she responded to an advertisement 
on Craigslist from a band looking for a 
vocalist. “They were doing cover songs, not 
original music,” she said. But the experience 
allowed her to meet her partner, Mitch 
McLeod, a drummer. Together the two 
formed Jean Street Sound, a two-piece band 
named for Jean Street, an Avondale road 
where Halbuna resided at the time. After 
playing together for a year, the duo expanded 
Jean Street into a trio, adding James Cockroft 
on bass more than six months ago.

“Our short-term goal is that we would like 
to play some bigger venues, and we’ve talked 

Financial administrator  
by day, rocker by night

about saving up to tour three to five days 
in the Southeast,” she said. McLeod also 
works in the financial services industry, and 
it would take coordination to mesh the 
vacation time of all three Jean Street Sound 
band members. “As much as we love it, I 
don’t think we have any plans to make it a 
full-time gig. I don’t have any grandiose 
plans, but I would like to become established 
as a name band in the Jacksonville area.”

Over the years, writing songs and playing 
music has served Halbuna as therapy and 
self-expression. “It started as a way to express 
myself in ways I was not able to before. It’s 
a very cathartic release of experiences I’ve 
had that are painful. It’s self-discovery. A 
lot of the songs that I write are very personal 

– you could even say, autobiographical. Music 
is a way for me to get through it. But at 
other times, songs are just fun, and they 
don’t always have a deep meaning. Sometimes 
they are just fun, feel-good songs,” she said.

Writing lyrics and playing music has also 
provided a way for Halbuna to become 
stronger and more confident as a person. 

“Often time there is a little voice that says, 
‘you don’t have what it takes.’ That voice is 
so hard to keep quiet! Fighting self-doubt 
is a daily battle, and I frequently lose,” she 
said. “Creating and playing music fulfills 
me more than anything else in the world. 
It can also be agonizing. I’m quite sensitive, 
and songwriting for me is a tumultuous 
process, because I have to explore all these 
emotions to find a way to connect to the 
song. Then I have to express those feelings 
when I play it, otherwise it is not genuine.” 

While Halbuna is passionate about her 
band and her songs, she knows, with a 

mortgage to pay, it is too much of a risk 
to give up her job at Edward Jones in favor 
of the vagabond life of a full-time profes-
sional musician.

I’ve met plenty of professional musicians 
and they struggle, a lot. It is difficult for them 
to make a living from it,” she said. “As long 
as this is something we can do and we enjoy 
it, but it’s not something we rely on, that 
keeps it fun, and is what keeps us from getting 
burnt out by it. I always want to be able to 
balance it out with something that is reliable 
like this,” (her job at Edward Jones). 

Although Jean Street Sound has no album 
or CDs to its name, it has recorded a handful 
of songs in a local studio and has them 
available online on streaming services such 
as Spotify and Band Camp. “A goal in the 
future is to save up and record a full pro-
fessional album,” Halbuna said, adding one 
dream is to play on the pavilion at the 
SeaWalk Music Festival in Jacksonville 
Beach as well as at other Florida and Georgia 
music festivals.

“I want to write songs that people can 
relate to. Ultimately, I’d like our music to 
resonate with our audiences in a way that 
is meaningful. I plan to pursue this every 
day for the indefinite future. I, obviously, 
have no idea what’s in store for me or for 
Jean Street Sound. I just want to look back 
on many decades of experiences and be 
proud of the music we made. I know we’ll 
keep getting better the longer we do it, so 
it comes down to the decision to be in it for 
the long haul,” she said. “We’re creating our 
own unique sound that doesn’t fit into any 
one particular box. No one is going to hear 
us and say, ‘Yeah, I’ve heard this before.’”

Kailee Halbuna on stage

Kailee Halbuna at her desk at 
Edward Jones in San Marco
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